
Preface
This issue contains many interesting papers. The starting one, Decision Support under
Risk by Optimization of Scenario Importance: Weighted OWA Aggregations, by Włodzimierz
Ogryczak and Tomasz Śliwiński, addresses an important problem of evaluation of decision
outcomes under several scenarios to form an overall objective functions; this is a basic
problem in decision support under uncertainty. The proposed approach is to use a fuzzy
operator defined as the so-called weighted OWA (WOWA) aggregation. The WOWA ag-
gregation, similar to the classical ordered weighted averaging (OWA), uses the preferential
weights assigned to the ordered values (i.e., to the worst value, the second worst and so on)
rather than to the specific criteria. This makes it possible to model diverse preferences with
respect to the risk. Simultaneously, importance weighting of scenarios can be introduced.
In this paper, solution procedures are analyzed for optimization problems with the WOWA
objective functions related to decisions under risk. Linear programming formulations are
introduced for optimization of the WOWA objective representing risk averse preferences.
Their computational efficiency is demonstrated.
The next paper, Path Diversity Protection in Two-Layer Networks, by Mateusz Dzida, Tomasz
Śliwiński, Michał Zagożdżon, Włodzimierz Ogryczak, and Michał Pióro, addresses an op-
timization problem related to issues of future network architecture, namely, dimensioning
links in a resilient two-layer network. A particular version of the problem which assumes
that links of the upper layer are supported by unique paths in the lower layer is considered.
Two mixed-integer programming formulations of this problem are presented and discussed.
Direct resolving of these formulations requires pre-selection of “good” candidate paths in the
upper layer of the network. Thus, the paper presents an alternative approach which is based
on decomposing the resolution process into two phases, resolved iteratively. The first phase
subproblem is related to designing lower layer path flows that provide the capacities for the
logical links of the upper layer. The second phase is related to designing the flow patterns
in the upper layer with protection assured through diversity of paths. In this phase we take
into account the failures of the logical links that result from the failures of the lower layer
links (so called shared risk link groups).
The third paper, Hierarchical Multiobjective Routing in MPLS Networks with Two Service
Classes – A Meta-Heuristic Solution, by Rita Girão-Silva, Jośe Craveirinha, and João Clí-
maco, begins by reviewing a two-level hierarchical multicriteria routing model for MPLS
networks with two service classes (QoS and best effort services) and alternative routing, as
well as the foundations of a heuristic resolution approach, previously proposed by the authors.



Afterwards a new approach is described, of metaheuristic nature, based on the introduction
of simulated annealing and tabu search techniques in the structure of the dedicated heuristic.
The application of the developed procedures to a benchmarking case study shows that, in cer-
tain initial conditions, this approach provides improvements in the final results, especially in
more “difficult” situations detected through sensitivity analysis.
The fourth paper, Propagation Path Loss Modeling in Container Terminal Environment,
by Ryszard J. Katulski, Jacek Stefański, and Jarosław Sadowski, describes a novel method
of path loss modeling for radio communication channels in container port area. Multi-
variate empirical model is presented, based on multidimensional regression analysis of real
path loss measurements from container terminal environment. The measurement instruments
used in propagation studies in port area are also described.
The fifth paper, Model for Balancing Aggregated Communication Bandwidth Resources,
by Piotr Pałka, Kamil Kołtyś, Eugeniusz Toczyłowski, and Izabela Żółtowska, presents
a multicommodity bandwidth exchange model BACBR (balancing aggregated communica-
tion bandwidth resources) for the purpose of aggregating similar offers in bandwidth market
auctions and market clearing. In this model offers submitted to sell (or buy) the same, simi-
lar, or equivalent network resources (or demands for end-to-end connections) are aggregated
into single commodities. BACBR model is based on an earlier balancing communication
bandwidth trade (BCBT) model. It requires much less variables and constraints then original
BCBT, however, the outcomes need to be disaggregated. The general model for disaggrega-
tion is also given in the paper.
The sixth paper, Incorporating Customer Preference Information into the Forecasting of
Service Sales, by Piotr Rzepakowski, describes the phenomenon of customers preference
change when they are getting more familiar with services or being motivated to change their
buying habits. Different sources of motivation induce customers to change their behavior:
an advertisement, a leader in a reference group, satisfaction from services usage and other ex-
periences, but usually those reasons are unknown. Nevertheless, people vary in susceptibility
to suggestions and innovations, and also in preference structure change dynamics. Historical
information about the preference structure gives additional information about uncertainty in
forecasting activity. In this work the conjoint analysis method was used to find customer
preference structure and to improve a prediction accuracy of telecommunication services us-
age. The results have shown that prediction accuracy increases about by one percent point,
what results in a 20 percent increase after using proposed algorithm modification.
The seventh paper, Multiobjective Approach to Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks,
by Michał Marks and Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz, describes a complex problem of
wireless sensor network localization that can be solved using diverse types of methods and
algorithms. There are several criteria which are essential when we consider wireless sensor
networks. The objective is to determine accurate estimates of nodes location under the
constraints for hardware cost, energy consumption and computation capabilities. In this paper
the application of stochastic optimization for performing localization of nodes is discussed.
Two phase scheme is described that uses a combination of the trilateration method, along
with the simulated annealing optimization algorithm. Two variants of proposed technique
are discussed, i.e., centralized and distributed. The attention is paid to the convergence of
proposed algorithm for different network topologies and trade-off between its efficiency and
localization accuracy.
The eighth paper, Comparative Study of Wireless Sensor Networks Energy-Efficient Topolo-
gies and Power Save Protocols, by Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz, Piotr Kwaśniewski,
and Izabela Windyga, describes ad hoc networks that are the ultimate technology in wire-
less communication that allow network nodes to communicate without the need for a fixed
infrastructure. The paper addresses issues associated with control of data transmission in
wireless sensor networks (WSN) – a popular type of ad hoc networks with stationary nodes.
Since the WSN nodes are typically battery equipped, the primary design goal is to optimize
the amount of energy used for transmission. The energy conservation techniques and algo-
rithms for computing the optimal transmitting ranges in order to generate a network with
desired properties while reducing sensors energy consumption are discussed and compared
through simulations. A new clustering based approach is described that utilizes the periodical
coordination to reduce the overall energy usage by the network.
The ninth paper, Parallel and Distributed Simulation of Ad Hoc Networks, by Andrzej Sikora
and Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz, describes advances in modeling and simulation as
traditional methods used to evaluate wireless network design. This paper addresses issues
associated with the application of parallel discrete event simulation to mobile ad hoc net-
works design and analysis. The basic characteristics and major issues pertaining to ad hoc
networks modeling and simulation are introduced. The focus is on wireless transmission and



mobility models. Particular attention is paid to the MobASim system, a Java-based software
environment for parallel and distributed simulation of mobile ad hoc networks. The design,
performance and possible applications of presented simulation software are described.
The tenth paper, The Non-Didactic Aspects of e-Learning Quality, by Ewa Stemposz, Andrzej
Jodłowski, and Alina Stasiecka, presents results of research on the quality of e-learning tran-
scending the classical didactic point of view. It illustrates a discussion of criteria, measures
or metrics developed on the basis of statistical analysis of data gathered from e-learners that
evaluated the quality exploited e-learning applications and systems. The main contribution
of the paper is the proposal for the quality metrics with the features concerning e-learning
platforms in the technological and human aspects.
The eleventh paper, Heuristic Analysis of Transport System Efficiency Based on Movement
of Mobile Network Users, by Grzegorz Sabak, describes results of introductory research
focused on possibility to use location data available in a mobile network for the analysis of
transport system status and efficiency. The details of a system capable of detecting abnormal
traffic situation (accidents, heavy congestion) are described. This system (called VASTAR)
uses a neural network to learn and store certain characteristic of the analyzed part of a road
system. Based on a measured divergence from normal characteristic, a notification about
non-typical situation is triggered. The results of a computational experiment using real-
world location data and simulation of abnormal situation are provided. The proposed system
can be a relatively low cost way to improve competitiveness of a mobile network operator
by allowing him to offer new type of informational service. It could also aid municipal
authorities by providing support for decisions regarding road traffic control and management
and be used by emergency services as a monitoring an alarming tool for detecting abnormal
road traffic situations when other means of observation are unavailable.
The twelfth paper, Analytical Modeling of the WCDMA Interface with Packet Scheduling,
by Maciej Stasiak, Piotr Zwierzykowski, and Janusz Wiewióra, presents the application of
a new analytical model of the full-availability group carrying amixture of different multi-rate
traffic classes with compression property for modeling the WCDMA radio interface with
packet scheduling. The proposed model can be directly used for modeling of the WCDMA
interface in the UMTS network servicing different traffic classes. The described model can be
applied for a validation of the efficiency of the WCDMA interface measured by the blocking
probability and the average carried traffic for particular traffic classes.
The thirteenth paper, Perspective for Using the Optical Frequency Standards in Realization
of the Second, by Karol Radecki, concerns an alternative definition of the second. The
second is currently defined by the microwave transition in cesium atoms. Optical clocks
offer the prospects of stabilities and reproducibilities that exceed those of cesium. This paper
reviews the progress in frequency standards based on optical transitions, recommended by
International Committee for Weights and Measures, as a secondary representation of the
second. The operation of these standards is briefly described and factors affecting stability
and accuracy of these and some new optical clocks are discussed.
The fourteenth paper, PHY Abstraction Methods for OFDM and NOFDM Systems, by Adrian
Kliks, Andreas Zalonis, Ioannis Dagres, Andreas Polydoros, and Hanna Bogucka, presents
diverse PHY abstraction methods for both orthogonal and non-orthogonal systems are pre-
sented, which allow to predict the coded block error rate (BLER) across the subcarriers
transmitting this FEC-coded block for any given channel realization. First the efficiency of
the selected methods is investigated and proved by the means of computer simulations carried
out in orthogonal muticarrier scenario. Presented results are followed by the generalization
and theoretical extension of these methods for non-orthogonal systems.
The fifteenth paper, Technical and Regulatory Issues of Emergency Call Handling, by Woj-
ciech Michalski, presents selected technical and regulatory aspects of emergency call han-
dling in communication between citizens and authorities in case of distress. Among the
most important technical aspects of emergency call handling are recognition and treatment
of emergency call by originating network, routing of such call to the appropriate public
safety answering point (PSAP), delivering call-related information to the PSAP as well as
architecture and organization of PSAPs. From the legal point of view, of importance are
the obligations for the Member States and stakeholders involved in E112 project included
in the EU directives, actions of European Commission related to providing access to the
location information as well as obligations concerning emergency call handling included
in Polish national law.

We wish the Readers interesting reading.
Andrzej P. Wierzbicki

Guest Editor
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Abstract—The problem of evaluation outcomes under several
scenarios to form overall objective functions is of considerable
importance in decision support under uncertainty. The fuzzy
operator defined as the so-called weighted OWA (WOWA) ag-
gregation offers a well-suited approach to this problem. The
WOWA aggregation, similar to the classical ordered weighted
averaging (OWA), uses the preferential weights assigned to the
ordered values (i.e., to the worst value, the second worst and
so on) rather than to the specific criteria. This allows one to
model various preferences with respect to the risk. Simulta-
neously, importance weighting of scenarios can be introduced.
In this paper we analyze solution procedures for optimiza-
tion problems with the WOWA objective functions related to
decisions under risk. Linear programming formulations are
introduced for optimization of the WOWA objective represent-
ing risk averse preferences. Their computational efficiency is
demonstrated.

Keywords— aggregation methods, decisions under risk, OWA,

scenarios, WOWA.

1. Introduction

In decision problems under uncertainty, we consider, the
decision is based on the maximization of a scalar (real
valued) outcome. The final outcome is uncertain and only
its realizations under various scenarios are known. Exactly,
for each scenario Si (i∈ I = {1,2, . . . ,m}) the corresponding
outcome realization is given as a function of the decision
variables yi = fi(x). We are interested in larger outcomes
under each scenario. Hence, the decision under uncertainty
can be considered a multiple criteria optimization problem:

max { ( f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fm(x)) : x ∈ F } , (1)

where x denotes a vector of decision variables to be selected
within the feasible set F ⊂Rq and f(x)= ( f1(x), . . . , fm(x))
is a vector function that maps the feasible set F into the
criterion space Rm. The feasible set F is usually defined
by some constraints. The elements of the criterion space
we refer to as achievement vectors. An achievement vector
y ∈ Y is attainable if it expresses outcomes of a feasible
solution x ∈ F (y = f(x)). The set of all the attainable
achievement vectors is denoted by A, i.e., A = {y = f(x) :

for some x ∈ F}.
From the perspective of decisions under uncertainty,
model (1) only specifies that we are interested in maxi-
mization of all objective functions fi for i ∈ I. In order

to make it operational, one needs to assume some solu-
tion concept specifying what it means to maximize multiple
objective functions. The solution concepts are defined by
aggregation functions a : Rm → R. Thus the multiple crite-
ria problem (1) is replaced with the (scalar) maximization
problem:

max {a(f(x)) : x ∈ F} .

The most commonly used aggregation is based on the
weighted mean where positive importance weights pi (i =
1, . . . ,m) are allocated to several scenarios:

Ap(y) =
m

∑
i=1

yi pi . (2)

The weights are typically normalized to the total 1
(∑m

i=1 pi = 1) with possible interpretation as scenarios (sub-
jective) probabilities. The weighted mean enables to define
the importance of scenarios but it does not allow one to
model the decision maker’s preferences regarding the dis-
tribution of outcomes. The latter is crucial when aggregat-
ing various realizations of the same (uncertain) outcome
under several scenarios and one needs to model risk averse
preferences [1].
The preference weights can be effectively introduced within
the fuzzy optimization methodology with the so-called or-
dered weighted averaging (OWA) aggregation [2]. In the
OWA aggregation the weights are assigned to the ordered
values (i.e., to the largest value, the second largest and
so on) rather than to the specific criteria. This guaran-
tees a possibility to model various preferences with respect
to the risk. Since its introduction, the OWA aggregation
has been successfully applied to many fields of decision
making [3]–[6]. The weighting of the ordered outcome
values causes that the OWA optimization problem is non-
linear even for linear programming (LP) formulation of the
original constraints and criteria. Yager [7] has shown that
the OWA optimization can be converted into a mixed inte-
ger programming problem. We have shown [8], [9] that the
OWA optimization with monotonic weights can be formed
as a standard linear program of higher dimension.
The OWA operator allows one to model various aggrega-
tion functions from the maximum through the arithmetic
mean to the minimum. Thus, it enables modeling of vari-
ous preferences from the optimistic to the pessimistic one.
On the other hand, the OWA does not allow one to al-
locate any importance weights to specific scenarios. Actu-
ally, the weighted mean (2) cannot be expressed in terms of
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the OWA aggregations. Several attempts have been made
to incorporate importance weighting into the OWA opera-
tor [10], [11]. Finally, Torra [12] has incorporated impor-
tance weighting into the OWA operator within the weighted
OWA (WOWA) aggregation introduced as a particular case
of Choquet integral using a distorted probability as the
measure. The WOWA averaging is defined by two weight-
ing vectors: the preferential weights w and the importance
weights p. It covers both the weighted means (defined
with p) and the OWA averages (defined with w) as special
cases. Actually, the WOWA average becomes the weighted
mean in the case of equal all the preference weights and
it is reduced to the standard OWA average for equal all
the importance weights. Since its introduction, the WOWA
operator has been successfully applied to many fields of
decision making [13], [14] including metadata aggregation
problems [15], [16].
In this paper we analyze solution procedures for optimiza-
tion problems with the WOWA objective functions model-
ing decisions under risk. A linear programming formula-
tions are introduced for optimization of the WOWA objec-
tive with increasing preferential weights thus representing
risk averse preferences. The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we introduce formally the WOWA operator
and derive some alternative computational formula based
on direct application of the preferential weights to the con-
ditional means according to the importance weights. Fur-
ther, in Section 3, we analyze the orness/andness properties
of the WOWA operator with monotonic preferential weights
and the corresponding risk profiles. In Section 4 we intro-
duce the LP formulations for maximization of the WOWA
aggregation with increasing weights. Finally, in Section 5
we demonstrate computational efficiency of the introduced
models.

2. The WOWA Aggregation

Let w = (w1, . . . ,wm) be a weighting vector of dimension m

such that wi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m and ∑m
i=1 wi = 1. The cor-

responding OWA aggregation of outcomes y = (y1, . . . ,ym)
can be mathematically formalized as follows [2]. First,
we introduce the ordering map Θ : Rm → Rm such that
Θ(y) = (θ1(y),θ2(y), . . . ,θm(y)), where θ1(y) ≥ θ2(y) ≥
·· · ≥ θm(y) and there exists a permutation τ of set I such
that θi(y) = yτ(i) for i = 1, . . . ,m. Further, we apply the
weighted sum aggregation to ordered achievement vectors
Θ(y), i.e., the OWA aggregation is defined as follows:

Aw(y) =
m

∑
i=1

wiθi(y) , (3)

where wi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m are normalized weights
(∑m

i=1 wi = 1). The OWA aggregation (3) allows one to
model various aggregation functions from the maximum
(w1 = 1, wi = 0 for i = 2, . . . ,m) through the arithmetic
mean (wi = 1/m for i = 1, . . . ,m) to the minimum (wm = 1,
wi = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m−1).

Now, let again w = (w1, . . . ,wm) be an m-dimensional vec-
tor of preferential weights wi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m and
∑m

i=1 wi =1. Additionally, let p = (p1, . . . , pm) be an m-di-
mensional vector of importance weights such that pi ≥ 0

for i = 1, . . . ,m and ∑m
i=1 pi = 1. The corresponding

weighted OWA aggregation of vector y = (y1, . . . ,ym) is
defined [12] as follows:

Aw,p(y) =
m

∑
i=1

ωiθi(y) (4)

with the weights ωi defined as

ωi = w∗(∑
k≤i

pτ(k))−w∗(∑
k<i

pτ(k)) , (5)

where w∗ is an increasing function interpolating points
( i

m
,∑k≤i wk) together with the point (0.0) and τ repre-

senting the ordering permutation for y (i.e., yτ(i) = θi(y)).
Moreover, function w∗ is required to be a straight line when
the point can be interpolated in this way. For our purpose
of decision support under risk we will focus on the linear
interpolation thus leading to the piecewise function w∗.

Fig. 1. Function w∗ for w = (0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.5).

To illustrate the WOWA average let us consider two out-
come vectors y′ = (3,1,2,4,5) and y′′ = (1,1,2,6,4), where
individual outcomes correspond to five scenarios. While in-
troducing preferential weights w = (0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.5)
one may calculate the OWA averages: Aw(y′) = 0.05 ·5 +
0.1 ·4+0.15 ·3+0.2 ·2+0.5 ·1= 2 and Aw(y′′) = 0.05 ·6+
0.1 ·4+0.15 ·2+0.2 ·1+0.5 ·1 = 1.7. Further, let us intro-
duce importance weights p = (0.1,0.1,0.2,0.5,0.1) which
means that results under the third scenario are 2 times
more important then those under scenario 1, 2 or 5, while
the results under scenario 4 are even 5 times more im-
portant. To take into account the importance weights in
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the WOWA aggregation (4) we introduce the following
piecewise linear function (cf. Fig. 1):

w∗(ξ ) =



































0.05ξ/0.2, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.2

0.05 + 0.10(ξ −0.2)/0.2, 0.2 < ξ ≤ 0.4

0.15 + 0.15(ξ −0.4)/0.2, 0.4 < ξ ≤ 0.6

0.3 + 0.2(ξ −0.6)/0.2, 0.6 < ξ ≤ 0.8

0.5 + 0.5(ξ −0.8)/0.2, 0.8 < ξ ≤ 1.0

and calculate weights ωi according to formula (4) as w∗

increments corresponding to importance weights of the or-
dered outcomes, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In particular, one
get ω1 = w∗(p5) = 0.025 and ω2 = w∗(p5 + p4)−w∗(p5) =
0.275 for vector y′ while ω1 = w∗(p4) = 0.225 and
ω2 = w∗(p4 + p5)−w∗(p4) = 0.075 for vector y′′. Finally,

Fig. 2. Definition of weights ωi for WOWA formula (4) for
w = (0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.5) and p = (0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.1):
(a) vector y′ = (3,1,2,4,5); (b) vector y′′ = (1,1,2,6,4).

Aw,p(y′) = 0.025 ·5+0.275 ·4+0.1 ·3+0.35 ·2+0.25 ·1=
2.475 and Aw,p(y′′)= 0.225 ·6+0.075 ·4+0.2·2+0.25 ·1+
0.25 ·1 = 2.55.
Note that one may alternatively compute the WOWA values
by using the importance weights to replicate correspond-
ing scenarios and calculate then OWA aggregations. In the
case of our importance weights p we need to consider five
copies of scenario 4 and two copies of scenario 3 thus gen-
erating corresponding vectors ỹ′ = (3,1,2,2,4,4,4,4,4,5)
and ỹ′′ = (1,1,2,2,6,6,6,6,6,4) of ten equally important
outcomes. Original five preferential weights must be then
applied respectively to the average of the two largest out-
comes, the average of the next two largest outcomes, etc.
Indeed, we get Aw,p(y

′) = 0.05 · 4.5 + 0.1 · 4 + 0.15 · 4 +
0.2 · 2.5 + 0.5 · 1.5 = 2.475 and Aw,p(y′′) = 0.05 · 6 +
0.1 · 6 + 0.15 · 5 + 0.2 · 2 + 0.5 · 1 = 2.55. We will further
formalize this approach and take its advantages to build the
LP computational models.
Function w∗ can be defined by its generation function g with
the formula w∗(α) =

∫ α
0 g(ξ ) dξ . Introducing breakpoints

αi = ∑k≤i pτ(k) and α0 = 0 we get

ωi =
∫ αi

0

g(ξ ) dξ −
∫ αi−1

0

g(ξ ) dξ =
∫ αi

αi−1

g(ξ ) dξ

and finally [17], [18]:

Aw,p(y) =
m

∑
i=1

θi(y)

∫ αi

αi−1

g(ξ ) dξ

=

∫ 1

0

g(ξ )F
(−1)
y (ξ ) dξ ,

(6)

where F
(−1)
y is the stepwise function F

(−1)
y (ξ ) = θi(y) for

αi−1 < ξ ≤ αi. It can also be mathematically formalized
as follows. First, we introduce the right-continuous cumu-
lative distribution function (cdf):

Fy(d) =
m

∑
i=1

piδi(d) , (7)

where

δi(d) =

{

1 if yi ≤ d

0 otherwise

which for any real (outcome) value d provides the measure
of outcomes smaller or equal to d. Next, we introduce the

quantile function F
(−1)
y = inf {η : Fy(η)≥ ξ} for 0 < ξ ≤ 1

as the left-continuous inverse of the cumulative distribution
function Fy, and finally F

(−1)
y (ξ ) = F

(−1)
y (1− ξ ).

Formula (6) provides the most general expression of the
WOWA aggregation allowing for expansion to continuous
case. The original definition of WOWA allows one to
build various interpolation functions w∗ [19] thus to use
different generation functions g in formula (6). Let us fo-
cus our analysis on the the piecewise linear interpolation
function w∗. It is the simplest form of the interpolation
function. Note, however, that the piecewise linear func-
tions may be built with various number of breakpoints, not
necessarily m. Thus, any nonlinear function can be well
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approximated by a piecewise linear function with appro-
priate number of breakpoints. Therefore, we will consider
weights vectors w of dimension n not necessarily equal
to m. Any such piecewise linear interpolation function w∗

can be expressed with the stepwise generation function:

g(ξ ) = nwk for (k−1)/n < ξ ≤ k/n, k = 1, . . . ,n . (8)

This leads us to the following specification of formula (6):

Aw,p(y) =
n

∑
k=1

wkn

∫ k/n

(k−1)/n
F

(−1)
y (ξ ) dξ

=
n

∑
k=1

wkn

∫ k/n

(k−1)/n
F

(−1)
y (1− ξ ) dξ .

(9)

Note that n
∫ k/n

(k−1)/n
F

(−1)
y (ξ ) dξ represents the average

within the kth portion of 1/n largest outcomes, the corre-
sponding conditional mean [20], [21]. Hence, formula (9)
defines WOWA aggregations with preferential weights w

as the corresponding OWA aggregation but applied to the
conditional means calculated according to the importance
weights p instead of the original outcomes. Figure 3 il-
lustrates application of formula (9) to computation of the
WOWA aggregations for vectors from Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Formula (9) applied to WOWA calculations for p =
(0.1,0.1,0.2,0.5,0.1): (a) vector y′ = (3,1,2,4,5); (b) vector
y′′ = (1,1,2,6,4).

We will treat formula (9) as a formal definition of the
WOWA aggregation of m-dimensional outcomes y defined

by the m-dimensional importance weights p and the n-di-
mensional preferential weights w. Formula (9) may be re-
formulated to use the tail averages:

Aw,p(y) =
n

∑
k=1

nwk

(

L
(

y,p,1−
k−1

n

)

−L
(

y,p,1−
k

n

)

)

(10)

with L(y,p,ξ ) defined by left-tail integrating of F
(−1)
y ,

i.e., L(y,p,0) = 0,

L(y,p,ξ ) =

∫ ξ

0

F
(−1)
y (α)dα for 0 < ξ ≤ 1 (11)

and L(y,p,1) = Ap(y) thus representing the weighted aver-
age. Finally,

Aw,p(y) =
n

∑
k=1

w′
kL

(

y,p,
k

n

)

(12)

with weights

w′
k = n(wn−k+1 −wn−k) for k = 1, . . . ,n−1

w′
n = nw1 .

(13)

Graphs of functions L(y,p,ξ ) (with respect to ξ ) take the
form of convex piecewise linear curves, the so-called ab-
solute Lorenz curves [22] connected to the relation of the
second order stochastic dominance (SSD). Therefore, for-
mula (12) relates the WOWA average to the SSD consistent
risk measures based on the tail means [23] provided that the
importance weights are treated as scenario probabilities.

3. The Orness and Risk Preferences

The OWA aggregation may model various preferences from
the optimistic (max) to the pessimistic (min). Yager [2]
introduced a well appealing concept of the orness measure
to characterize the OWA operators. The degree of orness
associated with the OWA operator Aw(y) is defined as

orness(w) =
m

∑
i=1

m− i

m−1
wi . (14)

For the max aggregation representing the fuzzy OR oper-
ator with weights w = (1,0, . . . ,0) one gets orness(w) = 1

while for the min aggregation representing the fuzzy
AND operator with weights w = (0, . . . ,0,1) one has
orness(w) = 0. For the average (arithmetic mean) one
gets orness((1/m,1/m, . . . ,1/m))= 1/2. Actually, one may
consider a complementary measure of andness defined as
andness(w) = 1− orness(w). OWA aggregations with or-
ness greater or equal 1/2 are considered or-like whereas the
aggregations with orness smaller or equal 1/2 are treated as
and-like. The former correspond to rather optimistic pref-
erences while the latter represents rather pessimistic pref-
erences.
The OWA aggregations with monotonic weights are either
or-like or and-like. Exactly, decreasing weights w1 ≥ w2 ≥
. . . ≥ wm define an or-like OWA operator, while increas-
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ing weights w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . . ≤ wm define an and-like OWA
operator. Actually, the orness and the andness properties
of the OWA operators with monotonic weights are total in
the sense that they remain valid for any subaggregations
defined by subsequences of their weights. Namely, for any
2 ≤ k ≤ m one gets

k

∑
j=1

k− j

k−1
wi j

≥
1

2
and

k

∑
j=1

k− j

k−1
wi j

≤
1

2

for the OWA operators with decreasing or increasing
weights, respectively. Moreover, the weights monotonicity
is necessary to achieve the above total orness and andness
properties. Therefore, we will refer to the OWA aggregation
with decreasing weights as the totally or-like OWA opera-
tor, and to the OWA aggregation with increasing weights
as the totally and-like OWA operator.
Yager [24] proposed to define the OWA weighting vec-
tors via the regular increasing monotone (RIM) quantifiers,
which provide a dimension independent description of the
aggregation. A fuzzy subset Q of the real line is called
a RIM quantifier if Q is (weakly) increasing with Q(0) = 0

and Q(1) = 1. The OWA weights can be defined with
a RIM quantifier Q as wi = Q(i/m)−Q((i − 1)/m) and
the orness measure can be extended to a RIM quantifier
(according to m → ∞) as follows [24]:

orness(Q) =

∫ 1

0

Q(α) dα . (15)

Thus, the orness of a RIM quantifier is equal to the area
under it. The measure takes the values between 0 (achieved
for Q(1) = 1 and Q(α) = 0 for all other α) and 1 (achieved
for Q(0) = 1 and Q(α) = 0 for all other α). In particu-
lar, orness(Q) = 1/2 for Q(α) = α which is generated by
equal weights wk = 1/n. Formula (15) allows one to de-
fine the orness of the WOWA aggregation (4) which can be
viewed with the RIM quantifier Q(α) = w∗(α) [25]. Let
us consider piecewise linear function Q = w∗ defined by
weights vectors w of dimension n according to the step-
wise generation function (8). One may easily notice that
decreasing weights w1 ≥ w2 ≥ . . . ≥ wn generate a strictly
increasing concave curve Q(α) ≥ α thus guaranteeing the
or-likeness of the WOWA operator. Similarly, increasing
weights w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . . ≤ wn generate a strictly increasing
convex curve Q(α) ≤ α thus guaranteeing the and-likeness
of the WOWA operator. Actually, the monotonic weights
generate the totally or-like and and-like operators, respec-
tively, in the sense that

∫ 1

0

Q(a + α(b−a))−Q(a)

Q(b)−Q(a)
dα ≥

1

2
(16)

or
∫ 1

0

Q(a + α(b−a))−Q(a)

Q(b)−Q(a)
dα ≤

1

2
(17)

for the WOWA operators with decreasing or increasing
weights, respectively.

Actually, the absolute Lorenz curve represent a dual charac-
terization of the second stochastic dominance relation [22]
which is the most general mathematical model of the
risk averse preferences in decisions under risk [26]. For-
mula (12) represents the WOWA aggregation with increas-
ing preferential weights as the weighted (positive) com-
bination of n tail averages. Therefore, the WOWA ob-
jective functions with increasing preferential weights are
SSD consistent and they represent the risk averse aggre-
gations of outcomes under several scenarios. Moreover,
such WOWA averages may be interpreted as the dual util-
ity criteria within the theory developed by Yaari [27] which
was recently reintroduced [28] in a simplified form of the

spectral risk measures
1
∫

0

φ(ξ )F
(−1)
y (ξ )dξ , where decreas-

ing (nonincreasing) distortion function φ represents risk
averse preferences. Indeed, according to (6),

Aw,p(y) =

∫ 1

0

g(ξ )F
(−1)
y (ξ ) dξ =

∫ 1

0

g(1−ξ )F
(−1)
y (ξ ) dξ

thus representing a spectral risk measure with distortion
function φ(ξ ) = g(1− ξ ), nonincreasing for the increas-
ing weights wk. Similarly, the generalized WOWA can be
expressed with φ(ξ )= gβ (1−ξ ) nonincreasing for the rela-
tively increasing weights wk. As pointed out by Acerbi [28],
the subjective risk aversion of a decision maker can be en-
coded in a function φ(ξ ) defined for all possible ξ ∈ (0,1]
and one cannot see any arbitrary choice of function φ(ξ ).
The WOWA aggregations allows one to seek an appropriate
function defined by a few preferential weights and possibly
breakpoints (for the generalized WOWA).

4. Linear Programming Models

Consider maximization of a risk averse WOWA aggregation
defined by increasing weights w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . . ≤ wn

max{Aw,p(y) : y = f(x), x ∈ F} . (18)

Due to formula (12), the problem may be expressed as

max{
n

∑
k=1

w′
kL(y,p,

k

n
) : y = f(x), x ∈ F}

with positive weights w′
k defined by (13).

According to (11), values of function L(y,p,ξ ) for any
0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 can be given by optimization:

L(y,p,ξ ) = min
si

{
m

∑
i=1

yisi :

m

∑
i=1

si = ξ ; 0 ≤ si ≤ pi, ∀ i } .
(19)

The above problem is an LP for a given outcome vector y

while it becomes nonlinear for y being a vector of variables.

9
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This difficulty can be overcome by taking advantage of the
LP dual to (19). Introducing dual variable t corresponding
to the equation ∑m

i=1 si = ξ and variables di correspond-
ing to upper bounds on si one gets the following LP dual
expression of L(y,p,ξ )

L(y,p,ξ ) = max
t,di

{ ξ t −
m

∑
i=1

pidi :

t −di ≤ yi, di ≥ 0 ∀ i} .

(20)

Therefore, maximization of the WOWA aggregation (18)
can be expressed as follows:

max
tk ,dik,yi,x j

n

∑
k=1

w′
k

[

k

n
tk −

m

∑
i=1

pidik

]

s.t. tk −dik ≤ yi, dik ≥ 0 ∀ i,k

y = f(x), x ∈ F .

Consider multiple criteria problems (1) with linear objec-
tive functions fi(x) = cix and polyhedral feasible sets:

max{(y1,y2, . . . ,ym) : y = Cx, Ax = b, x
>
= 0} , (21)

where C is an m× q matrix (consisting of rows ci), A is
a given v × q matrix and b = (b1, . . . ,bv)

T is a given
RHS (right hand side) vector. For such problems, we get
the following LP formulation of the WOWA maximiza-
tion (18):

max
tk ,dik,yi,x j

n

∑
k=1

k

n
w′

ktk −
n

∑
k=1

m

∑
i=1

w′
k pidik (22)

s.t.
q

∑
j=1

ar jx j = br r = 1, . . . ,v (23)

yi −
q

∑
j=1

ci jx j = 0 i = 1, . . . ,m (24)

dik ≥ tk − yi, dik ≥ 0 i = 1, . . . ,m (25)

k = 1, . . . ,n

x j ≥ 0 j = 1, . . . ,q (26)

Model (22)–(26) is an LP problem with mn + m + n + q

variables and mn + m + v constraints. Thus, for problems
with not too large number of scenarios (m) and prefer-
ential weights (n) it can be solved directly. Note that
WOWA model (22)–(26) differs from the analogous de-
viational model for the OWA optimizations [8] only due
to coefficients within the objective function (22) and the
possibility of different values of m and n.
The number of constraints in problem (22)–(26) is similar
to the number of variables. Nevertheless, for the simplex
approach it may be better to deal with the dual of (22)–(26)
than with the original problem. Note that variables dik in
the primal are represented with singleton columns. Hence,
the corresponding rows in the dual represent only simple
upper bounds.

Introducing the dual variables: ur (r = 1, . . . ,v), νi (i =
1, . . . ,m) and zik (i = 1, . . . ,m; k = 1, . . . ,n) corresponding
to the constraints (23), (24) and (25), respectively, we get
the following dual:

min
zik,νi ,ur

v

∑
r=1

brur

s.t.
v

∑
r=1

ar jur −
m

∑
i=1

ci jνi
>
= 0 j = 1, . . . ,q

νi −
n

∑
k=1

zik ≥ 0 i = 1, . . . ,m

m

∑
i=1

zik =
k

n
w′

k k = 1, . . . ,n

0 ≤ zik ≤ piw
′
k i = 1, . . . ,m

k = 1, . . . ,n

(27)

The dual problem (27) contains: m+ n + q structural con-
straints, m+ v unbounded variables and mn bounded vari-
ables. Since the average complexity of the simplex method
depends on the number of constraints, the dual model (27)
can be directly solved for quite large values of m and n.
Moreover, the columns corresponding to mn variables zik

form the transportation/assignment matrix thus allowing
one to employ special techniques of the simplex SON (spe-
cial ordered network) algorithm [29] for implicit handling
of these variables. Such techniques increase dramatically
efficiency of the simplex method but they require a special
tailored implementation. We have not tested this approach
within our initial computational experiments based on the
use of a general purpose LP code.

5. Computational Tests

In order to analyze the computational performances of the
LP model for the WOWA optimization, similarly to [8],
we have solved randomly generated problems of portfolio
optimization according to the (discrete) scenario analysis
approach [6]. There is given a set of securities for an invest-
ment J = {1,2, . . . ,q}. We assume, as usual, that for each
security j ∈ J there is given a vector of data (ci j)i=1,...,m,
where ci j is the observed (or forecasted) rate of return of
security j under scenario i (hereafter referred to as out-
come). We consider discrete distributions of returns de-
fined by the finite set I = {1,2, . . . ,m} of scenarios with
the assumption that each scenario can be assigned the im-
portance weight pi that can be seen as the subjective prob-
ability of the scenario. The outcome data forms an m×q

matrix C = (ci j)i=1,...,m; j=1,...,q whose columns correspond
to securities while rows ci = (ci j) j=1,2,...,q correspond to
outcomes. Further, let x = (x j) j=1,2,...,q denote the vector
of decision variables defining a portfolio. Each variable x j

expresses the portion of the capital invested in the corre-
sponding security. Portfolio x generates outcomes

y = Cx = (c1x,c2x, . . . ,cmx) .
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The portfolio selection problem can be considered as an LP
problem with m uniform objective functions fi(x) = cix =

∑
q
j=1

ci jx j to be maximized [6]:

max {Cx :

q

∑
j=1

x j = 1; x j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . ,q} .

Hence, our portfolio optimization problem can be consid-
ered a special case of the multiple criteria problem and one
may seek an optimal portfolio with some criteria aggrega-
tion. Note that the aggregation must take into account the
importance of various scenarios thus allowing importance
weights pi to be assigned to several scenarios. Further the
preferential weights wk must be increasing to represent the
risk averse preferences (more attention paid on improve-
ment of smaller outcomes). Thus we get the WOWA max-
imization problem:

max {Aw,p(Cx) :

q

∑
j=1

x j = 1; x j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . ,q} . (28)

Our computational tests were based on the randomly gen-
erated problems (28) with varying number q of securities
(decision variables) and number m of scenarios. The gener-
ation procedure worked as follows. First, for each security j

the maximum rate of return r j was generated as a random
number uniformly distributed in the interval [0.05,0.15].
Next, this value was used to generate specific outcomes ci j

(the rate of return under scenarios i) as random variables
uniformly distributed in the interval [−0.75r j,r j]. Further,
strictly increasing and positive weights wk were generated.
The weights were not normalized which allowed us to de-
fine them by the corresponding increments δk = wk −wk−1.
The latter were generated as uniformly distributed random
values in the range of 1.0 to 2.0, except from a few (5 on
average) possibly larger increments ranged from 1.0 to n/3.
Importance weights pi were generated according to the ex-
ponential smoothing scheme, which assigns exponentially
decreasing weights to older or subjectively less probable
scenarios: pi = α(1−α)i−1 for i = 1,2, . . . ,m and the pa-
rameter α is chosen for each test problem size separately
to keep the value of pm around 0.001.
We tested solution times for different size parameters m

and q. The basic tests were performed for the standard
WOWA model with n = m. However, we also analyzed the
case of larger n for more detailed preferences modeling,
as well as the case of smaller n thus representing a rough
preferences model. For each number of securities q and
number of criteria (scenarios) m we solved 10 randomly
generated problems (28). All computations were performed
on a PC with the Athlon 64, 1.8 GHz processor employing
the CPLEX 9.1 package. The 600 seconds time limit was
used in all the computations.
In Tables 1 and 2 we show the solution times for the pri-
mal (22)–(26) and the dual (27) forms of the computa-
tional model, being the averages of 10 randomly generated
problems. Upper index in front of the time value indicates

Table 1

Solution times [s] for the primal model (22)–(26)

Scenarios Number of securities (q)

(m) 10 20 50 100 150 200 300 400

10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

50 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7

100 21.0 29.0 34.1 41.8 51.9 70.0 95.4 86.9

150 187.0 243.6 312.9 354.2 402.7 474.8 1474.9 6562.2

Table 2

Solution times [s] for the dual model (27)

Scenarios Number of securities (q)

(m) 10 20 50 100 150 200 300 400

10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

20 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

50 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6

100 0.4 0.6 1.5 6.7 8.4 10.2 11.6 13.4

150 1.3 2.0 3.8 24.2 49.0 59.2 62.1 62.7

200 3.0 4.1 8.7 66.6 144.8 225.0 243.0 246.9

300 9.7 14.3 31.0 1291.4 4491.3 – – –

400 22.8 34.4 82.2 4344.1 7555.1 – – –

the number of tests among 10 that exceeded the time limit.
The empty cell (minus sign) shows that this occurred for
all 10 instances. Both forms were solved by the CPLEX
code without taking advantages of the constraints structure
specificity. The dual form of the model performs much
better in each tested problem size. It behaves very well
with increasing number of securities if the number of sce-
narios does not exceed 100. Similarly, the model performs
very well with increasing number of scenarios if only the
number of securities does not exceed 50.

Table 3

Solution times [s] for different numbers of preferential
weights (q = 50)

Number of Number of preferential weights (n)

scenarios (m) 3 5 10 20 50 100 150 200 300 400

10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1

20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3

50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.1 1.6

100 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.0 1.5 1.5 2.1 3.7 5.1

150 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 3.7 4.5 3.8 4.6 7.7 11.0

200 0.1 0.1 0.3 1.2 8.0 11.6 7.1 8.7 13.8 23.7

300 0.1 0.3 0.7 3.5 19.6 29.1 12.2 16.9 31.0 41.2

400 0.2 0.4 1.6 6.5 36.6 48.6 16.4 28.4 45.8 82.2

Table 3 presents solution times for different numbers of the
preferential weights. The number of securities equals 50.
It can be noticed that increasing the number of preferen-
tial weights and thus the number of breakpoints in the in-
terpolation function induce moderate increase in the com-
putational complexity. On the other hand, the computa-
tional efficiency can be significantly improved by reduc-
ing the number of preferential weights to a few which can
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be reasonable in non-automated decision making support
systems.

6. Concluding Remarks

The WOWA aggregation [12] represents a universal tool
allowing one to combinine outcomes under several scenar-
ios to form overall objective functions taking into account
both the risk aversion preferences depicted with the pref-
erential weights allocated to ordered outcomes as well as
the scenarios importance expressed with weights allocated
to several scenarios. The ordering operator used to de-
fine the WOWA aggregation is, in general, hard to imple-
ment within optimization problems. We have shown that
the risk averse WOWA aggregations are characterized by
the increasing weights and their optimization can be mod-
eled by introducing auxiliary linear constraints. Hence,
an LP decision under risk problem with the risk averse
WOWA aggregation of outcomes under several scenarios
can be formed as a standard linear program. Moreover,
it can be further simplified by taking advantages of the
LP duality.
Our computational experiments show that the LP formula-
tion enables to solve effectively medium size WOWA prob-
lems. Actually, the number of few hundred scenarios effi-
ciently covered by the dual LP model in less a minute for
problems with limited number of structural variables seems
to be quite enough for most applications to decisions under
risk. The problems have been solved directly by a gen-
eral purpose LP code. Taking advantages of the constraints
structure specificity may remarkably extend the solution ca-
pabilities. In particular, the simplex SON algorithm [29]
may be used for exploiting the LP embedded network struc-
ture in the dual form of the model. This seems to be a very
promising direction for further research.
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Paper Path Diversity Protection
in Two-Layer Networks

Mateusz Dzida, Tomasz Śliwiński, Michał Zagożdżon, Włodzimierz Ogryczak, and Michał Pióro

Abstract— The paper addresses an optimization problem re-
lated to dimensioning links in a resilient two-layer network.
A particular version of the problem which assumes that links
of the upper layer are supported by unique paths in the lower
layer is considered. Two mixed-integer programming formu-
lations of this problem are presented and discussed. Direct re-
solving of these formulations requires pre-selection of “good”
candidate paths in the upper layer of the network. Thus,
the paper presents an alternative approach which is based on
decomposing the resolution process into two phases, resolved
iteratively. The first phase subproblem is related to design-
ing lower layer path flows that provide the capacities for the
logical links of the upper layer. The second phase is related
to designing the flow patterns in the upper layer with protec-
tion assured through diversity of paths. In this phase we take
into account the failures of the logical links that result from
the failures of the lower layer links (so called shared risk link

groups).

Keywords— link dimensioning, path diversity, resilient routing,

two-layer network optimization.

1. Introduction

One of the most important internet architectures is based
on IP-over-WDM (wavelength division multiplexing) net-
works. IP-over-WDM refers to a complex network model
which uses a layered structure of resources, operated ac-
cording to two distinct network protocols. Resources of
a layered network form a hierarchical structure with each
layer constituting a proper network.
In the considered network model the lower layer is an WDM
network composed of a set of fibers connecting WDM
cross-connects. The upper layer is an IP network com-
posed of a given set of logical connections between routers
(see [1] and [2]). The logical IP links are supported by
paths composed of the WDM links (WDM paths).
In this paper we address an optimization problem related to
dimensioning capacity of the WDM fibers. Throughout the
paper we assume that each IP link is supported by an unique
path in the WDM layer (uniqueness property). Dimension-
ing cost for a given realization of the upper layer links
is calculated as a sum of capacity costs of distinct links
of the lower layer. For a given set of traffic requirements
(demands) the considered problem consists in determining
a set of IP layer paths (IP paths) and their realizations in the
WDM layer for which the total dimensioning cost is mini-
mized.
In the paper we consider two-layer network model for which
the WDM links are subject to failures. We assume that dur-
ing a failure one of the WDM links becomes unavailable.

Failure of an WDM link causes that all IP links associated
with affected paths are unavailable too. Thus, a failure of
single WDM link may cause unavailability of multiple IP
links. In the literature such failure model is called shared
risk resource group (see [3]).
Suppose that flows assigned to a specific traffic demand
are bifurcated and diversified (recall that the uniqueness
property refers only to the WDM layer). Diversification
of the flows constitutes a means for protecting the IP-over-
WDM network against failures. We refer to this protection
type as path diversity (see [4]).
In the general two-layer network model the set of lower
layer nodes is wider than the set of the upper layer
nodes, i.e., only selected sites comprise either WDM cross-
connects and IP routers, while the others comprise only
WDM cross-connects. Note that when all sites comprise
devices of both kinds the problem can be reduced to dimen-
sioning IP links, each related to the corresponding WDM
link.
In the following we present a mixed-integer programming
(MIP) formulation of the problem related to dimension-
ing the WDM links in the resilient IP-over-WDM network.
As this formulation requires identifying all possible paths
in the IP layer, resolving it using general MIP solvers is
not efficient. Thus, we propose a dedicated method based
on decomposing the resolution process into two iteratively
invoked phases.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formu-
late the considered problem as a mixed-integer program.
The resolving method is presented in Section 3. The nu-
merical results illustrating the efficiency of the method are
discussed in Section 4. The paper is summarized in Sec-
tion 5, where the conclusions are drawn.

2. Problem Formulation

Let V and W be the set of IP nodes and WDM nodes,
respectively. We define E and F as the link sets asso-
ciated with upper and lower layer, respectively. The net-
work graphs associated with network layers are denoted by
G (V ,E ) – the IP layer graph and H (W ,F ) – the WDM
layer graph. In the balance of this paper we assume that
each origin-destination (O-D) pair, constituting the set of
demands d ∈D , is associated with a specific portion of re-
quested bandwidth hd . By Pd we denote a set of candidate
paths for demand d.
The IP layer links e ∈ E are supported by paths in the
WDM layer. For each link e ∈ E we define a set of such
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candidate paths Pe. Throughout the paper we assume that
each WDM link can be subject to a failure, and only single
link f ∈F can fail at a time. Still, a specific realization of
the IP links can induce complex failures of multiple links
in the IP layer.
The set of failure states is denoted by S . Each element
of S corresponds to a failure of a specific link f ∈F , what
is determined by values of constants ρ f s. Value zero of
ρ f s indicates that the corresponding link f is affected, and
cannot be used to transit traffic in failure state s; ρ f s = 1,
otherwise.
Objective in the considered problem is to find capacities
of the WDM links of the minimal cost. The unit cost of
link f capacity is given by ξ f , while the total capacity
of this link is determined by variable g f . The total link
flow is calculated as a sum of particular path flows realiz-
ing the related demands; they are denoted by zeq. Due to
assumed uniqueness property, each candidate path is asso-
ciated with a binary variable ueq. Thus, the flow associated
with a path, selected to support link e (ueq = 1), must carry
entire flow of this link, determined by value of variable ye.
Binary variable wes constitutes a link-failure incidence fac-
tor which determines if IP link e is affected by a failure of
the associated WDM path. Subsequently, binary variables
rd ps determine if IP path p is affected by failure s due to
unavailability of at least one WDM links traversed by this
path. Finally, we define xd ps as a variable representing
the traffic flow assigned to IP path p in state s. An MIP
formulation of the discussed problem reads:

min ∑
f∈F

ξ f g f , (1)

st. ∑
p∈Pd

xd ps ≥ hd d ∈ D , s ∈ S , (2)

xd ps ≤ xd pO d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , s ∈ S , (3)

xd ps ≤ (1− rd ps)hd d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , s ∈ S , (4)

∑
d∈D

∑
p∈Ped

xd pO ≤ ye e ∈ E , (5)

|Ep|rd ps ≥ ∑
e∈Ep

wes d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , s ∈ S , (6)

∑
q∈Qe

zeq = ye e ∈ E , (7)

∑
e∈E

∑
q∈Q f e

zeq ≤ ρ f sg f f ∈ F ,s ∈ S , (8)

∑
q∈Qe

ueq ≤ 1 e ∈ E , (9)

zeq ≤ ueqM e ∈ E ,q ∈ Pe (10)

∑
q∈Pe

∑
f∈Fq

ρ f sueq ≤ |F |wes e ∈ E ,s ∈ S . (11)

System of three constraints (2)–(4) assures that at least hd

amount of bandwidth survives in each situation s ∈S (ac-
cording to the principles of the path diversity protection

model). Equivalently, this can be expressed by the follow-
ing nonlinear inequality:

∑
p∈Pd

rd psxd pO ≥ hd d ∈ D , s ∈ S . (12)

Constraint (5) is a capacity constraint. Constraint (6) in-
dicates if certain path p is affected by specific failure s

(rd ps = 1), i.e., if at least one of the IP links supporting
path p is failed. The appropriate values of variables wes

are induced by constraint (11) which forces wes = 1 when
at least one of the links of the path supporting link e fails
in state s (i.e., ρ f sueq = 1).

The presented mathematical model corresponds to a classi-
cal two-layer dimensioning problem where the capacities of
the IP links (given by ye, e∈ E ) are supported by the WDM
path flows (according to constraint (7)). Constraint (9) is
used to assure the uniqueness property. Constraint (8) is
a capacity constraint of the WDM links. The considered
objective is minimizing the total capacity installation cost
associated with these links.

Below, we present an optimization model which does not
require the predefined lists of candidate paths Qe, e ∈ E .
Instead, the so called node-link [2] notation of multicom-
modity flow optimization is used [2]. The node-link no-
tation implicitly take into account all possible paths. Let
f ∈ δ+(v) and f ∈ δ−(v) be the sets of links outgoing from
and incoming to node v ∈ W , respectively, ∆ve be a con-
stant which is equal to 1 if v is the starting node of e,
to −1 if v is terminating node of e, and to 0, otherwise,
and variables z f e denote the WDM flows associated with the
paths supporting the IP links. Accordingly, we define u f e

as a binary variable determining if link f is contained in
the path supporting e:

min ∑
f∈F

ξ f g f , (13)

st. (2) – (6),

∑
f∈δ+(v)

z f e − ∑
f∈δ−(v)

z f e = ∆veye, (14)

v ∈ V , e ∈ E ,

∑
f∈δ+(v)

u f e ≤ 1 v ∈ V , e ∈ E , (15)

z f e ≤ Mu f e e ∈ E , f ∈ F , (16)

∑
e∈E ,

z f e ≤ g f f ∈ F . (17)

Constraint (14) expresses a flow conservation principle
which is characteristic of the node-link notation. The
uniqueness property is assured by integrality of u f e and
constraint (15). Due to (16) the flows of selected links are
non-negative (M is maximal capacity of an IP link). Finally,
inequality (17) constitutes a capacity constraint related to
the WDM links.
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Observe that values of vector w = (wes : e ∈ E , s ∈S ) can
be calculated as products of ρ f s for the set of links f ∈ F

determining the realization of specific link e.

3. Resolution Approach
To the best of our knowledge the problem related to the path
diversity protection can be formulated only using the link-
path notation (as far as linear constraints and continuous
variables are considered). Formulation (2) is such a for-
mulation using variables assigned to each of the candidate
paths in the IP layer. Each of these variables represents
a portion of the related demand. To effectively use this
formulation one has to determine proper set of the candi-
date paths. Because the number of possible candidate paths
grows exponentially with the number of nodes in the net-
work graph, resolving a link-path formulation involving all
candidate paths is inefficient. Thus, we develop a method
which decomposes the resolving process into two subse-
quently invoked phases. The proposed method allows to
identify the set of the necessary candidate paths in the IP
layer using the column generation technique (see [2]), and
to design the IP links realizations by resolving appropri-
ate MIP.
The approach is based on the assumption that realizations
of the IP links are known during the first phase. It means
that values of variables rd ps are fixed and given. Thus,
technique called column generation (see [2]) can be used
to resolve the problem related to designing capacities of
the IP links. The problem can be defined by the system of
constraints (5), (12) and objective function (18):

min ∑
e∈E

ζeye, (18)

where ζe is a specific capacity unit cost associated with
current realization of the links in the lower layer, i.e., each
ζe is calculated as a sum of ξ f along paths supporting
link e. The problem, referred to as master problem in the
context of path generation, is denoted by M.
In the column (path) generation algorithm [5] not all the
columns of the constraints matrix are stored. Instead, only
a subset of the variables (columns) that can be seen as an
approximation (restriction) of the original problem is kept.
The column generation algorithm iteratively modifies the
subset of variables by introducing new variables in a way
that improves the current optimal solution. At the end, the
set contains all the variables (paths) necessary to construct
the overall optimal solution which can use all possible paths
in the graph.
Let (λ s

d)
∗ (d ∈ D , s ∈ S ) be current optimal dual vari-

ables associated with constraint (12) and Λ∗
d = ∑s∈S (λ s

d)
∗

(d ∈ D) be current optimal auxiliary dual variables.
At each iteration we are interested in generating path p

for which the reduced price ∑e∈p ξe +∑s∈S̄p
(λ s

d)
∗−Λ∗

d has
the smallest and negative value, as we can expect this will
improve the current optimal solution to the greatest possible
extent.
The pricing problem stated above can be approached in
a way described in [6]. The basic idea is to compute

the dual length 〈p〉= ∑e∈p ξe +∑s∈S̄p
(λ s

d)
∗ of each path p,

skiping, however, the computations for many paths for
which apply some domination rules as proposed in [6].
The set of all non-dominated paths can be generated by
means of a label-setting algorithm for shortest-path prob-
lems with resource constraints (SPPRC) [7].
As an extension of the SPPRC algorithm, we have also in-
troduced path length limitation – an important contribution
to the reduction of the size of the set of non-dominated
paths. The extension is based on the observation that ex-
cessively long paths are useless as they cannot improve
the current solution, or the solutions they represent are
known to be worse than some already known solutions.
For example, a simple path length restriction may be ex-
pressed as follows: ∑e∈p ξe < Λ∗

d . Also, knowledge of
some path p′ representing a feasible solution can help to
tighten the path length restriction. In such a case we are
only interested in finding a path p satisfying ∑e∈p ξe <

∑e∈p′ ξe + ∑s∈S̄p′
(λ s

d)
∗. Applying path length limitation

results in significant reduction of the pricing time.
Let y∗ = (ye : e ∈ E ) be the vector of link capacities of
the IP links, obtained as the optimal solution of M. In the
proposed approach y∗ is an input for the second phase which
adjusts the realizations of the IP links to better fit conditions
of the IP layer. The resulting vector of the link-failure
incidence factors w = (wes : e ∈ E , s ∈S ) determines new
values of r = (rd ps : d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , s ∈ S ) for the next
iteration of the procedure. The subproblem of the second
phase, given by the system of constraints (14)–(17) and
objective function (19), is denoted by R:

min ∑
e∈E

∑
f∈F

u f e. (19)

The general idea of the proposed approach is presented by
Algorithm 1. Note that M can be formulated equivalently

Algorithm 1: The decomposed iteractive procedure

Step 1: For each link e ∈ E find the cheapest real-
ization with respect to link costs ξ f . Denote
the obtained vector of upper link capacities
by y0, link realization by u0, and link-failure
incidence by r0.

Step 2: For fixed r = r0 solve M using the path gener-
ation, and denote the obtained capacity vector
by y0.

Step 3: Put y0 ≡ 0. Solve R for fixed vector y = y0,
and denote the obtained link realization by u0.
For each e ∈ E calculate a vector of link-
failure incidence vector r0. If stopping cri-
terion is not met, return to Step 1.

as a system of constraints (2)–(4) with objective func-
tion (18). Let λ = (λd ps : d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , s ∈ S ),
β = (βd ps : d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , s ∈ S ), and
γ = (γd ps : d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , s ∈ S ) be the vectors
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of Lagrangean multipliers associated with constraints (2),
(3), and (4), respectively. The dual corresponding to the
considered formulation of M reads:

max ∑
d∈D

∑
s∈S

hdλds

− ∑
d∈D

∑
p∈Pd

∑
s∈S

(1− r∗d ps)hdβd ps, (20)

st. ∑
s∈S

αd ps ≤ ∑
e∈Ep

πe d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , (21)

λds ≤ αd ps + βd ps d ∈ D , p ∈ Pd , s ∈ S , (22)

πe ≤ ξe e ∈ E . (23)

Let (λ 0, α0, β 0, π0) be an optimal solution of prob-
lem (20)–(23). Consider path p and state s for which
r∗d ps = 1 and β 0

d ps > 0. Suppose that the value of r∗d ps is
decreased to 0, and problem (3) is re-optimized. It can
be shown that the value of λd ps can be smaller than λ 0

d ps

due to new value of βd ps which is equal to zero. Thus, we
conclude that it can be advantageous to set rd ps to zero in
the next step of the procedure because we can potentially
decrease the optimal value of the primal objective function,
i.e., decrease the dimensioning cost.
Similarly, setting r∗d ps to zero for path p and state s for

which α0
d ps > 0 can also lead to decrease of the optimal

value of objective function (20). Due to these observations,
in the following we consider a slightly different form of
the objective function of R. We define Ia and Ib as sets
of triplets (d, p,s) for which αd ps > 0 and βd ps > 0, i.e.,
Ia = {(d, p,s) : αd ps > 0} and Ib = {(d, p,s) : βd ps > 0},

max ∑
(d,p,s)∈Ib

β 0
d ps(1− rd ps)

+ ∑
(d,p,s)∈Ia

α0
d ps(1− rd ps). (24)

The modified R shall also involve an appropriate set of
constraints (6) related to triples contained in Ia ∪Ib. In
practical implementations of the discussed approach it can
be advantageous to consider a combined objective function
of R:

min ε

(

∑
e∈E

∑
f∈F

u f e

)

+(1− ε)

×

(

∑
(d,p,s)∈Ib

β 0
d psrd ps + ∑

(d,p,s)∈Ia

α0
d psrd ps

)

, (25)

where ε is an optimization parameter.
Notice that for given link realizations M can be infeasi-
ble due to empty set of allowable candidate paths, i.e.,
at least one path cannot be affected in any failure state.
Because of that, in the following, we consider specific in-
equalities which can be used to exclude the infeasible link
realizations from the solution space of R. The basic form

of the inequalities refers to a cut set in graph H (W ,F ).
Let δ (W ′) be a cut set associated with subset of nodes W ′:

∑
e∈δ (W ′)

wes ≥ 1 s ∈ S . (26)

Inequality (26) assures that at least one IP link must be
available for given cut set δ (W ′) in H (W ,F ). In par-
ticular, (26) is valid for the set of links outgoing from one
specific node, i.e., δ+(v). Still, the number of potential cut
sets grows exponentially with the number of nodes. Thus,
we assume that only specific cut sets, related to one, two
or three nodes could be examined in the practical imple-
mentations.
It may still appear that the feasible solution space of M
is empty for a specific realization of the IP links, and we
must exclude the current solution from the feasible solu-
tion space of R. For this purpose we use simple inequality
which excludes binary vectors related to non-feasible link
realizations. Let U0 and U1 be the sets of (e, f ) pairs for
which ue f is equal to zero and one in the excluded realiza-
tion, respectively. The discussed inequality reads:

∑
(e, f )∈U0

ue f + ∑
(e, f )∈U1

(1−ue f ) ≥ 1. (27)

Inequalities above are introduced into the formulation of R
each time M is infeasible and a cut set which assures fea-
sibility of M cannot be identified.

4. Numerical Results

The main goal of our computational experiments was to as-
sess the efficiency of the two phase algorithm considered in
the paper. For this purpose we performed a series of tests
which, first, could tell us how the parameter ε in func-
tion (25) influences the algorithm efficiency and, finally,
how fast the value of the generated solutions improves dur-
ing the method execution. Aiming at this we implemented
Algorithm 1 supported by the linear solver of CPLEX 10.0
which was used to resolve problems R and M. The com-
putations were conducted on a PC equipped with P4 Quad
Core processor and 4 GB memory.
We used two network instances from Survivable Network
Design Data Library: pdh (11 nodes, 34 links, 24 de-
mands) and newyork (16 nodes, 49 links, 240 demands).
The topologies of these networks defined the topologies of
the lower layers. We assumed that the nodes of the lower
layer were also the nodes of the upper layer, i.e., having
both IP and WDM switching capabilities. The graph of the
upper layer was assumed to be fully-connected.
Using the two example networks we investigated the in-
fluence of the value of parameter ε . For this purpose we
run our two phase algorithm using different values of this
parameter. In the computations we assumed every single
link failure in the lower layer. The time limit was set to
2 hours.
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In Tables 1 and 2 we present the values of the objective
function (25) of the best solution found within the assumed
time limit.

Table 1
Two phase algorithm: objective values for different

values of ε for the pdh network

ε 0.0−0.8 0.85, 0.88 0.9 0.95 1.0

Objective 98622.7 93323.8 93217.6 93526.2 93632.4

Optimum 91937.5

According to the results presented in Tables 1 and 2 we
conclude that the objective function (25) used when re-
solving the lower layer problem strongly influences the ef-
ficiency of the two phase algorithm. It appeared that the
approach based on weighting both components of (25) was
the most efficient one. Neither dual based indicators, nor

Table 2
Two phase algorithm: objective values for different values

of ε for the newyork network

ε 0.0−0.9 0.93 0.98 0.99 1.0

Objective 26012.9 25472.7 25639.7 25831.2 25474.6

Optimum 24453.7

shortest path lengths when used as standalone (ε = 1 or
ε = 0) could provide the solutions of the same quality. The
optimum value of the objective function was computed as
an optimal solution of the single layer path diversity design
problem (taking into account every single link failure) with

Fig. 1. Two phase algorithm: improvement of the objective
function for pdh and ε = 0.93.

the network topology and the unit capacity link costs as in
input networks pdh and newyork. Observe that this value
of the objective function is also an optimal value of the
two layer counterpart (with a full graph in the upper layer)
only if all nodes of the lower layer are also the nodes in the
upper layer – what is in fact true in our case. This value
allowed to asses the quality of obtained solutions, which
appeared to by only less than 1% worse than the optimum.

Analyzing Fig. 1, representing the algorithm convergence,
we can conclude that for a proper value of ε the algorithm
quickly finds a good quality solution which is only slightly
improved until the algorithm terminates.

5. Concluding Remarks

In the paper we investigated an optimization problem re-
lated to dimensioning WDM links in a resilient two-layer
IP-over-WDM network. In the considered problem the ca-
pacities of WDM links must be large enough to accom-
modate flows associated with selected realization of the IP
links. Since the WDM links are subject to failures, we as-
sumed that protection of traffic flows was assured by path
diversity. In the paper we proposed a dedicated method for
resolving this problem. The method was based on iterative
resolving two subproblems, each related to optimizing flows
in a distinct network layer. In our numerical experiments
we tested the efficiency of the method for different settings
of ε in objective function (25). The experiments revealed
that neither dual based indicators, nor shortest path lengths
when used as standalone could provide the solutions of the
best quality.
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Paper Hierarchical Multiobjective
Routing in MPLS Networks with Two Service

Classes – A Meta-Heuristic Solution
Rita Girão-Silva, José Craveirinha, and João Clı́maco

Abstract—The paper begins by reviewing a two-level hierar-
chical multicriteria routing model for MPLS networks with
two service classes (QoS and BE services) and alternative
routing, as well as the foundations of a heuristic resolution ap-
proach, previously proposed by the authors. Afterwards a new
approach, of meta-heuristic nature, based on the introduc-
tion of simulated annealing and tabu search techniques, in the
structure of the dedicated heuristic, is described. The applica-
tion of the developed procedures to a benchmarking case study
will show that, in certain initial conditions, this approach pro-
vides improvements in the final results especially in more “dif-
ficult” situations detected through sensitivity analysis.

Keywords— MPLS-Internet, multiobjective optimization, routing

models, simulated annealing, tabu search.

1. Introduction and Motivation

Modern multiservice network routing functionalities have
to deal with multiple and heterogeneous quality of service
(QoS) requirements. This led to routing models designed
to calculate and select one (or more) sequences of network
resources (routes), satisfying certain QoS constraints and
seeking the optimization of route related objectives. There
are potential advantages in formulating important routing
problems in these types of networks as multiple objective
optimization problems, as these multiple objective formu-
lations enable the trade-offs among distinct performance
metrics and other network cost function(s) to be pursued in
a consistent manner.
The interest in the application of multicriteria approaches
to routing models in communication networks has been
fostered mainly by the increasing relevance of QoS issues in
the new technological platforms of multiservice networks.

An in-depth methodological analysis of issues raised by the
use of multicriteria analysis in telecommunication network
design and their relation with knowledge theory models is
given in [1]. A review on multicriteria models in telecom-
munication network design problems including a section on
routing models is in [2]. A recent overview on multicriteria
routing models in telecommunication networks with a case
study is presented in [3].
In particular, a significant number of routing models of
multicriteria nature has been proposed in the context of
the emergent multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) Inter-
net networks – see [3]. This has to do mainly with the ca-
pability of implementing multiple connection-oriented ser-

vices with QoS requirements. This technology is based
on the introduction of label switching routers (LSRs) in
the MPLS network that forward the packets (grouped in
forward equivalence classes – FECs), through the so-called
label switched paths (LSPs) by using a specific packet label
switching technique. As a result of this and other technical
capabilities of MPLS, advanced QoS-based routing mecha-
nisms can be implemented, in particular involving “explicit
routes” (i.e., routes completely determined at the originat-
ing node) for each traffic flow of a given service type.
A discussion on key methodological and modeling issues
associated with route calculation and selection in MPLS
networks and the proposal of a meta-model for hierar-
chical multiobjective network-wide routing in MPLS net-
works, were presented in [4]. This meta-model is associ-
ated with a network-wide multiobjective routing optimiza-
tion approach of a new type. Two types of traffic flows
are considered: firstly QoS type flows (first priority flows)
such that, when accepted by the network, have a guaranteed
QoS level, related to the required bandwidth; secondly best
effort (BE) flows, that are considered in the model as sec-
ond priority flows, and are carried by the network in order
to obtain the best possible QoS level. The routing model
incorporates an alternative routing principle: when a first
choice route (corresponding to a loopless path) assigned to
a given micro-flow1, in a specific traffic flow (correspond-
ing to a MPLS “traffic trunk”) is blocked a second choice
route may be attempted.
In the present model, described in detail in [5], the first
priority objective functions concern network level objec-
tives of QoS type flows, namely the total expected revenue
and the maximal value of the mean blocking of all types
of QoS traffic flows; the second priority objective functions
are related to performance metrics for the different types
of QoS services and the total expected revenue for the BE
traffic flows. The traffic flows in the network are repre-
sented in an approximate stochastic form, based on the use
of the concept of effective bandwidth for macro-flows and
on a generalized Erlang model for estimating the blocking
probabilities in the arcs, as in the model used in [6], [7].

The theoretical foundations of a specialized heuristic strat-
egy for finding “good” compromise solutions to the very
complex bi-level routing optimization problem, were also
presented in [5]. In [8], a heuristic approach (HMOR-S2 –
hierarchical multiobjective routing with two service classes)

1A micro-flow corresponds in our model to a “call”, that is, a connection
request with certain features.
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devised to find “better” solutions to this hierarchical multi-
objective routing optimization problem, was proposed and
applied to a test network used in a benchmarking case study,
for various traffic matrices.
This work presents a new approach, of meta-heuristic na-
ture, that aims at finding even “better” solutions to the above
hierarchical multiobjective routing optimization problem
namely in very specific situations where sensitivity anal-
ysis showed that there was the potential for some improve-
ment(s) in the first level objective functions. The basis of
the approach is the following: beginning with the analytic
results obtained after one run of the HMOR-S2 heuristic,
a further run is executed, this time by using a new algo-
rithm that includes a meta-heuristic strategy, namely, a sim-
ulated annealing (SA) or a tabu search (TS) strategy (see,
e.g., [9], [10]).
The developed meta-heuristic procedures seek to make the
most of the knowledge acquired with the problem by previ-
ous experimentation with the specialized heuristic HMOR-
S2 and aim to overcome possible limitations of this heuris-
tic detected through sensitivity analysis. We can say that
the essence of the motivation underlying this work was to
make the most of the previously developed substantive or
core model (in the sense defined in the theory on model-
based decision support [11]) on hierarchical multicriteria
network-wide routing optimization, described in [4], [5],
by incorporating new OR tools (namely SA and TS) in the
previously developed heuristic resolution approach. That
is, we tried to make the most of a synthesis of knowledge
about a given automated routing decision model, acquired
through theoretical analysis and extensive experimentation.

The paper is organized as follows. The two-level hierar-
chical multiobjective alternative routing model with two
service classes is reviewed in Section 2, together with the
basis of the dedicated heuristic. In Section 3, the features of
the application of the two meta-heuristic techniques SA and
TS, in the context of the heuristic approach, are presented.
The formal description of the proposed specialized meta-
heuristics applied to the routing problem are also described
in Section 3. The results obtained with these procedures,
by using analytic and discrete-event simulation experiments
for a test network used in a benchmarking study, are re-
vealed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn and
future work is outlined in Section 5.

2. Review of the Multiobjective
Routing Model

2.1. The Multiobjective Routing Model

As previously mentioned the considered model is an ap-
plication of the multiobjective modeling framework for
MPLS networks proposed in [4]. This framework (or “meta-
model”) in [4] considers hierarchical optimization with up
to three optimization levels. In the first priority objective
functions, global network performance metrics are consid-

ered; the second priority objective functions are concerned
with performance metrics for the different types of services
in the network; the third priority functions refer to perfor-
mance metrics for packet streams micro-flows of the carried
traffic flows and are related to average delays. Traffic flows
in the network are represented in a stochastic form, consid-
ering two levels of representation: “macro” level or traf-
fic flow level, and “micro” level (corresponding to packet
streams in a traffic flow). Two classes of services are con-
sidered: QoS, that is services with guaranteed QoS levels
(when accepted by the network), and BE, corresponding to
traffic flows that are routed having in mind to obtain the
best possible quality of service but not at the cost of de-
teriorating the QoS of the QoS traffic flows. This implies
that QoS flows are treated as first priority traffic flows. The
different service types of each class are represented through
the sets SQ (for QoS service types) and SB (for BE ser-
vice types). Note that the traffic flows of each service type
s ∈ SQ or s ∈ SB may differ in important attributes, in
particular the required bandwidth.
The model now reviewed is a simplification of the general
model for QoS and BE service classes outlined in [4, Sub-
section 3.3], where only the macro level traffic stochastic
representation was considered. In this simplification, the
additional complexity which would result from the inclu-
sion of a third optimization level in the routing model, as
well as the corresponding additional computational burden
associated with the stochastic model for calculating average
delays, can be avoided. Therefore, the hierarchical multiob-
jective routing optimization model has two levels with sev-
eral objective functions in each level. The first level (first
priority) includes objective functions formulated at the net-
work level for the QoS traffic, namely the expected revenue
and the worst average performance among QoS services.
In the second level the objective functions are concerned
with average performance metrics of the QoS traffic flows
associated with the different types of QoS services as well
as the expected revenue of the BE traffic.
This is a network-wide2 routing optimization approach,
which takes into account the nature of the formulated objec-
tives, enabling a full representation of the relations between
the objective functions, taking into account the interactions
between the multiple traffic flows associated with different
services.
Also note that in this model, “fairness” objectives are ex-
plicitly considered at the two levels of optimization, in the
form of min-max objectives. These objective functions seek
to make the most of the proposed multiobjective formula-
tion.
In the model the network is represented through a capac-
itated directed graph, where a capacity Ck is assigned to
every arc (or “link”) lk, and the traffic flows are repre-
sented in a stochastic form, as shown in [4]. A traffic flow
is specified by fs = (vi,v j,γ s,ηs) for s ∈ S = SQ ∪SB

and a stochastic process is assigned to it, that is in general,

2This means in this context that the main objective functions of a given
service class depend explicitly on all traffic flows in the network.
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a marked point process. The process describes the arrivals
and basic requirements of micro-flows, originated at the
MPLS ingress node vi and destinated to the MPLS egress
node v j, using some LSP. The other features of the traf-
fic flow are characterized by the vectors of “attributes” γs

and ηs, for service type s. The vector γs represents the
traffic engineering attributes of flows of service type s and
the vector ηs enables the description of mechanism(s) of
admission control to all arcs lk in the network by calls of
flow fs. In particular these attributes include information
on the required effective bandwidth ds and the mean dura-
tion h( fs) of each micro-flow in fs. The use of the concept
of effective bandwidth (a concept developed in [12]) in the
present context (MPLS networks with explicit routes) was
earlier considered by [6] and in [7], [13]. The effective
bandwidth can be viewed as a stochastic measure of the
utilization of network resources allowing for an approxi-
mate, although effective, representation of the effects of
the variability of the rates of traffic sources of different
types, as well as the effects of statistical multiplexing of
different traffic flows in a network.
A teletraffic model, that underlies the routing model, en-
ables the calculation of node to node blocking probabilities
B( fs) for all flows fs of all service types, from which the
average blocking probability Bms, for all traffic flows of
type s, can be estimated for a given set of routes for all
offered traffic flows. The maximal average blocking prob-
ability among all QoS service types, BMm|Q, is

BMm|Q = max
s∈SQ

{Bms} . (1)

This will represent the fairness objective at the network
level, as a first priority objective function.
The total expected network revenues, WQ and WB asso-
ciated with QoS and BE traffic flows, respectively, are ex-
pressed in terms of the expected revenues w( fs) per call3 of
flow fs, and of the values of carried traffic Ac

s , for all service
types:

WQ(B) = ∑
s∈SQ(B)

Ws = ∑
s∈SQ(B)

Ac
sws.

The usual simplification, w( fs) = ws, ∀ fs ∈ Fs, where
Fs is the set of traffic flows of type s, will be consid-
ered. The total expected revenue for the traffic flows of
QoS type WQ is a first priority objective function together
with the maximal blocking probability for all QoS service
types, BMm|Q, given in Eq. (1), while the total expected
revenue for the BE traffic flows, WB, will be a second level
objective function. Therefore, the routing of BE traffic, in
a quasi-stationary situation, will not be made at the cost
of the decrease in revenue or at the expense of an increase
in the maximal blocking probability of QoS traffic flows.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that while QoS and
BE traffic flows are treated separately in terms of objective
functions so as to take into account their different priority
in the routing optimization, the interactions among all traf-

3The term ‘call’ means a node to node connection request with certain
traffic engineering features.

fic flows are fully represented in the model. This is guar-
anteed by the used traffic modeling approach, underlying
the optimization model, because the traffic model used to
obtain the blocking probabilities B( fs) integrates the con-
tributions of all traffic flows which may use every link of
the network. This feature is a major difference in com-
parison with more common routing models that have been
proposed for networks with two service classes, based on
some form of decomposition of the network representation,
corresponding to “virtual networks”, one for each service
class.
The second level of optimization includes the BE expected
revenue, and 2|SQ| objective functions related to all QoS
service types, the mean blocking probabilities for flows of
type s ∈SQ,

Bms|Q =
1

Ao
s

∑
fs∈Fs

A( fs)B( fs),

where Ao
s is the total traffic offered by flows of type s and

A( fs) is the mean traffic offered associated with fs (in Er-
lang), and the maximal blocking probability BMs|Q, defined
over all flows of type s ∈SQ,

BMs|Q = max
fs∈Fs

{B( fs)}.

This function constitutes the fairness objective defined for
every service type s ∈SQ.
Therefore the considered two-level hierarchical optimiza-
tion problem for two service classes is depicted in Fig. 1.

1st level

{

QoS: network objectives: minR{−WQ}

minR{BMm|Q}

2nd level























QoS: service objectives: minR{Bms|Q}

minR{BMs|Q}

∀s ∈SQ

BE: network objective: minR{−WB}

subject to equations of the underlying traffic model.

Fig. 1. Problem P-M2-S2.

The decision variables R represent the network routing
plans, that is, the set of all the feasible routes (i.e., node
to node loopless paths) for all traffic flows. The acronym
P-M2-S2 stands for “Problem – Multiobjective with 2 op-
timization hierarchical levels – with 2 Service classes”.

The basic teletraffic sub-model allows for the blocking
probabilities Bks, for micro-flows of service type s in
link lk, to be given in the form Bks = Ls

(

dk,ρk,Ck

)

. Here
Ls represents the basic function (implicit in the teletraf-
fic analytical model) that expresses the marginal blocking
probabilities, Bks, in terms of dk = (dk1, · · · ,dk|S |) (vector
of equivalent effective bandwidths for all service types),
ρk = (ρk1, · · · ,ρk|S |

)

(vector of reduced traffic loads ρks

offered by flows of type s to lk) and the link capacity Ck.

This type of approximation was suggested in [6] for off-line
single-objective multiservice routing optimization models
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and was also used in the multiobjective dynamic alternative
routing model proposed in [7]. It enables the calculation of
{Bks} through efficient numerical algorithms. We should
stress that very efficient and robust approximations have to
be used in a network-wide routing optimization model of
the type associated with P-M2-S2, for tractability reasons.

2.2. Basis of the Heuristic Approach

The dedicated heuristic resolution approach that is the start-
ing point for the meta-heuristics analyzed in this paper uses
the theoretical foundations described by the authors in [5],
which will now be reviewed.
In the hierarchical multiobjective routing problem P-M2-
S2 an alternative routing principle is used. This means that

the network routing plans R =∪
|S |
s=1

R(s) (decision variables)
for all the network services, where R(s) = ∪ fs∈Fs

R( fs),s ∈
SQ∪SB are such that R( fs) = (rp( fs)), p = 1, · · · ,M with
M = 2 in our model. It is assumed that for each flow fs the
first choice route r1( fs) will be used unless it is blocked
because one of its links lk does not have the required avail-
able bandwidth ds (or a call is not accepted according to the
probabilistic availability function ψks). If r1( fs) is blocked
the routing method makes the current connection request
attempt the second choice route r2( fs). This request will
be blocked only if r2( fs) is also blocked. If M > 2, routes
r3( fs), · · · ,r

M( fs) would be attempted in this order.
The high “complexity” of the routing problem P-M2-S2
stems from two major factors: all objective functions are
strongly interdependent (via the {B( fs)}), and all the objec-
tive function parameters and (discrete) decision variables R

(network route plans) are also interdependent. Note that all
these interdependencies are defined explicitly or implicitly
through the underlying traffic model. Regarding computa-
tional complexity, it must be remarked that the simplest,
“degenerated” single objective version of the problem, that
is, concerning a model with a single objective function WQ,
one single service and no alternative routing (M = 1) is
NP-complete in the strong sense, as shown in [14]. The
addressed problem may be viewed as a bi-level, multiob-
jective extension of this type of problem.
Concerning the possible conflict between the objective
functions in P-M2-S2, it should be observed that in many
routing situations, the maximization of WQ leads to a deteri-
oration on some B( fs),s∈SQ, for certain traffic flows A( fs)
with low intensity, and this tends to increase BMs|Q and,
consequently, BMm|Q. In single-objective routing models
this aspect is usually addressed by imposing upper bounds
on the values B( fs). This is a major factor to justify the
interest and potential advantage in using multiobjective ap-
proaches when dealing with this type of routing methods.

The resolution (in a multicriteria analysis sense) of the rout-
ing problem P-M2-S2 was earlier performed by a heuris-
tic procedure in [8], which is briefly reviewed in this sec-
tion. This heuristic is an improved version of the heuristic
approach described in [5] and it is based on the recur-
rent calculation of solutions to a constrained bi-objective

shortest path problem, formulated for every end-to-end
flow fs:

problem P
(2)
s2

: min
r( fs)∈D( fs)

{

mn(r( fs)) = ∑
lk∈r( fs)

mn
ks

}

n=1;2

.

(2)

The path metrics mn to be minimized are the marginal im-

plied costs m1
ks = c

Q(B)
ks (the definition of which is reviewed

in the following analysis) and the marginal blocking proba-
bilities m2

ks =− log(1−Bks); D( fs) is the set of all feasible
loopless paths for flow fs, which satisfy specific traffic engi-
neering constraints (other than the effective bandwidth) for
flows of type s. A typical constraint is a maximal number
of arcs per path depending on the class and type of ser-
vice s. The logarithmic function is just used to transform
the blocking probability into an additive metric. The link

cost coefficients m1
ks = c

Q(B)
ks are then used in problems of

form Eq. (2), when candidate solutions have to be obtained
to seek the improvement of the revenue of the QoS (BE)
traffic, in different steps of the heuristic procedure. Ac-
cording to this approach, the comparison of the efficiency
of different candidate routes in the context of a multicrite-
ria routing framework of this type should take into account
both the loss probabilities experienced along the candidate
routes and the knock-on effects upon the other routes in the
network, effects associated with the acceptance of a call
on that given route. Such effects can be measured exactly
through the implied costs.
It is important to note that this auxiliary constrained bi-
objective shortest path problem was used as a basis of the
heuristic approach having in mind that the consideration of
the metric blocking probability tends, at a network level,
to minimize the maximal node-to-node blocking probabili-
ties B( fs), while the metric implied cost tends to maximize
the total average revenue WT in a single class multiservice
loss network (see [15], [16]).
Concerning the implied cost cku (resulting from the ac-
ceptance of a call of flow fu in link lk) this is an impor-
tant mathematical concept in routing optimization in loss
networks which was originally proposed by Kelly [17] for
single-rate traffic networks. The definition was later ex-
tended to single route multirate traffic networks in [6], [18].
The implied cost can be viewed as the expected value
of the loss of revenue in all traffic flows which may use
link lk, resulting from the acceptance of a connection re-
quest from fu stemming from the decrease in the capacity
of this link. Therefore we can say that the implied cost
measures in a probabilistic manner the knock-on effects on
all network routes (of all traffic flows) associated with the
acceptance of a call from fu in a link lk. In [19], the defini-
tion of cku was adapted to multirate loss networks with al-
ternative routing by extending the model for single-service
networks given in [17]. The extension of this definition
to a multi-rate network with alternative routing and two
service classes was proposed in [5]. For this purpose the
following definition of marginal implied costs associated
with QoS (BE) traffic was put forward [5]. The marginal
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implied cost for QoS (BE) traffic, c
Q(B)
ku

, associated with the
acceptance of a connection (or “call”) of traffic fu of any
service type u ∈S on a link lk is defined as the expected
value of the traffic loss induced on all QoS (BE) traffic
flows resulting from the capacity decrease in link lk.
In [5], a conjecture was presented, implying the marginal
implied costs for QoS (BE) traffic can be obtained by solv-
ing a system of equations:

c
Q(B)
ku = ∑

s∈SQ(B)

ζkus

1−Bks

[

∑
fs∈Fs:lk∈r1( fs)

λr1( fs)

(

s
Q(B)

r1( fs)
+

+c
Q(B)
ks

)

+ ∑
fs∈Fs:lk∈r2( fs)

λr2( fs)

(

s
Q(B)

r2( fs)
+ c

Q(B)
ks

)

]

,

(3)

with
s

Q(B)

r2( fs)
= wQ(B)( fs)− ∑

l j∈r2( fs)

c
Q(B)
js ,

s
Q(B)

r1( fs)
= wQ(B)( fs)− ∑

l j∈r1( fs)

c
Q(B)
js − (1−Lr2( fs)

)s
Q(B)

r2( fs)
,

ζkus = Ls

(

dk,ρk,Ck−dku

)

−Ls

(

dk,ρk,Ck

)

,

where s
Q(B)
rp( fs)

denotes the surplus value of a call on route

rp( fs), λrp( fs) is the marginal traffic carried on rp( fs) by
flow fs, Lrp( fs) represents the blocking probability for calls
of fs on route rp( fs) (p = 1;2) (considering that r1( fs) and
r2( fs) are arc-disjoint paths) and ζkus is the increase in call
blocking probability for type s calls on link lk resulting
from a decrease in the capacity of lk associated with the
acceptance of a type u call. The coefficients wQ(B)( fs) are
the marginal expected revenues per call of fs, such that
wQ( fs)+wB( fs) = w( fs) and can be written as wQ(B)( fs) =
αQ(B)w( fs), in terms of the coefficients αQ(B) ∈]0.0;1.0[
which satisfy the normalization condition αQ + αB = 1.0.

A system of implicit non-linear equations can be defined
in order to calculate the Bks in terms of link capacities
(matrix C = [Ck]), the offered traffic matrix A = [A( fs)],
and the current network routing solution R,

Bks = βks(B,C,A,R) , (4)

with k = 1, · · · , |L |;s = 1, · · · , |S | and B = [Bks]. Concern-

ing the calculation of c
Q(B)
ks through Eq. (3), it implies the

resolution of a system of equations of the general form:

c
Q(B)
ks = κ

Q(B)
ks (c,B,C,A,R) , (5)

where c = [c
Q(B)
ks ]. The numerical resolution of these two

systems of equations in Bks and c
Q(B)
ks is performed by fixed

point iterators, given the matrices C,A and R.
In the heuristic, the auxiliary constrained shortest path

problem P
(2)
s2

Eq. (2) is solved by the algorithm MMRA-
S2 [5], an adaptation of a previously developed algorithmic
approach, MMRA-S (modified multiobjective routing al-
gorithm for multiservice networks), described in [7], [19].

Generally, there is no feasible solution which minimizes
the two objective functions simultaneously. Hence, the res-
olution of this routing problem aims at finding a “best”
compromise path from the set of non-dominated solutions,
according to some system of preferences. In this con-
text, path computation and selection have to be fully au-
tomated. Therefore the system of preferences is embed-
ded in the working of the algorithm MMRA-S2. This is
implemented by defining preference regions in the objec-
tive function space obtained from aspiration and reservation
levels (preference thresholds) defined for the two objective
functions [15], [16]. Further details on this algorithmic
approach can be seen in [7].
Another important part of the addressed routing model is
the underlying traffic model. This stochastic traffic model
involves all the sub-models and associated numerical pro-
cedures, that are needed for obtaining all traffic related pa-
rameters, namely implied costs and blocking probabilities
Bks and B( fs), under certain simplifying assumptions.
A description of the traffic modeling approach used in the
routing model can be seen in [4].
Now let us review the basic features of the dedicated heuris-
tic HMOR-S2, taken as the starting point and reference
procedure in the present work.
In the heuristic, a basic searching strategy is to seek
for routing solutions R(s) for each service s ∈ S , in
order to achieve a better performance in terms of WB,
Bms|Q and BMs|Q, s ∈ SQ while respecting the hierarchy
of objective functions. This also means that network re-
sources are left available for traffic flows of other services
so that the solutions selected at each step of the proce-
dure may improve the first priority objective functions WQ

and BMm|Q. The heuristic was designed in order to seek,
firstly for each QoS service and starting from the services
with higher effective bandwidth (considering the number-
ing of s, s = 1, · · · , |SQ|) and, secondly, for each BE ser-
vice (also beginning by the higher bandwidth services,
s = |SQ|+ 1, · · · , |S |), solutions which dominate the cur-
rent one, in terms of Bms|Q and BMs|Q for QoS services and
in terms of WB for BE services. These solutions will only
be accepted if they do not lead to the worsening of any of
the network functions WQ and BMm|Q.
Another basic idea of the heuristic is the generation of
candidate solutions (r1( fs), r2( fs)) for each fs, using the
mentioned algorithm MMRA-S2, and their possible selec-
tion through specific criteria, to be “tuned” throughout the
execution of the heuristic. A maximal number of arcs Ds

per route for each service type s is previously defined and
a feasible route set D( fs) is obtained for each fs. For exam-
ple, for real time QoS services, Ds is equal to the network
diameter; for the non-real time QoS services, Ds is the net-
work diameter plus 1, while for the BE services, no limits
are imposed on Ds.
Note that special rules had to be constructed for the se-
lection of candidate first choice routes r1( fs) taking into
account the network topology and the need to make a dis-
tinction between real time QoS services (typically video
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and voice services) and non-real time QoS services (for ex-
ample “premium data” service). These rules are described
in [5].
Concerning the calculation of candidate second choice
routes r2( fs) for QoS or BE traffic, the MMRA-S2 pro-
cedure is used. Having in mind to prevent performance
degradation in overload conditions, these alternative routes
should be eliminated in certain conditions. This is achieved
through a mechanism designated as alternative path re-
moval (APR), an adaptation of the mechanism originally
proposed in [7], [20].
The theoretical analysis of the model, confirmed by exper-
imentation, showed that successive application of MMRA-
S2 to every traffic flow does not lead to an effective reso-
lution approach to the network routing problem P-M2-S2.
This results from an instability phenomenon that arises in
such path selection procedure, expressed by the fact that
the route sets R often tend to oscillate between certain so-
lutions some of which may lead to poor global network
performance under the prescribed metrics.
Therefore, another core idea of the heuristic approach (sim-
ilarly to multiobjective dynamic routing method for multi-
service – MODR-S) [7] is the search for the subset of the
path set R

a
=∪

|S |
s=1

R
a
(s) : R

a
(s) = {(r1( fs),r

2( fs)), fs ∈Fs}
the elements of which should be possibly changed in the
next route improvement cycle. Detailed analysis and exten-
sive experimentation with the heuristic led to the proposal
of a criterion for choosing candidate paths for possible rout-
ing improvement by increasing order of a function ξ ( fs) of
the current (r1( fs),r

2( fs)), given in [8]. The use of this cri-
terion considers two search cycles, where ξ ( fs) = FL( fs) in

the first cycle and ξ ( fs) = F
Q(B)

C ( fs) in the second cycle, if
the effect over QoS (BE) traffic is being considered, with

F
Q(B)

C ( fs) = (n2−n1)c
′Q(B)
1

+ c
Q(B)

r1( fs)
− c

Q(B)

r2( fs)
,

c
Q(B)
r( fs)

= ∑
lk∈r( fs)

c
Q(B)
ks ,

c
′Q(B)
1

=
1

n1
∑

lk∈r1( fs)

c
Q(B)
ks =

1

n1

c
Q(B)

r1( fs)
,

FL( fs) = 1−Lr1( fs)
Lr2( fs)

.

The aim of F
Q(B)

C ( fs) is to give preference (concerning the
potential value in changing the second choice route when
seeking to improve WQ or WB) to the flows for which the
route r1( fs) has a low implied cost and the route r2( fs) has
a high implied cost. The factor (n2−n1) was introduced for
normalization purposes, considering that r1( fs) has n1 arcs
and r2( fs) has n2 arcs. The aim of FL( fs) is to give prefer-
ence to the choice of the flows which currently have worse
end-to-end blocking probability given by Lr1( fs)

Lr2( fs)
.

Another key point tackled by the heuristic is the specifica-
tion of a variable nPaths, which represents the number of
routes with smaller values of ξ ( fs) that should possibly be
changed by running MMRA-S2 once again. In order to do

so, the effect of each candidate route on the relevant objec-
tive functions is anticipated by solving the corresponding
analytical model.
The full description and formalization of this heuristic as
well as an application study are given in [8].

3. Developed Meta-Heuristics

The study of the heuristic approach HMOR-S2, the basis of
which was reviewed in the previous section, was completed
with a sensitivity analysis, which led to the consideration
of variants of this heuristic. In the report [21], two vari-
ants to the HMOR-S2 were described, firstly the HMOR-
S2R where a floating relaxation was imposed on one of
the first level objective function values, and secondly the
HMOR-S2B where a floating barrier was imposed on one
of the first level objective function values. Extensive ex-
perimental analysis was carried out for those variants and
a simulation study was also conducted. The main results of
the sensitivity analysis and the SA and TS-based variants
of the heuristic are now described.

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis

The purpose of the sensitivity tests applied to the HMOR-
S2 heuristic was to check whether the heuristic was treating
the lower level objective functions in a balanced way (that
is, to check whether better values of the second level ob-
jective functions could be obtained without worsening the
values of the first level objective functions) and to check
whether the value of an upper level objective function could
be improved at the cost of worsening the value of the other
upper level objective function.
In the first set of tests, either an upper bound was imposed
on one of the blocking probability functions Bms or BMs,
s ∈ SQ, or a lower bound was imposed on the BE traf-
fic revenue WB, s ∈SB. These bounds constitute barriers,
in the sense that they are more demanding than the cor-
responding values obtained at the end of the HMOR-S2
run.
In the second set of tests (relaxation tests), the focus was
on the first level objective functions. In one of the tests, the
blocking function BMm|Q is no longer treated as an objec-
tive function and an upper bound on its value is imposed.
This upper bound is less demanding than the correspond-
ing value [BMm|Q]basis obtained at the end of the HMOR-S2
run. The purpose of this test is to check whether the QoS
traffic revenue can still be improved by relaxing the value
of the other main objective function. In the other test, the
QoS services revenue WQ is no longer treated as an objec-
tive function and a lower bound on its value is imposed.
This lower bound is less demanding than the correspond-
ing value [WQ]basis obtained at the end of the HMOR-S2
run. The purpose of this test is to check whether the block-
ing function BMm|Q can be improved when the value of the
other objective function is relaxed.
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Generally speaking, the results of the sensitivity tests for
the HMOR-S2 heuristic were as expected, allowing us to
assume that the heuristic is balanced in the treatment of the
different objective functions. Nonetheless, there are a few
results that are worth mentioning.
In the first set of tests, one or both of the upper level
objective function values were worse when a barrier
(i.e., a stricter value) was imposed on one of the lower
level blocking probability functions or BE traffic revenue.
That is, when the improvement of one of the lower level
functions is imposed, the upper level objective function val-
ues tend to be worse (at least for one of those functions).
There was however one situation where one of the first level
objective functions improved and the other worsened. This
result is not unexpected, as the two first level objective func-
tions are conflicting in nature, but showed that there was
one non-dominated solution that the basic heuristic was not
able to detect so far.
In the second set of tests, in one of the sensitivity tests
where the upper level objective function BMm|Q ceased to
be treated in the heuristic as an objective function and a re-
laxed upper bound was imposed on its value, a final solution
with slightly better values for both BMm|Q and WQ was ob-
tained. Therefore, in spite of allowing the value of BMm|Q to
increase beyond the value obtained when the basic heuristic
was run, it actually diminished, and there was a slight im-
provement of the QoS traffic revenue. This result suggests
that, in some rare cases, the heuristic is not capable of find-
ing a solution that slightly dominates the current selected
solution.
In order to try to obtain solutions with even better values
for both the upper level objective functions in these very
specific types of situations, new approaches were devised.
These new approaches consist of the introduction of meta-
heuristic techniques (SA and TS) in the structure of the
basic heuristic HMOR-S2.

3.2. Application of a SA Technique to the Basic

Heuristic

The SA technique can be viewed as a variant of the heuristic
technique of local neighbourhood search, where a subset of
feasible solutions is explored in the neighbourhood of the
current solution. In an optimization problem, the tradi-
tional implementations of local search always try to move
towards an improvement of the objective function. How-
ever, with this type of strategy, the risk of remaining in
a local optimum is high. The SA technique tries to pre-
vent this from happening, by allowing solutions with worse
values of the objective function (when compared with the
value of that function in the current solution) to be taken
into account. These moves towards worse solutions are
done in a controlled way, and with the purpose of avoiding
local minima or maxima. The probability of acceptance
of a solution that is actually worse than the current solu-
tion is controlled by the variation of the objective function
value and a parameter, a so-called temperature T , related to
the state of the system, in particular related to the number

of iterations that have occurred since the beginning of the
search procedure.
A generic SA algorithm for a single objective problem,
where a minimization problem is considered, with solu-
tion space S, objective function f and neighbourhood struc-
ture N, can be seen, for example, in [22].
The SA technique has been successfully used to solve many
different optimization problems. This technique is easy to
implement, it can be applied to a great diversity of combi-
natorial optimization problems and usually it allows for the
calculation of adequate solutions [22]. However, in order
to get good solutions, many parameters have to be care-
fully tuned: the cooling function ϑ(T ), the neighbourhood
area (based on the specific features of the problem to be
solved), the probability function of acceptance of the new
solution, the number of iterations nrep and the stopping
condition. Another disadvantage, apart from the need to
carefully tune the system parameters, is the execution time
of the SA algorithms that tends to be very long. Experi-
ences from many authors actually show that for a specific
and well-defined problem, an algorithm specifically tailored
to that problem tends to provide better results than a SA
algorithm [22]. Nevertheless, many authors have applied
SA techniques to telecommunication network optimization
problems, such as network design and routing problems –
see for instance [23]–[34].

Introduction of a SA technique in the HMOR-S2 heuris-
tic. Many issues had to be addressed to formulate this SA-
based variant, HMOR-S2SA. Firstly the basic technique of
SA had to be adapted to a hierarchical multiobjective prob-
lem. A choice was made to work only with the upper level
objective functions and two different SA processes were
considered simultaneously. The lower level objective func-
tions are used as in the basic heuristic, that is, their value
for the specific service under scrutiny has to improve so
that the new solution may be taken into account in further
steps.
Firstly, the initial temperature has to be specified. It should
be high in order to guarantee that the final solution of the
problem does not depend heavily on the initial solution.
A high initial temperature also assures a certain diversity
of solutions, which is advantageous on the initial stages of
the resolution approach. Remember that the temperature
decays throughout the heuristic procedure, which causes
the probability of accepting new solutions that are actually
worse than the current solution to diminish. This provides
an intensification strategy, which should be correct for the
final stages of the HMOR-S2SA. Note that diversification-
like and intensification-like strategies are already being
used in the basic dedicated heuristic, HMOR-S2, as the
parameter nPaths (that represents the number of paths that
can change from the current solution to the new one) starts
with a high value (that is, the new solution can be quite
diverse from the current one) and decays throughout the
algorithm, which means that the paths remain the same for
an increasing number of origin-destination pairs. As two
SA sub-algorithms are considered simultaneously, two dif-
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ferent initial temperatures have to be defined, in particular,
one associated with the QoS services revenue, T 0

W = W 0
Q =

W initial
Q , and the other associated with the blocking proba-

bility function BMm|Q, T 0
B = B0

Mm|Q = Binitial
Mm|Q.

The features of the neighbourhood area of the current solu-
tion have to be defined. In this implementation the features
of the neighbourhood change throughout the procedure.
Note that this is already being made in the basic heuristic,
as the portion of the state space where new feasibe solutions
are sought, is defined according to the flows for which the
paths may change in the current iteration. Therefore, not
only the neighbourhood, where new solutions are sought,
diminishes throughout the algorithm (because of the value
of nPaths) but also it adapts to the current conditions of
the resolution procedure and it is chosen in order to search
for improvements in the objective function values.
The number of iterations for each temperature value also
has to be determined. For higher temperatures (initial
stages of the resolution procedure), nrep is small; for lower
temperatures (final stages of the resolution procedure), nrep

is high, so as to seek a guarantee that the neighbourhood
area is thoroughly searched and no maxima (or minima)
for each main objective function remain undiscovered. The

value that was considered is nrep =
⌈

|F |+1−nPaths

2

⌉

, where

|F |= 1

|S | ∑s∈S |Fs| is the average number of traffic flows
per service.
The cooling mechanism has to be devised so that the tem-
peratures do not decay too slowly or too fast. Several ex-
periences were conducted and the cooling functions that

provided the best results were T
j

W =
[

T 0
W

(

1− j
J

)]a

and

T
j

B =
[

T 0
B

(

1− j
J

)]a

in iteration j, with J = 1000;5000 and

a = 0.1;0.01, for the 2 simultaneous SA procedures.
The probability of accepting a new solution that is actually
worse than the most adequate solution up to the current
stage of the algorithm (iteration j) is

p
j
W = exp

(

W
j

Q−max{WQ}

T
j

W

)

and p
j
B = exp

(

min{BMm|Q}−B
j

Mm|Q

T
j

B

)

for the 2 simultaneous SA procedures, where max{WQ} and
min{BMm|Q} are the upper level objective function values
in the most adequate solution found so far.
The stopping criterion is the same as the one used in
the basic heuristic, that is, the algorithm stops when
nPaths = 0.
The adaptation of the SA technique to the basic heuristic
HMOR-S2 can be described as depicted in Fig. 2.
The complete formalization of the meta-heuristic version
of HMOR-S2 using SA, HMOR-S2SA, is in Appendix B.1
of the report [35].
Note that one of the features of a standard SA technique
is the random choice of the new solution (to be taken into
account at each step of the algorithm) among all the feasible
solutions in the neighbourhood of the best solution found
so far. However, in the adaptation of a SA-like technique to
HMOR-S2, the choice of the feasible solution to be com-
pared with the most adequate solution found so far, is done

with the help of the MMRA-S2 algorithm, as in the basic
heuristic. Note that the solution provided by this auxiliary
algorithm is likely to produce better results than a randomly
chosen solution, taking into account the foundations of the
resolution procedure, given in Section 2.

I. Let the initial temperatures be T 0
W = W 0

Q = W initial
Q and

T 0
B = B0

Mm|Q = Binitial
Mm|Q.

II. j = 1

III. Define J and a.
IV. In the iteration j ≥ 1.

1. Let the current temperatures be T
j

W =
[

T 0
W

(

1− j
J

)]a
and T

j
B =

[

T 0
B

(

1− j
J

)]a
.

2. Cycle to be performed nrep times:

(a) Calculation of a new solution, using the
MMRA-S2 bi-objective algorithm.

(b) For the new solution, let WQ be the expected QoS
service revenue and BMm|Q the maximal average
blocking probability for all QoS services.

(c) Let XW and XB be two r.v. following a uniform
distribution in ]0.0;1.0[.

(d) If s ∈SQ, check whether (Bms ≤ min{Bms} and
BMs ≤min{BMs}). If s ∈SB, check whether
(WB ≥max{WB}).

– If so:

A. Check whether (WQ > max{WQ} and

BMm|Q < min{BMm|Q}).

• The solution is accepted.

B. Otherwise, check whether

XW < exp

(

WQ−max{WQ}

T
j

W

)

and whether

XB < exp

(

min{BMm|Q}−BMm|Q

T
j

B

)

.

• The solution is accepted.

C. Otherwise, the solution is not accepted.

Else, the solution is not accepted.

End of the nrep cycle.

3. j← j +1.

The cycle ends when all the cycles “For (s)”, “For (ape)”
and “For (nPaths)” have been executed.

Fig. 2. The adaptation of the SA technique to the basis heuristic
HMOR-S2.

Concerning the numerical complexity of this heuristic,
it can be said that the instructions in the inner cycle
of the procedure are executed C

HMOR-S2SA
i = 4|S ||F |2 +

2|S ||F | times. The numerical complexity of the heuris-
tic in terms of the number of solutions that are analyzed

is C
HMOR-S2SA
s = |S ||F |

6

(

2|F |2 + 9|F |+ 10
)

. For compar-
ison, the corresponding numerical complexities of the
HMOR-S2 heuristic approach (see [21]) are CHMOR-S2

i =
4|S ||F | and CHMOR-S2

s = 2|S ||F |(|F |+ 1). This means
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that the HMOR-S2 heuristic involves a significantly lower
number of calculations than HMOR-S2SA. For further de-
tails on these calculations, see [35]. These complexity mea-
sures are an indication of the heuristic numerical complex-
ity just at the level of the “optimization” procedures.

3.3. Application of a TS Technique to the Basic

Heuristic

The TS technique is a local neighbourhood search technique
applied to a dynamic neighbourhood defined in terms of the
current solution and the history of the states encountered
during the search up to the current instant. For example,
in [10], [36] this technique is described in detail and some
examples of application to different optimization problems
are provided. The TS can be defined as a technique where
restrictions are imposed so as to guide a search process into
areas that otherwise would not be explored in the search for
new solutions [10]. The restrictions are usually the exclu-
sion of some solutions that are classified as tabu, i.e., for-
bidden.
The reasoning behind the TS is that the resolution of prob-
lems should include an adaptive memory and an intelligent
exploration of the solution space (i.e., a guided and system-
atic exploration rather than a random one) [36]. An adap-
tive memory allows for the implementation of procedures
that manage to explore the solution space in an economic
and efficient way. The memory can be a short-time one and
its information is used to prevent the search from remain-
ing in a local “optimum”, or it can be a long-time one and
it allows for the use of intensification and diversification
strategies.
A generic TS algorithm for a single objective problem,
where a minimization problem is considered, with solu-
tion space S, objective function f and neighbourhood struc-
ture N, can be seen, for example, in [37].
For a successful use of the TS technique in solving
many different optimization problems, many implementa-
tion choices have to be carefully made concerning key as-
pects: the diversification and intensification strategies, the
information to be kept in memory, the neighbourhood area,
the criteria to attribute a tabu status to a move (a move
is a change that is imposed on a solution in order to find
another different solution), the tabu tenure (i.e., the time
during which a move remains tabu), the aspirational crite-
ria and the stopping condition.
Unlike what happens in the SA technique, in the TS tech-
nique the adequate solutions are sought having in mind not
only the objective function value, but also other influential
factors, such as the diversification of solutions, the intensi-
fication of solutions, the aspirational criteria, the frequency
of solutions and the tabu tenures.
Many authors have applied TS techniques to telecommu-
nication network optimization problems, such as network
design and routing problems – see for instance [38]–[44].

Introduction of a TS technique in the HMOR-S2 heuris-
tic. Note that some aspects of TS-like techniques are al-

ready used in the basic heuristic. For instance, some paths
are not allowed to change in certain steps (i.e., their change
is tabu or forbidden). In each iteration the number of paths
that can possibly change is nPaths and the choice of the
nPaths flows for which the paths are liable to change is
made according to the value of an auxiliary function ξ ( fs)
(see Subsection 2.2).
Many issues had to be addressed to formulate this variant
HMOR-S2TS. Firstly the basic technique of TS had to be
adapted to a hierarchical multiobjective problem. A choice
was made to focus this technique on the QoS services
revenue, having in mind its central role in the system of
preferences implicit in the model. In fact, given two non-
dominated solutions it is usually more acceptable, from
a network design point of view, to select the solution with
higher QoS service revenue, at the cost of some degradation
of BMm|Q.
The neighbourhood area where a new solution will be
searched for also has to be defined. Considering a spe-
cific solution, the neighbourhood of that solution is the set
of solutions that differ in the pair of routes (r1( fs),r

2( fs))
for one flow. Therefore a move from one solution to an-
other solution in the neighbourhood is done by choosing
a new set of paths for one of the flows. The new set of
paths for a flow is chosen by solving the auxiliary bi-
objective shortest path problem with the MMRA-S2 algo-
rithm. If this new set of paths for a particular flow allows
for a better solution to the routing problem, then the pre-
vious set of paths for that flow becomes tabu and a move
that would lead to using that previous set of paths again, is
forbidden.
The tabu list is a list of moves which are tabu, so in this
adaptation we consider the tabu list as a list of pairs of
paths which are tabu. The maximal size of the tabu list
is given by nPaths, which means it changes throughout
the algorithm: at the beginning of the algorithm, nPaths

is high, which means that many moves can become tabu;
towards the end of the algorithm, nPaths decreases. New
moves can be added to the tabu list and once it is full, the
oldest move (at the top of the list) is withdrawn and the
new move is added at the end of the list. Therefore, this
list is a queue with FIFO (first-in first-out) discipline. The
size of the tabu list also has an impact on the tabu tenure.
Note that a tabu list is used for a specific service s ∈ S

and when the algorithm proceeds to the analysis of a new
service in the “services cycle” of the basic heuristic the
tabu list is reinitialized.
An aspirational criterion may be defined: if the values
for the upper level objective functions and for the lower
level objective functions (for the service under scrutiny)
of a new solution are better than the corresponding values
in the most adequate solution found so far, then this new
solution should always be considered as the new most ad-
equate solution, even if it is obtained by performing a tabu
move.
The information on the tabu list is kept in the memory of
the resolution procedure, along with information on a vari-
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I. Initialization of the frequency values freq( fs),∀ fs,s∈S .
II. Cycle of services.

1. Initialization of the tabu list, with length given by

nPaths.
2. Cycle in nCycles:

(a) Calculation and ordering of the values of ξ ( fs).
(b) Use of MMRA-S2 to find pairs of paths for the

flows fs.
(c) Initialization of (WQ( fs)−W a

Q)−a · freq( fs) for

all the flows.
(d) Cycle in numIterations.

– (Search up to a maximum of numIterations

new solutions in the neighbourhood of the cur-
rent solution.)

– Go through the ordered flows fs according to
increasing values of ξ ( fs).

A. Check whether the pair of paths proposed
for the flow fs is tabu.

B. Keep a copy of the current pair of paths for
this flow and load the new pair of paths in
the solution.

C. If the new solution is “better” than the cur-
rent one (i.e., has better values for the up-
per level functions and for the lower level
functions for the service under scrutiny).
• If the move is tabu.

* If the aspirational criterion is met.
– The current solution is the most ad-

equate up to this stage of the algo-
rithm.

– Increment the value of freq( fs).
Otherwise, go back to the previous so-
lution.

Otherwise,
* Increment the value of freq( fs).

* Check whether the new solution is
better than the most adequate solu-
tion up to now and if it is so, the new
solution becomes the most adequate
solution.

* Add the move to the tabu list.
• Leave the cycle of “going through the

flows”.
Otherwise,

• If the move is not tabu, keep the in-
formation on the value of (WQ( fs)−
W a

Q)−a · freq( fs).

• Go back to the previous solution.

(End of the cycle of “going through the flows”.)

– If no new solution that improves the current
solution was found.
A. Choose the solution obtained with a non-

tabu move, with the highest value of
(WQ( fs)−W a

Q)−a · freq( fs).

(End of the cycle in numIterations.)
(End of the cycle in nCycles.)

End of the cycle of services.

Fig. 3. The adaptation of the TS technique to the basis heuristic
HMOR-S2.

able freq( fs), that gives the number of times a specific
flow fs has seen its set of paths changed throughout the
algorithm. This information is associated with a long-term
memory. As for the solutions that are found and explored,
the only information that is kept is the one concerning the
most adequate solution found up to the current stage of the
algorithm.
In the inner cycle of the heuristic, if new sets of paths for
all the nPaths flows have been considered and a solution
better than the current one has not been found yet, then
the solution that will be used in the next stage of the al-
gorithm will be the one originating from a non-tabu move
with the highest value of (WQ( fs)−W a

Q)−a ·freq( fs), where
WQ( fs) is the QoS services revenue value when the set of
paths for flow fs is changed, W a

Q is the QoS services rev-
enue value for the current solution, and a is an empirical
parameter for which a value has to be chosen. The value
of (WQ( fs)−W a

Q)− a · freq( fs) increases with the differ-
ence (WQ( fs)−W a

Q) (i.e., preference is given to the solu-
tions with higher value of the QoS services revenue) and/or
with lower freq( fs) (i.e., preference is given to the solu-
tions obtained with the change of paths for a flow fs which
has not seen its paths change very often in the past stages
of the algorithm). The reasoning behind this is based on
a proposal in [40].
Note that this choice of solutions (with which the algorithm
continues the search) tries to avoid local extremes. Instead
of always proceeding with the best solution found so far,
it becomes more advantageous to proceed with a solution
with good value of QoS traffic revenue. The algorithm stops
after a pre-defined number of iterations.
The adaptation of the TS technique to the basic heuristic
HMOR-S2 can be described as depicted in Fig. 3.
The complete formalization of the TS meta-heuristic ver-
sion of HMOR-S2, HMOR-S2TS, is in Appendix B.2 of the
report [35].
As for the numerical complexity of this heuristic, the in-
structions in the inner cycle of the procedure are exe-
cuted C

HMOR-S2TS
i = 4|S ||F | times and the number of solu-

tions that are analyzed is C
HMOR-S2TS
s = 2|S ||F |(|F |+1).

Therefore, the numerical complexity represented by any of
these measures is the same as for the HMOR-S2 heuristic
(see [21]). For further details on these calculations, see
also [35].

4. Experimental Results

In this section, the analytical and simulation results ob-
tained with the HMOR-S2SA and the HMOR-S2TS heuris-
tics in a network case study analogous to the one in [45]
are presented.

4.1. Application Model

In [45] a model for traffic routing optimization and ad-
mission control in multiservice networks supporting traf-
fic with different QoS requirements, was proposed. This
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model will be used as a benchmarking study for the present
work concerning upper bounds for the optimal value of the
QoS traffic revenue. The objective functions to be maxi-
mized in the problem formulated in [45] are the QoS and
BE flows revenues, WQ and WB. A bi-criteria lexicographic
optimization problem was formulated, so that the improve-
ments in WB are to be sought under the constraint that WQ

remains with the optimal value. A two-stage heuristic pro-
cedure based on a multicommodity flow (MCF) formulation
was developed to solve this problem. An admission control
mechanism was applied in the first stage of the heuris-
tic. Initially only QoS traffic in the original network N

is taken into account and the aim is to find the optimal
value of WQ. Once this has been achieved, the BE traf-
fic is offered to a residual network N ′, composed of arcs
with the remaining capacities. In the first stage determin-
istic models are used in the calculation of paths, in partic-
ular mathematical programming models based on MCFs.
As these models are only a rough approximation in this
context and they tend to under-evaluate the blocking prob-
abilities, Mitra and Ramakrishnan [45] propose an adapta-
tion of the original model to obtain more “correct” models,
that is models which constitute a better approximation in
a stochastic traffic environment. This adaptation consists
of a compensation of the required bandwidth values of the
flows in the MCF model with a parameter α ≥ 0.0, so as to
represent the effect of the random fluctuations of the traffic
that are typical of stochastic traffic flows. The parameter α
should have a high value if the need for compensation is
high, due to a high variability in the point processes. The
MCF-based result is mapped into the adapted model, keep-
ing the relations between traffic intensities invariant.
Furthermore, traffic splitting was used in this traffic routing
model, which means that the required bandwidth of each
flow may be divided by multiple paths from source to des-
tination, allowing for a more balanced traffic distribution in
the network, hence lower blocking probabilities.
The fact that the values of WQ obtained by this reference
model provide upper bounds for the optimal value of WQ

(for the same input traffic matrix) in our model, results from
the lexicographic optimization as well as the simplifications
in the traffic model, the admission control and the traffic
splitting mechanisms, adopted in [45].

4.2. Application of the Model to a Network Case Study

The routing model in [45] was applied to the test network
depicted in Fig. 4. It has N = 8 nodes, with 10 pairs of
nodes linked by a direct arc and a total of |L | = 20 uni-
directional arcs. The bandwidth of each arc C′k [Mbit/s] is

shown in Fig. 4. The number of channels Ck is Ck =
⌈

C′k
u0

⌉

,

with basic unit capacity u0 = 16 kbit/s. There are |S |= 4

service types with the features displayed in Table 1. The

values of the required effective bandwidths ds = d′s
u0

[chan-
nels] ∀s ∈S are also in the table (where d′s is the required
bandwidth in kbit/s). The expected revenue for a call of

Fig. 4. Test network M [45], with the indication of the band-
width of each arc C′k [Mbit/s].

type s is assumed to be ws = ds,∀s ∈S . The average du-
ration of a type s call is hs and Ds represents the maximum
number of arcs for a type s call.

Table 1
Service features on the test network M

Service Class
d′s

[kbit/s]

ds

[channels]
ws

hs

[s]

Ds

[arcs]
ms

1 – video QoS 640 40 40 600 3 0.1

2 – premium
data

QoS 384 24 24 300 4 0.25

3 – voice QoS 16 1 1 60 3 0.4

4 – data BE 384 24 24 300 7 0.25

A base matrix T = [Ti j] with offered total bandwidth values
from node i to node j [Mbit/s] is provided in [45]. As men-
tioned above, the adaptation of the MCF model to a stochas-
tic model was based on a compensation mechanism that
models the effect of random fluctuations of traffic that are
typical of a stochastic traffic model. After the introduction
of the compensation factor, a relation can be established
between the bandwidth demand of each flow fs for a traffic
mix T ( fs) = msTi j with ms ∈ [0.0;1.0] and ∑s∈S ms = 1.0,
in the MCF model and the parameters A( fs) (the mean traf-
fic offered associated with fs, in Erlang) and d′s = dsu0 of
the stochastic model. From [45, eq. (5.2)],

A( fs)≈
T ( fs)

d′s
−α

√

T ( fs)

d′s
=

msTi j

dsu0

−α

√

msTi j

dsu0

[Erl]

if T ( fs)
d′s

=
msTi j

dsu0
> α2 and both T ( fs) and A( fs) are high.

Otherwise,

A( fs)≈
T ( fs)

d′s
=

msTi j

dsu0

[Erl].

From these data all the parameters needed by our traffic
model can be obtained as shown in [5].
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In this application example, results for the QoS flows rev-
enue WQ are presented for three values of α: α = 0.0 cor-
responds to the deterministic situation; α = 0.5 is the com-
pensation parameter when calls arrive according to a Pois-
son process, service times follow an exponential distribu-
tion and the network is critically loaded; and α = 1.0 is
used for traffic flows with higher “variability”.
For further details on the application of this traffic model
to the network case study under analysis, see [5].

4.3. Analytical Results

In the analytical study, the meta-heuristic versions were
run only once. For the routing plan obtained at the end
of this single run, values for all the objective functions are
computed and if the first level objective function values
dominate the corresponding values for the initial solution,
then this routing plan will be the final solution (Table 2).

Two different sets of tests were conducted: the (i) tests
where the initial solution is the same as the one used in the
basic heuristic HMOR-S2 runs, a solution which is typical
of Internet routing conventional algorithms; the (f) tests
where the initial solution of each meta-heuristic version is
the routing plan obtained at the end of the basic heuristic
runs for each specific α .
For the (i) tests, an initial solution with only one path for
each flow, i.e., without an alternative path, is considered
leaving it up to the heuristic to find an adequate solution
with second choice paths. The initial solution is the same
for all the services s ∈S and the paths are symmetrical.
The path for every flow fs is the shortest one (that is, the
one with minimum number of arcs); if there is more than
one shortest path, the one with maximal bottleneck band-
width (i.e., the minimal capacity of its arcs) is chosen; if
there is more than one shortest path with equal bottleneck
bandwidth, the choice is arbitrary.
As for the (f) tests, the aim is to check whether the meta-
heuristic variants can improve the quality of the final so-
lutions obtained with HMOR-S2 as an alternative to the
direct use of the meta-heuristics (as in the case of the (i)
tests).
The analytical results concerning WQ were compared with
results obtained with the previous heuristic HMOR-S2 [8]
and with the model proposed in [45], which provides an
upper bound to the objective function WQ optimal value in
P-M2-S2.
The experiences with the HMOR-S2SA were conducted with
different temperature cooling functions and the ones that
provided best results for the upper level objective functions

were T
j

W =
[

T 0
W

(

1− j
J

)]a

and T
j

B =
[

T 0
B

(

1− j
J

)]a

in iter-

ation j, with J = 1000;5000 and a = 0.1;0.01. The final
results were quite similar regardless of the chosen value.
An example of the results is displayed in Table 2. These
results were obtained with J = 1000 and a = 0.1 in 11m30s
on average in a Linux environment on a Pentium 4 proces-
sor with 3 GHz CPU and 1 GB of RAM.

The experiences with the HMOR-S2TS were conducted with
different values for numIterations = 10 and a, and the ones
that provided best results for the upper level objective func-
tions were numIterations = 10 and a = 20. These results
are displayed in Table 2 and they were obtained in 11m08s
on average in the same computer mentioned earlier.

In Table 2, two different comparative analysis can be per-
formed. For HMOR-S2SA(i) and HMOR-S2TS(i), the initial
solution is the same as the one used in the correspond-
ing basic heuristic so the table allows for a comparison of
the final results obtained with HMOR-S2 and HMOR-S2SA

or with HMOR-S2 and HMOR-S2TS. As for the variants
HMOR-S2SA(f) and HMOR-S2TS(f), the initial solution has
the objective function values displayed in the table under
HMOR-S2 (basis) so that a comparison of the initial and
the final results with HMOR-S2SA and with HMOR-S2TS

can be performed. If an objective function value obtained
with one of the variants is the same or better than the cor-
responding objective function value obtained with the basic
heuristic, this is indicated in bold. The table also shows the
obtained results for WQ as a percentage of the upper bound
optimal values given in [45].
With the (i) version of the heuristic HMOR-S2SA, the fi-
nal results for the upper level objective functions are worse
when α = 0.0 and are the same for the other values of α .
As for the (i) version of the heuristic HMOR-S2TS, the fi-
nal results for the upper level objective functions improve
for α = 1.0 but are worse for the other values of α . As
these variants take longer to run than the basic heuristic and
generally do not provide better results for WQ and BMm|Q,
when the initial solution is the same, they can not be con-
sidered a better approach for solving the routing problem.
However, their use on a second stage of the resolution of
the routing problem (after the basic heuristic has been used
on a first stage) seems to provide interesting results. In fact,
for α = 0.0;0.5, the upper level objective function results
are better with the (f) test of the heuristic HMOR-S2SA.
In particular, with the (f) application version of the heuris-
tic HMOR-S2TS, the upper level objective function results
improve for all the values of α .
The results with α = 1.0 for both variants are worth men-
tioning. After HMOR-S2SA(f) is run, the final solution
is actually the same as the initial solution. Note that the
heuristics always give the initial solution as a final result
if the algorithm has not succeeded in finding a better solu-
tion in terms of the objective functions WQ and BMm|Q. As
for HMOR-S2TS, the values for WQ and BMm|Q in the final
solution obtained with the (i) test are actually better than
the ones obtained with the (f) test, although the latter are
still slightly better than for the basic heuristic. This shows
the dependency of the final results on the initial solution,
and also shows that starting with a better solution does not
necessarily lead to a better final solution.
Taking these results into account, we may conclude that
a run of the basic heuristic HMOR-S2 followed by a run of
the HMOR-S2SA variant or a run of the HMOR-S2TS vari-
ant may provide improved results for the routing problem
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Table 2

Objective function values for the final solution for different traffic matrices

Objective HMOR-S2 HMOR-S2SA HMOR-S2TS

functions (basis) (i) (f) (i) (f)

α = 0.0

WQ 64731.51* 64517.97 64795.66⋄ 64619.61 64915.35⋆

BMm|Q 0.0898 0.107 0.0843 0.116 0.0731
Bm1|Q 0.0898 0.107 0.0843 0.116 0.0731
Bm2|Q 0.0199 0.0218 0.0194 0.0105 0.0189
Bm3|Q 0.00216 0.00283 0.00206 0.00480 0.00179
BM1|Q 0.691 0.673 0.700 0.854 0.721
BM2|Q 0.0723 0.115 0.0811 0.0434 0.0953
BM3|Q 0.0287 0.0274 0.0295 0.0467 0.0312
WB 17007.15 17662.81 17121.51 17489.36 17163.01

α = 0.5

WQ 60569.09† 60569.09 60724.32• 60162.90 60751.77⊙
BMm|Q 0.0424 0.0424 0.0289 0.0805 0.0258
Bm1|Q 0.0424 0.0424 0.0289 0.0805 0.0258
Bm2|Q 0.00534 0.00534 0.00270 0.0104 0.00259
Bm3|Q 0.00119 0.00119 0.000854 0.00254 0.000744
BM1|Q 0.628 0.628 0.619 0.742 0.634
BM2|Q 0.0432 0.0432 0.0108 0.0385 0.00769
BM3|Q 0.0243 0.0243 0.0237 0.0330 0.0246
WB 16904.99 16904.99 16738.50 17664.88 16905.73

α = 1.0

WQ 56100.60‡ 56100.60 56100.60� 56191.34 56109.97⊗
BMm|Q 0.0263 0.0263 0.0263 0.0179 0.0252
Bm1|Q 0.0263 0.0263 0.0263 0.0179 0.0252
Bm2|Q 0.00515 0.00515 0.00515 0.00266 0.00494
Bm3|Q 0.000560 0.000560 0.000560 0.000430 0.000555
BM1|Q 0.544 0.544 0.544 0.489 0.556
BM2|Q 0.0185 0.0185 0.0185 0.00955 0.0177
BM3|Q 0.0193 0.0193 0.0193 0.0165 0.0200
WB 16479.60 16479.60 16479.60 16288.89 16464.83

HMOR-S2: *) 99.35%; †) 99.57%; ‡) 99.58% of W max
Q (the optimal revenue in [45]); HMOR-S2SA(f): ⋄) 99.45%;

•) 99.83%; �) 99.58% of W max
Q ; HMOR-S2TS(f): ⋆) 99.63%; ⊙) 99.87%; ⊗) 99.59% of W max

Q .

under analysis. Finally note that the best results obtained
with the meta-heuristic variants are more than 99% of the
optimal value WQ. This shows that a significant improve-
ment on BMm|Q can be obtained just with a very slight
worsening on the average revenue WQ, which gives an idea
of the potential advantages of this type of multiobjective
routing formulations as previously noted in [4], [5].

4.4. Simulation Results

After the analytical experiences were performed, simulation
experiences, with static routing methods using the heuris-
tics, were also carried out for the cases where more promis-

ing results were obtained. We considered that simulations
with a dynamic version of the routing methods would not
provide any important additional information on the qual-
ity of the variants of the heuristic. In the simulation study
we used a discrete-event simulation platform developed for
this type of networks, which enabled the validation of the
routing model results and the evaluation of the errors in-
trinsic to the analytical model which provides the estimates
for the objective functions.
The discrete-event stochastic simulation was applied to
a static routing model, where the routing plan is the final so-
lution obtained after the (f) test for each of the variants was
run. This routing plan never changes throughout the sim-
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ulation regardless of the random variations of traffic of-
fered to the network. After an initialization phase that lasts
for a time twarm−up, information on the number of offered
calls and effectively carried calls in the network for each
flow fs,s ∈S , is gathered, until the end of the simulation.
With this information, B( fs),∀s ∈S and subsequently, the
values of the upper and lower level objective functions re-
lated to blocking probabilities can be estimated. As for the
expected revenues, knowing the effectively carried calls in
the network allows for the calculation of the carried traffic
estimates and average revenues.

The results displayed in Table 3 were obtained with a to-
tal simulated time ttotal = 48 h and a warm-up time
twarm−up = 8 h. It took almost 2 h to get these results
in the same computer mentioned earlier.

As the results for the (i) version in Table 2 show, only the
final solution for the TS-like variant and α = 1.0 is better
(in terms of the upper level objective function values) than
the corresponding final solution for HMOR-S2.

In Table 3, the analytical values of each objective func-
tion are displayed, together with the simulation results (av-
erage value ± half length of a 95% confidence interval,
computed by the independent replications method [46])
for these functions. If the statistical estimate of an objec-
tive function value obtained with one of the variants is the
same or better than the corresponding value obtained with
the basic heuristic, this is indicated in bold. Furthermore,
if some simulation result is better than the corresponding
analytical value, this is indicated in italic. The revenue
values have 2 decimal places and the blocking probability
values have 3 significant figures.

In most cases, the analytical results are outside the 95%
confidence interval of the static routing model simulation
results, but they are of similar magnitude. The analyti-
cal results tend to be better than the corresponding static
routing model simulation results, especially in situations
of lower traffic loads (which correspond to higher values
of α in this routing problem application example). In fact,
only for the HMOR-S2SA(f) heuristic with α = 0.0 did we
get a result where an upper level objective function an-
alytical value was in the corresponding confidence inter-
val and had a value worse than the corresponding static
routing model simulation result. These differences between
the simulation and analytic results are mainly due to the
inaccuracies intrinsic to the analytic/numerical resolution,
particularly those associated with the simplifications of the
traffic model, and the associated error propagation. As the
overflow traffic is treated as Poisson traffic, the analyti-
cal model is actually a simplification which tends to un-
derestimate the blocking probabilities in the network (and
to overestimate the revenues). The errors that result from
this simplification propagate throughout the complex and
lengthy numerical calculations associated with the resolu-
tion, for a great number of times, of the large systems of
implicit non-linear equations (4) and (5). Further simplifi-
cations were assumed in the stochastic model for the traffic
in the links: a superposition of independent Poisson flows

and independent occupations of the links. A more accurate
and realistic representation of the traffic flows would allow
for better estimates of the blocking probabilities (see for ex-
ample the numerical algorithms proposed in [47] where the
representation of the traffic flows is based on their means
and variance values). Nonetheless, the approximations in
our model can be considered appropriate in this context for
practical reasons. In fact, if more complex models were
used to represent the traffic and to calculate the blockings
in overflow conditions, the computational burden would be
too heavy since the analytical model has to be numerically
solved many times during the execution of the heuristic
and the routing method would be intractable. It is impor-
tant to note that, concerning accuracy, the focus is on the
relative value of the results of the traffic model rather than
on the absolute accuracy of such values, since the aim of
the routing optimization procedure is just the comparison
of routing solutions, in terms of the values of the objective
functions.
The results displayed in the table for the upper level ob-
jective functions obtained with the two variants are close,
but for the TS-like variant are slightly better than with the
SA-like variant. Therefore, the HMOR-S2TS heuristic may
be considered more adequate to the resolution of the very
complex routing problem P-M2-S2. A comparison of the
results obtained with both variants shows that the analyt-
ical and simulation results are coherent, in the sense that
whenever the analytical value of an objective function is
better for the TS-like variant than for the SA-like variant,
the same happens with the average values obtained with the
static routing model simulation.

5. Conclusions and Further Work

In this work we began by reviewing a hierarchical bi-level
multiobjective routing model in MPLS networks with alter-
native routing, with two classes of services (with different
priorities in the optimization model) and different types
of traffic flows in each class. A specialized heuristic strat-
egy, HMOR-S2, for finding “good” compromise solutions
to this very complex routing optimization problem, was
also reviewed.
Sensitivity tests performed on HMOR-S2 showed that in
particular cases there were “better” solutions to the routing
problem that the basic heuristic was unable to find. This
realization motivated the need to devise new variants that
could possibly find solutions “better” than the ones obtained
with the HMOR-S2 basic heuristic. Two different variants
of this heuristic HMOR-S2 were put forward by introducing
meta-heuristic techniques, namely SA and TS techniques.

These variants were applied to a test network used in
a benchmarking case study [45] that uses a lexicographic
optimization routing approach, including admission control
for BE traffic, based on a deterministic traffic representa-
tion, with the expected revenues associated with QoS and
BE traffic as objective functions. The analytical results ob-
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tained with the variants were compared with the optimal
values for the QoS service expected revenue in the bench-
marking study and with the values obtained with the basic
heuristic HMOR-S2. The results show that the introduc-
tion of meta-heuristic techniques, in particular SA and TS,
in the specialized basic heuristic, does not necessarily lead
to better results. However, the introduction of these tech-
niques is advantageous in the search for improvements of
the final solution obtained with the basic heuristic. In fact,
a run of the basic heuristic HMOR-S2 followed by a run of
either the variants tends to provide improved results for the
routing problem, especially in the case of the TS variant.
A discrete-event simulation platform was used for a more
exact evaluation of the results of the heuristic in a stochastic
environment closer to real network working conditions. In
most cases, the analytical results obtained with the HMOR-
S2 are not inside the 95% confidence interval of the static
routing model simulation results, although they are of sim-
ilar magnitude, due to the inaccuracies intrinsic to the an-
alytic/numerical resolution, namely those associated with
the simplifications of the traffic model, and the associated
error propagation.
Finally note that these variants have added a greater com-
plexity to the basic heuristic. The computational burden of
the resolution has also increased. These remain the major
limitations of this type of routing method and restrain its
potential practical application, at present, to networks with
a limited number of nodes, such as the core and interme-
diate (metro-core) level networks of low dimension.
Further work on this model will focus on the search for
possible simplifications and improvements in the heuristic
resolution approaches. Also the extension of the model to
broader routing principles such as probabilistic load sharing
or traffic splitting might be studied and tested.
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Paper Propagation Path Loss Modeling
in Container Terminal Environment

Ryszard J. Katulski, Jacek Stefański, and Jarosław Sadowski

Abstract— This paper describes novel method of path loss
modeling for radio communication channels in container port
area. Multi-variate empirical model is presented, based on
multidimensional regression analysis of real path loss mea-
surements from container terminal environment. The mea-
surement instruments used in propagation studies in port area
are also described.

Keywords— path loss modeling, radio propagation.

1. Introduction

Container port area should be treated as a very difficult
radio waves propagation environment, because lots of con-
tainers made of steel are causing very strong multipath ef-
fect and time-varying container arrangement in stacks of
different height changes the path loss value in time. Path
loss modeling for such area is still complex task and hasn’t
yet been considered in scientific research. But as the total
amount of cargo carried yearly in containers by land and sea
increases, the only effective way of controlling such huge
number of containers is to build efficient electronic con-
tainer supervision systems [1]. Nowadays almost all the
major container ports have some kind of radio container
monitoring, based on available radio communication stan-
dards (GSM/GPRS, UMTS, TETRA, WiFi, WiMAX, Zig-
Bee, Bluetooth, many different RFID systems or other so-
lutions in unlicensed frequency band) working in frequency
range from about 0.4 GHz to 5 GHz. It should be noted
that ITU-R did not present any special recommendation for
propagation path loss prediction for radio link in container
terminal environment. Differences in spatial arrangement
and structure between container stacks and typical urban or
industry area can cause relevant path loss prediction errors
in case of use inadequate path loss model, so the special
survey of propagation phenomenon in container terminal
area becomes crucial.
This paper presents new analytical approach to path loss
modeling in case of propagation in container port environ-
ment, based on empirical results from measurement cam-
paign in Gdynia Container Terminal (Poland). Precise clas-
sification of propagation environment and selection of pa-
rameters which influence the propagation mechanism in es-
sential way, allowed to define adequate multi-variate error
function for multidimensional regression analysis. As a re-
sult of this research, new analytical relation between prop-
agation path parameters and path loss in container terminal
scenario was proposed. All measurements were carried
with assumption, that propagation model has to be ade-

quate for path loss prediction in case of radio communica-
tion between container monitoring unit and base station in
container terminal area.

2. Measuring Equipment

Block diagram of primary equipment set used in propaga-
tion measurements in container terminal scenario is pre-
sented in Fig 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of primary measuring equipment set.

Propagation path loss measuring equipment concept was
based on fixed reference signal transmitter and mobile re-
ceiver equipment placed in many different positions in the
area of container terminal. Harmonic signal without mod-
ulation, with frequency in range 0.5 GHz to 4 GHz, was
emitted by transmit antenna situated in various places in
port. Power amplifier input was protected by precise 10 dB
attenuator. The receiver section was made of handheld
signal spectrum analyzer working as a sensitive received
signal power meter, global positioning system (GPS) re-
ceiver and notebook with special software. All the receiver
section components were battery powered. Log-periodic
directional wideband antennas of the same type were used
in both transmit and receiver side. These antennas were cal-
ibrated by producer and have precise parameters in whole
frequency range of interest.
Firstly the measurement plan assumed four reference signal
frequencies: 1, 2, 3 and 4 GHz, but during the measurement
campaign additional frequency of 0.5 GHz was also put
into investigation. Because the power amplifier used in
transmitter section works properly only in frequency range
800 MHz to 4.2 GHz, schematic diagram of transmitter
section in case of measurement at frequency 500 MHz was
slightly modified: additional attenuator and power amplifier
had to be removed and the output of signal generator was
directly connected to antenna via 10 m long feeder.
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3. Calibration Procedure

In order to precisely compute the propagation path loss
from power level of signal detected by handheld spectrum
analyzer, radio link power budget equation have to include
parameters of all the components from Fig. 1. As the an-
tenna’s power gain at all the frequencies of interest is known
(measured by manufacturer) and transmitter power level is
being kept constant (output power was low enough to avoid
any interference to existing radio communication systems),
equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) can be simply
computed for every frequency.
To ensure that accuracy of measurements doesn’t vary with
frequency, the transmitter and receiver section was cali-
brated in the Gdańsk University of Technology laboratory.
Firstly, the attenuation of transmitter section feeders at all
the frequencies of interest was measured using vector net-
work analyzer. The results are compared in Table 1.

Table 1
Attenuation of transmitter section feeders

Frequency [GHz] 1 2 3 4

Feeder loss between generator
and additional attenuator [dB]

0.25 0.59 1.25 1.70

Feeder loss between amplifier
and antenna [dB]

3.27 4.89 6.15 7.10

Although the power amplifier has smooth gain adjustment,
authors decided to set the amplification to fixed value of
38 dB (amplifier setting, real amplification value was not
measured) and determine the signal generator output power
that is necessary to achieve required signal power at the in-
put of transmit antenna. In laboratory conditions, spectrum
analyzer from receiver section together with precise atten-
uator 20 dB was used instead of antenna as a power meter
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Transmitter section calibration set schematic diagram.

As the receiver antenna gain in whole band of interest was
precisely measured by producer, the only part of receiver
section from primary block diagram (Fig. 1) with unknown
parameters is the feeder between antenna and handheld
spectrum analyzer.

Table 2
Attenuation of receiver section feeder

Frequency [GHz] 1 2 3 4

Feeder loss between antenna
and spectrum analyzer [dB]

3.24 4.86 6.25 7.7

The MS2721B spectrum analyzer is able to measure and
present received signal power level directly in dBm. Using
the same device during calibration phase and in final mea-
surement campaign should compensate eventual received
signal power measurement errors. The receiver section
feeder attenuation values are presented in Table 2.
Obviously, similar but not the same calibration procedure
was repeated at frequency 0.5 GHz after measurement cam-
paign to obtain the power level at the input of transmitter
antenna and attenuation of feeders for this specified fre-
quency.
Because the receiver antenna has directional spatial char-
acteristic, path loss measurement procedure required point-
ing the antenna in direction of transmitter in case of line of
sight (LOS) condition or in direction of maximum received
signal power in case of non line of sight (NLOS) for ev-
ery position of receiver section. To simplify the search of
maximum signal direction, both transmit and receive an-
tennas were fastened to movable masts with tripods, which
allow to change azimuth of reception while height of an-
tenna above terrain remained unchanged. Directional an-
tennas were used for two reasons: firstly because authors
would like to take advantage of antenna’s power gain, and
secondly – authors did not have omni-directional antennas
working in frequency range up to 4 GHz with precisely
known gain.
As the transmitter output power was kept low, the value
of EIRP was far below 15 W limit. According to Polish
law, electromagnetic radiation sources with EIRP less than
15 W are objects that do not affect environment or hu-
man, so nobody from the measurement team was exposed
to harmful electromagnetic radiation.
To improve measurement speed and accuracy, data from
spectrum analyzer (received signal power) and GPS re-
ceiver (geographic coordinates and time of each measure-
ment) were collected by notebook. Special software run-
ning on computer with Linux operating system allowed
to define the time between successive measurements, fre-
quency and bandwidth of received signal, type of applied
power detector, additional averaging of results, etc. It was
also possible to record signal spectrum in each measure-
ment point.

4. Path Loss Measurements in Container
Terminal

With the help from administrative of Gdynia Container Ter-
minal, complex survey of propagation aspect in container
port was made in term from June to September 2007.
Almost 5000 data sets were collected during measure-
ments campaigns, which means about thousand measure-
ment points for each analyzed frequency. The analyses were
made in different weather conditions – sunny, cloudy and
rainy days with temperature from 5°C to 20°C. In order to
reduce path loss measurement errors caused by small scale
fading, value of received signal power was calculated using
several consecutive measurements and receiving equipment
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was always moving. Measurements were carried out in ac-
cordance with ITU-R recommendation SM.1708 [2].
Exemplary results of propagation path loss measurements
in area of container terminal are shown on map in Fig. 3,
where black rectangles symbolize stacks of containers, dots
symbolize location of successive measurement points.

Fig. 3. Exemplary map of measurement points in container
terminal.

Similar maps can be plotted for other propagation scenarios
and different frequencies of interest.

5. A Novel Multi-Variate Empirical
Path Loss Model

Upon the results of almost 5000 propagation path mea-
surements in real container terminal environment, a novel
analytical model was developed using multidimensional lin-
ear regression analysis with multiple independent variables.
For the sake of this analysis a multi-variate error func-
tion was defined [3], [4]. The following parameters, which
should affect the value of propagation path loss in port
area, were chosen as independent variables in error func-
tion [5], [6]:

– frequency f ;

– propagation path length d;

– path type qualification: line of sight or non line of
sight condition;

– difference between transmitter antenna height above
terrain level hT and average height of container
stack hav, but two possible cases should be inves-
tigated separately: hT ≥ hav and hav > hT .

Because the container terminal, in which all the measure-
ments were made, was permanently used for container
transportation, safety restrictions forced authors to limit
the height of receiver antenna hR to fixed value equal 2 m.
Due to fixed value of receiver antenna height, proposed
propagation models do not include this height as a variable
parameter.

As a result of defined error function analysis, regression co-
efficients for respective propagation cases were computed.
Based on this, analytical formulas of propagation path loss
in container terminal area can be presented.
Propagation path loss in dB in line of sight scenario:

• in case, when hT ≥ hav (LOS1):

LLOS1 = 55.2 + 20 lg f + 5.8 lgd −22.1 lg(hT −hav),
(1)

• otherwise, when hav > hT (LOS2):

LLOS2 = 41.9 + 20 lg f + 25.9 lgd + 4.2 lg(hav −hT ).
(2)

Propagation path loss in non line of sight scenario:

• in case, when hT ≥ hav (NLOS1):

LNLOS1 = 32.6 + 20 lg f + 7.9 lgd + 0.8 lg(hT −hav),
(3)

• otherwise, when hav > hT (NLOS2):

LNLOS2 = 38.6 + 20 lg f + 13 lgd + 5.9 lg(hav −hT ).
(4)

The frequency f in Eqs. (1)–(4) should be in MHz, propa-
gation distance d in km, height of transmit antenna and av-
erage height of container stock in m. Figures 4–7 presents
propagation loss as a function of distance for exemplary
frequency 2 GHz in all four scenarios.
Mean error (ME) and mean square error (MSE) are com-
monly being used to verify accuracy of path loss models.
These errors are defined by expression (5) and (6), respec-
tively:

ME =
1

N

N

∑
i=1

(

Lmeas, i −Lreg, i

)

, (5)

MSE =

√

1

N

N

∑
i=1

(

Lmeas, i −Lreg, i

)2
, (6)

where Lmeas, i is the value of measured path loss in ith po-
sition of receiver equipment (i = 1, . . . ,N), Lreg, i mean path
loss value computed using Eqs. (2) to (5) for ith position,
and N is the total number of considered results. Mean er-
ror value reflect the expected average difference between
path loss values obtained using proposed model and real
path loss measurement results, while mean square error is
the ratio of dispersion of measured path loss values and
describes how good the propagation model matches exper-
imental data.
Mean errors and mean square errors for all the consid-
ered propagation path variants separately (different height
of transmitter antenna, line of sight condition) and sum-
mary for all measurement results together, are presented in
Table 3.
The propagation path loss calculated using proposed ana-
lytical model fits very well the results from measurement
campaign for all propagation path variants, which is con-
firmed by very low values of mean errors and acceptably
low values of mean square errors.
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Fig. 4. Propagation path loss at frequency 2 GHz – sce-
nario LOS1.

Fig. 5. Propagation path loss at frequency 2 GHz – sce-
nario LOS2.

Fig. 6. Propagation path loss at frequency 2 GHz – sce-
nario NLOS1.

Proposed model is valid for propagation path length up to
400 m, longer scenarios were not checked during measure-
ment campaigns. Prediction of path loss at different fre-

Fig. 7. Propagation path loss at frequency 2 GHz – sce-
nario NLOS2.

Table 3
Mean errors and mean square errors for proposed

container environment propagation model

LOS NLOS
Summary

LOS1 LOS2 NLOS1 NLOS2

ME MSE ME MSE ME MSE ME MSE ME MSE

0.00 8.51 0.01 6.02 0.00 6.73 0.00 6.28 0.00 6.82

ME = 0.01, MSE = 7.22 ME = 0.00, MSE = 6.49

quencies between 0.5 GHz and 4 GHz should be enough ac-
curate, because the difference in calculated path loss caused
by rounding frequency of interest to nearest measured fre-
quency is not greater than about half the value of mean
square error.

6. Conclusions

Radio propagation analysis in container terminal scenario,
presented in this paper, was the first such measurement in
Poland and unique in the worldwide area of radio commu-
nication research.
Upon the analysis of path loss measurement data, the novel
container port area propagation model was proposed. This
model has been verified in real propagation conditions in
wide frequency range from 0.5 GHz to 4 GHz and can be
used to predict propagation path loss in case of designing
radio communication systems for container ports or even
other container related propagation environments.
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Paper Model for Balancing Aggregated
Communication Bandwidth Resources

Piotr Pałka, Kamil Kołtyś, Eugeniusz Toczyłowski, and Izabela Żółtowska

Abstract—In this paper we present a multicommodity band-
width exchange model for balancing aggregated communica-
tion bandwidth resources (BACBR) that allows us to aggre-
gate similar offers. In this model offers submitted to sell (or
buy) the same, similar, or equivalent network resources (or de-
mands for end-to-end connections) are aggregated into single
commodities. BACBR model is based on the balancing com-
munication bandwidth trade (BCBT) model. It requires much
less variables and constraints then original BCBT, however
the outcomes need to be disaggregated. The general model
for disaggregation is also given in the paper.

Keywords— aggregation, auctions, bandwidth market, market

clearing, multicommodity trade.

1. Introduction

The multicommodity exchange models are promising tools
that allows to answer emerging requirements for efficient,
optimized trading mechanisms well suited on the compet-
itive bandwidth markets. A complex and dynamic band-
width trading environment is broadly believed to be devel-
oped [1]–[4], as new technological and conceptual oppor-
tunities are rapidly appearing. For new markets, requir-
ing thousands of bids and offers to be auctioned, the to-
day most popular communication bandwidth trading tools,
such as bilateral agreements, or current simple auctions
and exchanges (that aim mainly in facilitating buyer-seller
contacts), are not sufficient.
For the purpose of modeling trade of bandwidth resources
in the communication networks, we assume that the net-
work consists of nodes connected by links. The inter-node
link may represent a network resource, that can be an el-
ementary commodity on the bandwidth market. However,
network resources being traded can be more complex and
can be composed of many parallel links, or end-to-end node
connections represented by paths or subnetworks.
In this paper we present a multicommodity bandwidth
exchange model for balancing aggregated communication
bandwidth resources (BACBR), that considers aggregation
of offers submitted to buy or sell the same, similar, or
equivalent commodities, related to the network resources.
The bandwidth trading is considered from the viewpoint of
many network operators, service providers and other whole-
sale active market players, buying and selling bandwidth.

We believe that the current research proposals for auc-
tioning bandwidth are still insufficient to address diverse
market participants needs and requirements. One such

a need is the end-to-end network paths trading under com-
petition – when multiple parallel link resources can be
offered for sale, or multiple end-to-end connections are
bidding.
To cope with the problem of providing bidders with pos-
sibility of submitting offers for bundles of elementary
commodities when auctioning bandwidth, researchers have
proposed two approaches: simultaneous, single link auc-
tions [5]–[8] and combinatorial auctions [9]. In the first
approach special, iterative mechanisms are required to co-
ordinate individual links-auctions. The second approach
requires buyers to specify the particular links that con-
stitute a desired path. Both approaches lead to welfare
inefficiency, as was shown in [10].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
proposed model. The mathematical statements both of bal-
ancing communication bandwidth trade (BCBT) and new
BACBR models are given in Section 3. We also show, that
the aggregated model BACBR has all positive features of
the simple BCBT model, such as maximization of global
economic surplus and possibility of placing buy offers not
for bundled links, but for end-to-end connections. More-
over, the BACBR requires much less variables and con-
straints then original BCBT. What is also important, the
market prices for aggregate commodities can be determined
on competitive grounds. As the detailed realization of par-
ticular offers is not given in the solution of BACBR model
so the disaggregation is needed. The process of disaggre-
gation may also have some advantages as it can consider
various individual constraints and requirements. The anal-
ysis of disaggregation techniques as well as general model
for disaggregation is given in Section 4. In Section 5 we
summarize our findings.

2. The Proposed Model

The auction BACBR model stated in this paper falls into
a class of the multicommodity exchange models, that pro-
vide efficient resources allocation solving global economic
welfare maximization problem [10]–[13]. Multicommod-
ity means that market entities (further called bidders) can
trade with bundles (packages) of different commodities.
The BCBT model proposed in [10] allows bidders to place
buy offers not for bundled links, but rather for end-to-end
connections. Therefore buyer does not have to know which
links to choose to best allocate the demanded capacity. It
is the decision model that allocates the most efficient links
to paths.
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Basic BCBT model interprets individual bandwidth buy
and sell offers as separate elementary commodities that
correspond to traffic demand and network links, respec-
tively. Then, in case of many market participants offering
bandwidth on links connecting the same network nodes or
demanding the same connections paths, the trade is per-
form upon a multigraph – see Figs. 1 and 2. It means that
in the case of BCBT model, only one offer is submitted on
the particular commodity.

Fig. 1. Resource graph for network links modeled as the multi-
graph. One offer concerns one particular network link.

Fig. 2. Resource graph for network demands modeled as a multi-
graph. One offer concerns particular network demand.

In real world, with possibly thousands of bids being auc-
tioned, such an approach may become inefficient. Thus an
aggregation of the BCBT model is required to reduce the
complexity.
The aggregated BACBR model considers aggregate com-
modities structure modeled as a simple graph – see Figs. 3
and 4. It means that in the BACBR model multiple offers

Fig. 3. Resource graph for network demands modeled as the
simple graph. Multiple offers for the particular network resources
exist.

Fig. 4. Resource graph for network demands modeled as the strict
graph. Multiple offers for particular network resources exists.

can be submitted on aggregate link or end-to-end connec-
tion, considered as an aggregate commodity.

3. Mathematical Model

We assume that the communication network consists of
nodes connected by links. The inter-node link may repre-
sent a network resource (bandwidth), that can be an ele-
mentary commodity offered for sale on the bandwidth mar-
ket. However, network resources being traded can be more
complex and can be composed of many parallel links, or
end-to-end node connections represented by paths or sub-
networks.
Every buy offer concerns a point-to-point bandwidth con-
nection between a pair of specified locations in a com-
munication network. The locations form a set of network
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nodes V . The connections (and links) are unidirectional,
i.e., they have source and sink nodes. First we briefly report
the conventional model BCBT to allow us for the extension
discussion.

3.1. The BCBT Model

The objective of BCBT model [10], [12] is the max-
imization total economic welfare Eq. (1), which is the sum
of total buyers and sellers surpluses. The constraints (2)
and (3) set upper and lower bounds on particular net-
work links (xe) and particular end-to-end network de-
mands (xd). The non-negative variable xed Eq. (5) is in-
terpreted as a bandwidth capacity allocated to network
link e to serve end-to-end demand d. Also, the sum of ca-
pacities allocated to all network demands ∑d∈D xed served
by particular network link e, should not exceed the real-
ization xe of the link Eq. (4). Finally, the sum of all
capacities, provided with incidence matrix ave, allocated
to all network links, serving particular network demand,
should not exceed the realization of the end-to-end de-
mand xd Eq. (6):

Q̂ = max

(

∑
d∈D

Edxd − ∑
e∈E

Sexe

)

, (1)

0 ≤ xd ≤ hd , ∀d∈D, (2)

0 ≤ xe ≤ ye, ∀e∈E , (3)

∑
d∈D

xed ≤ xe, ∀e∈E , (4)

0 ≤ xed , ∀e∈E,d∈D, (5)

∑
e∈E

avexed =











xd v = sd

0 v 6= sd ,td

−xd v = td

, ∀v∈V,d∈D, (6)

where:
indices:

d = 1,2, ...,D buy offers – demands for bandwidth,
v = 1,2, ...,V network nodes,
e = 1,2, ...,E sell offers – network resources;

parameters:
ave = 1 if link e originates in node v,

= −1 if e terminates in node v,
= 0 otherwise,

sd source node for demand d,
td sink node for demand d,
hd required capacity of demand d,
Ed offered unit price for demand d,
ye offered capacity of network link e,
Se offered unit price for network link e;

variables:
xed bandwidth flow serving demand d allocated to net-

work link e,
xd contracted bandwidth capacity for demand d,
xe contracted bandwidth capacity for network link e.

The xe and xd are, respectively, values of realized band-
width on the link e and the demand d. They are also the ac-
cepted offers for link e and demand d – in the BCBT
model sell offers correspond network links and buy of-
fers correspond demand paths resulting in a multigraph.
It means, that for a single commodity only one offer can
be submitted. However, in case of competitive market with
many participants demanding the same connections paths
or offering bandwidth on links connecting the same net-
work nodes, the size of the resource graph would be
enormous.

3.2. The BACBR Model

Now we propose a nontrivial extension to BCBT model –
the model for balancing aggregated communication band-
width resources, where multiple offers for selling a sin-
gle network aggregate resource (i.e., network link), or for
buying the same connections, are handled in an aggregate
manner.
Let us replace the xe variable by the sum of all adequate
bandwidth realizations pl of sell offers concerning partic-
ular network link e:

xe = ∑
l∈S(e)

pl, ∀e∈E . (7)

Variable pl is a realization of lth offer for selling link
(e : l ∈ S(e),S(e

′
)∩ S(e

′′
) = /0,∀

e
′
,e
′′
∈E,e

′
6=e

′′ ), S(e) ⊂ S is
a subset of sell offers S concerning particular link e. Thus,
we obtain the aggregation of all sell offers submitted on
specified link e (∑l∈S(e) pl).
Analogously, let us replace the xd variable by the sum of
all adequate bandwidth realizations dm of buy offers con-
cerning particular end-to-end connection d:

xd = ∑
m∈B(d)

dm, ∀d∈D. (8)

Variable dm is a realization of mth offer for buying demand
(d : m ∈ B(d),B(d

′
)∩B(d

′′
) = /0,∀

d
′
,d

′′
∈D,d

′
6=d

′′ ), B(d) ⊂ B

is a subset of buy offers B concerning particular demand d.
Thus, we obtain the aggregation of all buy offers submitted
on specified connection d (∑m∈B(d) dm).
Last, we need to change the notation of offer parameters:
the offer price we denote as sl for lth sell offer, and em

for mth buy offer. The maximal volume of bandwidth,
associated with the lth offer we denote as pmax

l , analogously,
the maximal volume of bandwidth, associated to mth offer
we denote as dmax

m .
Finally, we obtain the following mathematical model:

Q̂ = max

(

∑
m∈B

emdm −∑
l∈S

sl pl

)

, (9)

0 ≤ pl ≤ pmax
l , ∀l∈S, (10)

0 ≤ dm ≤ dmax
m , ∀m∈B (11)
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∑
d∈D

xed ≤ ∑
l∈S(e)

pl, ∀e∈E , (12)

0 ≤ xed , ∀e ∈ E,∀d ∈ D, (13)

∑
e∈E

avexed =











∑m∈B(d) dm v = sd

0 v 6= sd ,td

−∑m∈B(d) dm v = td

,∀v∈V,d∈D,

(14)

where:
indices:

d = 1,2, ...,D demands for bandwidth,
v = 1,2, ...,V network nodes,
e = 1,2, ...,E network links,
l = 1,2, ...,S offers for selling,
S(e) offers for selling particular link e,
m = 1,2, ...,B offers for buying,
B(d) offers for buying particular demand d;

parameters:

ave = 1 if link e originates in node v,
= −1 if e terminates in node v,
= 0 otherwise,

sd source node for demand d,
td sink node for demand d,
sl selling price for lth offer,
em buying price for mth offer,
pmax

l maximal volume for lth offer,
dmax

m maximal volume for mth offer;

variables:
xed bandwidth flow serving demand d allocated to the

link e,
pl contracted bandwidth capacity for selling offer l,
dm contracted bandwidth capacity for buying offer m.

4. Aggregation and Disaggregation

Paper [5] considers the auction-based pricing of network
bandwidth, where the utilities of particular participants are
aggregated to obtain multicommodity flow problem with
aggregated user. Authors propose disaggregation as a set of
distributed auctions each for one commodity (i.e., network
path). Paper [8] assumes that the exchange may concern
aggregated resources, like bulk bandwidth for aggregate
flows, and virtual paths, virtual private networks, or edge
capacity.
Aggregating of participants’ offers is useful from the mar-
ket operator’s point of view. When a growing number of
offers is submitted on the same link (or the same demand),
the liquidity and competitiveness on such market increases,
as the concentration and market power decreases. Also,
when there are multiple offers submitted on given band-
width resource, it is much more easier to approach to the
competitive price of such a resource.

As the detailed realizations of particular offers are not given
in the solution of BACBR model, a disaggregation process
is needed, which allows us to match the accepted individ-
ual buy and sell offers. From the business point of view,
disaggregation of results of BACBR model assures that ev-
ery buyer knows who will be responsible for its demand
realization and every seller knows to whom the bandwidth
is served. It may be specially important in the case of
the market operator that is not concerned with the network
operations or any access switches [2]. In the process of
disaggregation it is possible to consider various individual
constraints and requirements, not taken into account in the
aggregated model.

Fig. 5. Example solution for BACBR model. Realization of the
path xd

1
by a bundle of links xe

1
−xe

3
−xe

5
, xe

1
−xe

4
.

Let us assume results of the BACBR model (Fig. 5). As
we can see from Fig. 5, the demand xd

1
was realized by

two link sequences: xe
1
− xe

3
− xe

5
(A-B-D-C) with share

equal to 0.4 and by the xe
1
− xe

4
(A-B-C) with share 0.6

(see Fig. 5). Let us assume that bandwidth allocated on the
path xd

1 is equal to 10 units of bandwidth (Table 1). The
bandwidth allocated to link xe

1
is equal to 10, on link xe

2

is equal to zero, for links xe
3

and xe
5

allocated bandwidth
is equal to 4, and finally for link xe

4
we have 6 units of

bandwidth allocated.

Table 1
Example solution for BACBR model

xed xe
1 xe

2 xe
3 xe

4 xe
5

xd
1

10 0 4 6 4

Up to now we know how particular network links serve
particular demands. However, such aggregate allocation
does not give us the answer to the question: how to as-
sign particular realization of the accepted buy offers to
particular accepted sell offers. In other words, results of
the exemplary offer process do not give us the answer to
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the question, how particular offers for buying demand xd
1

(i.e., offers d1 and d2 in Fig. 2) will be realized by particular
sell offers (p1, · · · , p8 in Fig. 1).

General model for disaggregation. After solving BACBR
model, we obtain the following results: the volume realiza-
tion of particular sell offers pl∀l∈S, moreover we know how
the sell offers are realized by the network links e : l ∈ S(e).
Respectively, we know the volume realization of particu-
lar buy offers dm∀m∈B, moreover, we know how buy offers
are realized by the appropriate demands d : m ∈ B(d). Fi-
nally, we obtain the aggregated result, the realization of the
demand by particular network links xed∀e∈E,d∈D.
Nevertheless, we need to disaggregate xed variable, and
obtain specific realization of the particular accepted buy
offers dm (which is a portion of particular demand d : m ∈
B(d) – the offer was submitted on this demand) by particu-
lar accepted sell offers pl (which is a portion of the partic-
ular network resource e : l ∈ S(e) – the offer was submitted
on this link). Therefore, we need to determine variable
zel dm

that satisfy the following equation:

∑
l∈S(e)

∑
m∈B(d)

zel dm
= xed , ∀e∈E,d∈D. (15)

To obtain correct disaggregation, we need to find appropri-
ate values of zel dm

.

The first stage of disaggregation. This stage assumes
searching for complete and coherent flows for every ac-
cepted buy offer dm. This problem can be decomposed
for every aggregated demand d ∈ D as the subset of par-
ticular buy offers dm corresponds to only one demand d.
Therefore, every accepted buy offer dm should flow from its
source node sd to its sink node td . We obtain the following
equation:

∑
e∈E

aveyedm
=







dm v = sd

0 v 6= sd ,td
−dm v = td

, ∀v ∈V,∀m ∈ B(d) .

(16)

To ensure that particular flows for demand will constitute
an aggregated solution, the sum of all flows yedm

has to be
equal xed for every link e ∈ E:

∑
m∈B(d)

yedm
= xed , ∀e∈E . (17)

The variable yedm
is a result of partial disaggregation of pa-

rameter xed . In Table 2 and in Fig. 6 we can see exemplary

Table 2
Results of first stage of disaggregation; buy offers are

correctly disaggregated

yedm

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8

6 4 0 1 3 5 1 4
d xed xe

1
xe

2
xe

3
xe

4
xe

5

d1 = 7
xd

1

7 0 2.8 4.2 2.8
d2 = 3 3 0 1.2 1.8 1.2

result of the first stage of disaggregation. We can treat the
yedm

variable as realization of mth buy offer (which belongs
to the demand d).

Fig. 6. Exemplary solution of the first stage of disaggregation
model. We can see yedm

variables (yedm
xxx ) which are realization of

mth buy offer (which belongs to the demand d).

The first stage of disaggregation is a general model with
some degrees of freedom, so the number of feasible solu-
tions can be often enormous.

The second stage of disaggregation. The solution of the
first stage of disaggregation gives us values of variables
yedm

for each e ∈ E . In the second stage we obtain the
disaggregated variables zel dm

, which correspond to the re-
alization of particular accepted buying offer dm by the par-
ticular accepted selling offer pl . Note that the selling of-
fer pl belongs to the network link e : l ∈ S(e), because it
was submitted for that link.

Table 3
Results of the second stage of disaggregation

zel dm

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8

6 4 0 1 3 5 1 4
d xed xe

1
xe

2
xe

3
xe

4
xe

5

d1 = 7
xd

1

4.2 2.8 0 0.7 2.1 3.5 0.7 2.8
d2 = 3 1.8 1.2 0 0.3 0.9 1.5 0.3 1.2

General model for the second stage of disaggregation is the
following allocation problem (for separate e ∈ E):

yedm
= ∑

l∈S(e)

zel dm
, ∀m∈B, (18)

∑
m∈B

zel dm
= pl, ∀l∈S(e). (19)

The first equation (18) is responsible for disaggregation
of variables yedm

into variables zel dm
. The second equa-
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tion (19) is responsible for correct allocation of vari-
ables zel dm

to obtain values of accepted offers. In Table 3
and in Fig. 7 we can see exemplary results of the sec-
ond stage of disaggregation. We can see, that after solving
both stages, we obtain correct disaggregation, i.e., vari-
ables zel dm

.
As in the previous stage, this disaggregation is also general,
so there are possible multiple feasible solutions.

Fig. 7. Exemplary solution of the second stage of disaggregation
model. We can see zeldm

variables (zeldm
xxxx )which are realization of

mth buy offer (which belongs to the demand d) by the lth sell
offer (which belongs to the link e).

Combined disaggregation. Two stages of disaggregation
can be combined into one process. We can replace yedm

from Eq. (16) with Eq. (18), what results in:

∑
e∈E

ave ∑
l∈S(e)

zel dm
=







dm v = sdm

0 v 6= sdm
,tdm

−dm v = tdm

, ∀v∈V,∀m∈B .

(20)

Equations (20) plus (19) states general single-stage model
for disaggregation. As there are many feasible solutions to
the general model, many additional specific requirements
can be incorporated into the process. Below we present
only one simple example of disaggregation method.

Proportional disaggregation. The simplest disaggrega-
tion is the proportional method. It divides accepted buying
offers proportionally, according to proportionality between
selling offers:

zel dm
=

pldm

∑l∈S(e) pl

xed =
pldm

∑m∈B(m) dm

. (21)

As the result of such disaggregation we obtain the fol-
lowing results (see Table 3). We can observe that selling
offer p1, which is a portion of link xe

1
, serves the buying

offer d1, which is a portion of demand xd
1
, with 4.2 units

of bandwidth.

5. Summary

The proposed BACBR model for balancing aggregated
communication bandwidth resources assumes aggregation
of particular offers and resources, which results in more
concise aggregate optimization problem for clearing the
multicommodity auction. The solution to the model de-
termines aggregated results, so the need for disaggregation
process appears. We have described two phases of the
general disaggregation model and showed that it may be
performed in one combined disaggregation process. A sim-
ple proportional disaggregation method was also proposed.
Our future line of research includes exploiting some free-
dom in the disaggregation methods to take into account var-
ious individual participants constraints and requirements.
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Paper Incorporating Customer
Preference Information

into the Forecasting of Service Sales
Piotr Rzepakowski

Abstract— Customers change their preferences while getting
more familiar with services or being motivated to change their
buying habits. Different sources of motivation induce cus-
tomers to change their behavior: an advertisement, a leader in
a reference group, satisfaction from services usage and other
experiences, but usually those reasons are unknown. Never-
theless, people vary in susceptibility to suggestions and in-
novations, and also in preference structure change dynamics.
Historical information about the preference structure gives
additional information about uncertainty in forecasting activ-
ity. In this work the conjoint analysis method was used to find
customer preference structure and to improve a prediction ac-
curacy of telecommunication services usage. The results have
shown that prediction accuracy increases about by one per-
cent point, what results in a 20 percent increase after using
proposed algorithm modification.

Keywords— conjoint analysis, consumer behavior, decision

analysis, forecasting, marketing tools, multiple criteria analy-

sis, preference measurement.

1. Introduction
The goal is to forecast services usage without complete
knowledge and deep understanding of the domain, includ-
ing lack of knowledge about predictor variables and inter-
vention effects. Some of intervention effects [1] like cus-
tomer relationship management activities are usually known
but that information can be difficult to obtain. On the other
hand, other factors, such as: an advertisement, an influence
of a leader in a reference group, satisfaction from services
usage, and other experiences can change a customer be-
havior, but usually this information is unavailable or the
influence is unidentified. Taking into account this lack of
konowledge, we make an assumption that an analyst has
only substantial knowledge about business relationships and
constraints which affect the customer activity. His knowl-
edge must be good enough to identify which attributes de-
scribing users behavior differentiate them.
Usually, forecasting of time series, when only historical
time series are known, are solved by univariate time series
models which describe the behavior of a variable in terms
of its own past values. Mostly, the exponential smoothing
models (ESM) with or without seasonal effects are used [2].
In this work we consider user preference information to
improve the exponential smoothing forecasting algorithm.
Moreover, we make an assumption that data which were
used to create time series are those which can be used for
forecasting and for forecasting improvement.

In the summary of the progress made over the past quar-
ter century with respect to methods reducing a forecast
error [3] we can find seven well-established approaches
which had been shown to improve prediction accuracy. The
four of them: combing forecasts, Delphi, causal models,
and trend-damping help with time series data. Addition-
ally, other methods such as: segmentation, rule-based fore-
casting, damped seasonality, decomposing by causal forces
and a damped trend with analogous data, were mentioned
to be promising for those data. The author indicates also
relatively untested methods: prediction markets, a con-
joint analysis, diffusion models, and game theory. One
of the conclusions from the summary is that, in general,
the methods that have ignored theory, prior evidence, and
domain knowledge have had a poor record in forecasting.
That is why the general structure of the data should be
analyzed.
Let us consider two promising methods: segmentation and
decomposition by causal forces. The segmentation method
is presented as an advantageous one because forecasting
errors in different segments may offset one another. The
author stresses also problems that can occur, if segments are
based on small samples and noisy data, segment forecasts
might contain very large errors. However, three reported
comparative studies on segmentation that had been con-
ducted since 1975 brought good results. The causal forces
method also seems to be worth considering in the analy-
sis of complex series. Complex series are defined as those
in which causal forces derive series in opposite directions.
If components of a complex series can be forecast more
accurately than global series, it helps to decompose the
problem by causal forces.
We have combined those two methods with the conjoint
analysis to improve ESM models. It is known that fore-
casting in subgroups shouldn’t bring worse prediction ac-
curacy as long as values come from a stationary stochastic
process [2]. Furthermore, if time series is known to fol-
low a univariate autoregressive integrated moving-average
(ARIMA) model, a forecast made using disaggregated data
is, in terms of a mean square error (MSE), at least as good
as using aggregated data. However, analyzed stochastic
processes are not stationary and the disaggregation can de-
teriorate accuracy. On the other hand, a good subgroup
selection can also improve forecasting exactness [4].
As a consequence, the main idea is to perform forecasting
in subgroups defined dynamically by the customers’ pref-
erence information gained from the conjoint analysis.
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The proposed method has been verified on artificialy gen-
erated telecommunication services usage data. The best
conjoint analysis model was chosen from models definied
to identify telecommunication customers’ preferences, and
run on behavioral data [5]. The following values are fore-
casted: the number and duration of voice calls, the number
of short message service (SMS) usages, the number of mul-
timedia messaging service (MMS) usages, and the number
and amount of general packet radio service (GPRS) usages.
All the above mentioned values must be predicted within
dimensions defined further in table in Subsection 4.2. The
18 months’ history of the original telecommunication be-
havioral data – call data records (CDR) – are aggregated
monthly by attributes defined in Table 1.

Table 1
Attributes of call data

Attribute Levels
Voice

Service SMS
MMS
GPRS

Location Home
Roaming
To on-net

Net To off-net (mobile operators)
To fixed operators
To international operators

Tariff Tariff [1–120]
Day type Working days

Weekend or holiday
0 seconds

Duration class 15 seconds
60 seconds
240 seconds

Volume Real values
Count Integer values

In Section 2 the exponential smoothing models are intro-
duced. Next, in Section 3 the preference identification
method is described. In Section 4, a forecasting improve-
ment is proposed. Results are presented in Section 5 and
in Section 6 conclusions are drawn, and a plan for future
work is proposed.

2. Exponential Smoothing Models

An exponential smoothing is a pure time series technique.
This means that the technique is suitable when data have
only been collected for series that are going to be fore-
casted. The exponential smoothing can therefore be applied
when there are not enough variables measured to achieve
good causal time series models, or when the quality of data
is such that causal time series models give poor forecasts.

In comparison, more general multivariate ARIMA mod-
els allow to predict values of a dependent time series with
a linear combination of its own past values, past errors (also
called shocks or innovations), and current and past values
of other time series. Exponential smoothing takes the ap-
proach that recent observations should have relatively more
weight in forecasting than distance observations. “Smooth-
ing” implies predicting an observation by a weighted com-
bination of previous values and “exponential” smoothing
means that weights decrease exponentially as observations
get older. In exponential smoothing only the slowly chang-
ing level is being modeled, nevertheless, it can be extended
to different combinations of trend and seasonality:

– simple,

– double (Brown),

– linear (Holt) trend,

– damped-trend linear,

– no seasonality,

– additive seasonality,

– multiplicative seasonality.

Additionally, transformed versions of these models can be
defined:

– logarithmic,

– square root,

– logistic,

– Box-Cox.

Given a time series Yt : 1 ≤ t ≤ n, the underlying model as-
sumed by the smoothing models has the following (additive
seasonal) form:

Yt = µt + βtt + sp(t)+ εt , (1)

where:
µt − represents the time-varying mean term,
βt − represents the time-varying slope,
sp(t) − represents the time-varying seasonal contribution
for one of the p seasons,
εt − are disturbances.
Different smoothing models are presented in Table 2.

Table 2
Exponential smoothing models

Smoothing model Equation
Simple Yt = µt + εt

Double (Brown) Yt = µt + βtt + εt

Linear (Holt) Yt = µt + βtt + εt

Damped-trend linear Yt = µt + βtt + εt

Seasonal Yt = µt + sp(t)+ εt

Winters – additive Yt = µt + βtt + sp(t)+ εt

Winters – multiplicative Yt = (µt + βtt)sp(t)+ εt
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2.1. Smoothing State and Smoothing Equations

The smoothing process starts with an initial estimate of the
smoothing state, which is subsequently updated for each
observation using the smoothing equations. Depending on
the smoothing model, the smoothing state at time t will
consist of the following:
Lt − smoothed level that estimates µt ,
Tt − smoothed trend that estimates βt ,
St− j, j = 0, ..., p−1, are seasonal factors that estimate sp(t).
The smoothing equations determine how the smoothing
state changes as time progresses. Knowledge of the smooth-
ing state at time t − 1 and that of the time series value at
time t uniquely determine the smoothing state at time t.
The smoothing weights determine the contribution of the
previous smoothing state to the current smoothing state.
The smoothing equations for each smoothing model are
listed in Table 3.

Table 3
Equations for the smoothing models

Smoothing model
The error-correction form,

The k-step prediction equation

Simple Lt = Lt−1 + αεt

Ŷt(k) = Lt

Lt = Lt−1 + Tt−1 + αεt

Double (Brown) Tt = Tt−1 + α2εt

Ŷt(k) = Lt +((k−1)+ 1/α)Tt

Lt = Lt−1 + Tt−1 + αεt

Linear (Holt) Tt = Tt−1 + αγεt

Ŷt(k) = Lt + kTt

Lt = Lt−1 + φTt−1 + αεt

Damped-trend linear Tt = φTt−1 + αγεt

Ŷt(k) = Lt + ∑k
i=1 φ iTt

Lt = Lt−1 + αεt

Seasonal St = St−p + δ (1−α)εt

Ŷt(k) = Lt + St−p+k

Lt = Lt−1 + Tt−1 + αεt

Winters – additive Tt = Tt−1 + αγεt

St = St−p + δ (1−α)εt

Ŷt(k) = Lt + kTt + St−p+k

Lt = Lt−1 + Tt−1 + αεt/St−p

Winters – multiplicative Tt = Tt−1 + αγεt/St−p

St = St−p + δ (1−α)εt/Lt

Ŷt(k) = (Lt + kTt)St−p+k

In order to use the multiplicative version of Winters
method, the time series and all predictions must be strictly
positive. Additionally, coefficient α , δ , γ must fulfill sta-
bility conditions [6].
Almost all exponential smoothing models have ARIMA
equivalents presented in Table 4. ARIMA is more gen-

eral than ESM and allows to predict values of a dependent
time series with a linear combination of its own past values,

Table 4
ARIMA equivalent models

Smoothing model ARIMA equivalent

Simple ARIMA (0,1,1)

Double (Brown) ARIMA (0,2,2)

Linear (Holt) ARIMA (0,2,2)

Damped-trend linear ARIMA (1,1,2)

Seasonal ARIMA (0,1, p + 1)(0,1,0)p

Winters – additive ARIMA (0,1, p + 1)(0,1,0)p

Winters – multiplicative No equivalent

past errors (also called shocks or innovations), and current
and past values of other time series (predictor time series).

2.2. Prediction Errors

Predictions are made based on the last known smoothing
state. Predictions made at time t for k steps ahead are de-
noted Ŷt(k) and the associated prediction errors are denoted
ε(k) = Yt+k − Ŷt(k).
The one-step-ahead predictions refer to predictions made at
time t −1 for one time unit into the future, that is Ŷt−1(1),
and the one-step-ahead prediction errors are more simply
denoted εt = εt−1(1) = Yt − Ŷt−1(1). The one-step-ahead
prediction errors are also the model residuals, and the statis-
tic related to the one-step-ahead prediction errors is the
objective function used in smoothing weight optimization.

Table 5
The variance of the prediction errors

Smoothing model εt (k)− variance

Simple var(εt)[1+∑k−1
j=1

α2]

Double (Brown) var(εt)[1+∑k−1
j=1

(2α+( j−1)α2)2]

Linear (Holt) var(εt)[1+∑k−1
j=1

(α + jαγ)2]

Damped-trend linear var(εt)
[

1+∑k−1
j=1

(α+ αγφ(φ j−1)
(φ−1) )2

]

Seasonal var(εt)
[

1+∑k−1
j=1

ψ j
2
]

Winters – additive var(εt)
[

1+∑k−1
j=1

ψ j
2
]

Winters – multiplicative var(εt)
[

1+∑∞
i=0 ∑

p−1

j=1
(

ψ j+ipSt+k

St+k− j
)2

]

The variance of the prediction errors counted as presented
in Table 5 is used to calculate the confidence limits.

3. Conjoint Analysis for Preference
Identification

For preference identification, wchich are going to be used
for spliting customers into homogenous segments, we used
the conjoint analysis method running on behavioral data [5].
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The conjoint analysis process consists of:

– selection of utility factors,

– conjoint measure definition,

– conjoint model definition,

– questionnaire preparation,

– questionnaire data acquisition,

– statistical analysis,

– data interpretation.

For utility factors we get some attributes from the behav-
ioral data. The questionnaire preparation step is not re-
quired because the historical data are analyzed. Hence, the
questionnaire data acquisition step changes to the behav-
ioral data preparation one.

3.1. Selection of Utility Factors

Attributes differentiating the cost of services mostly were
chosen to be utility factors. Among them there are: service,
location, network, day types, and duration class attributes
with categories presented in Table 6. Original CDR were
transformed to determine chosen attributes. Next, the data
were aggregated and statistics of call frequencies for each
aggregation were calculated.

Table 6
Utility factors

Attribute Levels

Voice
Service SMS

MMS
GPRS

Location Home
Roaming

To on-net
Net To off-net (mobile operators)

To fixed operators
To international operators

Day type Working days
Weekend or holiday

0 seconds
Duration class 15 seconds

60 seconds
240 seconds

3.2. The Conjoint Measure Definition

The dependency between utility factors is defined by the
conjoint measure. It consists of intercept coefficient µ and
part-worth utilities associated with attributes. If some at-
tributes are correlated then the interaction between those

attributes are added to the conjoint measure. Interactions
between pairs usually suffice but sometimes interactions
of higher orders, for example, between three variables are
used. For presented telecommunication task, the conjoint
measure is defined by Eq. (2). In that example part worth
utilities are presented by α vectors of utilities for attribute
values, β vectors of utilities for all combinations of values
associated with two attributes and γ vector of utilities for
a combination of values taken from service, net, and day
type attributes. For the presented telecommunication task,
we used a measure consisting of linear terms and corre-
lation between all pairs of attributes extended by interac-
tions between three attributes. Finally, the conjoint measure
consists of factors presented in Table 7 and is defined as
follows:

y = µ
+ αservice + αlocation + αnet + αday type + αduration class

+ βservice∗location + βservice∗net + βservice∗duration class

+ βservice∗day type + βlocation∗net + βlocation∗duration class

+ βlocation∗day type + βnet∗day type + βnet∗duration class

+ γservice∗net∗day type

+ ε. (2)

Table 7
Conjoint measure factors

Attribute Levels

Service 4

Location 2

Net 4

Day type 2

Volume 4

Service*location 8

Service*net 16

Service*day type 8

Service*duration class 7

Location*net 8

Location*day type 4

Location*duration class 8

Net*day type 8

Net*duration class 16

Service*net*day type 32

Total 131

3.3. Conjoint Model Definition

The conjoint model is a statistical model which represents
dependencies between utility of a profile and its attributes
and is defined by Eq. (3). Now α coefficient represent util-
ities associated with all conjoint factors α , β and γ defined
earlier. Because all of attributes of conjoint measure are
categorical, dummy variables x created to represent no met-
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Fig. 1. Forecasing procedure.

ric information. One attribute with k levels was replaced
by k−1 binary attributes

y = αT x + ε. (3)

After adding dummy variables, regression techniques can
be used for part worth utilities identification. Dependent
variable y in the regression model represents the utility of
a profile. In the analyzed problem it was calculated as the
number of events, which means that it has binomial dis-
tribution. That problem cannot be solved simply by linear
regression as regression techniques require normal distribu-
tion of dependent variable. However, binomial distribution
can be simply transformed to the normal one by logarith-
mic function. In consequence, general linear model (GLM)
was defined as

ln(y) = αT x + ε. (4)

4. Forecasting Improvement

Forecasting improvement is done by data disaggregation
and the criteria of splitting the data are the main point
of this improvement. In fact, the data are split using in-
formation about customer preferences. This proposition is
supported by hypothesis which states, that customers who

have similar preferences behave similarly and the variance
of a service usage in a group is lower than in the whole pop-
ulation. In the presented method, preferences come from
a behavioral data and can be treated as aggregated rep-
resentation of the way in which customers use services.
As a consequence of this idea, analyses are carried out as
follows:

– at first, customer segmentation is done on preferences
to a service usage;

– next, forecasts are made in segments;

– finally, a forecast in the whole population is calcu-
lated as a sum of forecasts in subgroups.

In conduct analysis, forecasts using different disaggrega-
tion methods are compared on two levels: on the service
aggregation level and the combinations of service and tar-
iff aggregations. The process of forecasting using various
disaggregation methods is presented in Fig. 1. At first, the
CDR data are used to find coustomers part-worth utilities.
After that, customers are clustered into homogenous groups
using calculated utilities. Information about a customer
group is added to each record in the CDR. Then a cus-
tomer segment identifier can be used in data aggregation to
make forecasting in subgroups.
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4.1. Customer Segmentation on Preferences to Service

Usage

Consumer preferences were determined by running a con-
joint analysis procedure on behavioral data as it has been
shown in Section 3. Those preferences were computed on
12 months’ data. Next, clustering was done to split con-
sumers into homogenous groups.

There are two types of clustering: partition clustering and
hierarchical clustering. Partition clustering attempts to di-
rectly decompose data set into a set of disjoint clusters.
Hierarchical clustering, on the other hand, proceeds succes-
sively by either merging smaller clusters into larger ones,
or by splitting larger clusters. For a huge amount of data
hierarchical clustering is not practically applicable, thus we
used partition clustering implemented in statistic analytical
software (SAS) as a FASTCLUS procedure. In the used
partition clustering, the number of clusters has to be given
as an input to the procedure. The procedure was run many
times to make: 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000,
6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 10000 groups clustering.

4.2. Forecasting

To check how preference clustering influences the forecast-
ing accuracy, we made comparisons of forecasting made in
aggregations presented in Table 8.

Table 8
Dimension intersections

Intersection Number of forecasts

Service 4

Service*net 16

Service*tariff 800

Service*net*tariff 3200

Service*cluster 4*clusters

Service*net*cluster 16*clusters

Service*tariff*cluster 800*clusters

Service*net*tariff*cluster 3200*clusters

The high-performance forecasting (HPF) procedure
from SAS was used for forecasting. This procedure
provides an automatic way to generate forecasts for each
time series.
The best model is automatically choosen from the expo-
nential smoothing models presented in Section 2. And the
mean absolute percent error (MAPE) good-of-fit statistic is
used to measure how models fit data:

MAPE =
100

n

n

∑
t=1

|
yt − ŷt

yt

|. (5)

The summation ignores observations, where yt = 0.

5. Analytical Results
Analitycal results are summarized in two subsections. The
first one concerns the conjoint analysis and the second one
the forecasting process.

5.1. The Conjoint Analysis

The conjoint analysis was performed on 12 months’ data.
Statistics R2 presented in Table 9 show that the model is
well fitted to the data. The average value of R2 is 95% and
the standard deviation is very low.

Table 9
Analysis of variance for the coujoint model

Statistic Avg Std
R2 0.95 0.11
ad j−R2 0.82 0.29
p-value 0.05 0.15

Table 10
Relative importance statistics in population [%]

Attribute/statistic Avg Std
Service 12.0 10.2
Location 2.2 5.8
Net 10.9 9.2
Day type 7.2 9.8
Duration class 13.3 17.6
Service*location 2.2 5.7
Service*net 10.1 9.3
Service*day type 5.2 5.4
Service*duration class 3.9 6.2
Location*net 1.6 4.5
Location*day type 0.9 2.9
Location*duration class 1.3 4.0
Net*day type 5.3 5.1
Net*duration class 13.3 8.8
Service*net*day type 5.8 7.4

Comparing standard deviations to average values of impor-
tances illustrated in Table 10, we find that customers have
different menners and different features of services are im-
portant for them. These statistics show, that spliting cus-
tomers into more homogenous grups is worth considering,
what is also shown in Subsection 5.2.

5.2. Forecasting Comparison

Prediction accuracy in clusters has been compared to fore-
casting made in data disaggregated by attributes available
a priori (Figs. 2–12): the tariff plan and the net includ-
ing intersections defined in Table 8. An optimal number
of clusters were found from figures presenting prediction
accuracy of statistics at the total level drawn in different
number of clusters. In three out of five time series, clus-
tering brougth good results and only prediction of GPRS
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Fig. 2. Prediction accuracy of the total duration of voice events
for different number of clusters verified on 15 month data.

Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy of the total number of voice events
for different number of clusters verified on 15 month data.

Fig. 4. Prediction accuracy of the total number of SMS events
for different number of clusters verified on 15 month data.

usages (Fig. 6) and duration of voice calls (Fig. 2) in clus-
ters brought worse results. Probably this is caused by the
conjoint analysis model not properly suited to GPRS data.
Prediction of the total number of voice calls is better with-

Fig. 5. Prediction accuracy of the total number of MMS events
for different number of clusters verified on 15 month data.

Fig. 6. Prediction accuracy of the total number of GPRS events
for different number of clusters verified on 15 month data.

Fig. 7. Prediction accuracy of the total number of voice events
(500 clusters).

out clustering (Figs. 7–10), however, when predictions of
the same value are compared at tariff aggregations, results
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Fig. 8. Prediction accuracy of the total duration of voice events
(500 clusters).

Fig. 9. Prediction accuracy of the total number of SMS events
(10000 clusters).

are much better what is shown in Fig. 12 and accordingly in
Fig. 11 for voice duration. An optimal number of clusters
for prediction statistics at the total level as well as a predic-
tion accuracy increase are summarized in Tables 11 and 12.

Table 11
Optimal number of clusters

Service
Optimal number

of clusters

Accuracy

increase [p.p.]

Voice – duration 500 1.5

Voice – count 500 0.7

SMS 10000 0.8

MMS 1000 2.0

GPRS 0 0

Fig. 10. Prediction accuracy of the total number of the MMS
events (1000 clusters).

Fig. 11. Prediction accuracy of the total duration of voice events
calculated at the tariff level (500 clusters).

From Fig. 13, which presents what kind of forecasting mod-
els were used, we can find that only logarithmic transforma-
tion is applied to telecommunication data and the number
of transformations decreases while the number of clusters

Table 12
Total service usage prediction

Service
Best data

aggregation

Accuracy change
after clustering

[p.p.]
Voice – duration Service*cluster 0.4

Voice – count Service*net*tariff −0.4

SMS Service*cluster 0.2

MMS Service*cluster 1.2

GPRS Service*net −1.6
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Fig. 12. Prediction accuracy of the total number of voice events
calculated at the tariff level (500 clusters).

Fig. 13. Statistics of forecasting models applied to the number
of voice events prediction.

increases. We can also observe that the number of models
called simple, increases as the number of clusters is going
up. It shows that forecasting in disaggregated data results
is simple and usually more accurate models.

6. Conclusions and Future Research

Analytical results have shown that clustering with the opti-
mal number of clusters, can increase model prediction ac-
curacy. However, good results can be achieved only when
the preference model used to identify customers’ prefer-
ences describes dependencies in data appropriately. The
used conjoint measure is not sufficiently suited to data and
does not describe GPRS usage properly. The week conjoint
measure causes a lack of the prediction accuracy increase

in the GPRS time series. On the other hand, poor predic-
tion made after clustering at the top level does not have
to cause poor prediction at the lower level. This feature
was shown on the number of voice call prediction exam-
ple, where predictions at the tariff level were much better
then at the service level.
In future work more sophisticated forecasting model should
be considered. It would be worth to knowing if the mul-
tivariate ARIMA models get better results then ESM with
proposed improvement. Probably customer preferences
could be incorporated into ARIMA models as intervention
effects and would also give positive results, what is going
to be verified in future work.
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Paper Multiobjective Approach
to Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks

Michał Marks and Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz

Abstract— Wireless sensor network localization is a complex
problem that can be solved using different types of methods
and algorithms. Nowadays, it is a popular research topic.
What becomes obvious is that there are several criteria which
are essential when we consider wireless sensor networks. Our
objective is to determine accurate estimates of nodes location
under the constraints for hardware cost, energy consumption
and computation capabilities. In this paper the application of
stochastic optimization for performing localization of nodes is
discussed. We describe two phase scheme that uses a combi-
nation of the trilateration method, along with the simulated
annealing optimization algorithm. We investigate two vari-
ants of our technique, i.e., centralized and distributed. The
attention is paid to the convergence of our algorithm for dif-
ferent network topologies and trade-off between its efficiency
and localization accuracy.

Keywords— ad hoc network, localization, simulated annealing,

stochastic optimization, wireless sensor network.

1. Introduction to Localization
Techniques

Recent advances in wireless communications and electron-
ics have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power
and multi-functional sensors that are small in size and com-
municate in short distances. Cheap, smart sensors, net-
worked through wireless links are deployed in various en-
vironments and are used in large number of practical ap-
plications, such as environmental information (light, pol-
lution, temperature, etc.), traffic or health monitoring, in-
trusion detection, etc., [1], [2]. Typical sensor network
consists of a large number of nodes – densely deployed
sensor devices.
A sensor node by itself is strongly constrained by a low
battery power, limited signal processing, limited computa-
tion and communication capabilities, and a small amount
of memory; hence it can sense only a limited portion of
the environment. However, when a group of sensor nodes
collaborate with each other, they can accomplish a much
bigger task efficiently. In order to do that nodes networked
through wireless must gather local data and communicate
with other nodes. The information sent by a given sen-
sor is relevant only if we know what location it refers to.
Location estimation allows applying the geographic-aware
routing, multicasting and energy conservation algorithms.
It makes self-organization and localization capabilities one
of the most important requirement in sensor networks.
The simplest way to determine a node location is to equip
this node with a global positioning system (GPS) or install
it at a point with known coordinates. Because of the cost,

size of sensors and constraints on energy consumption most
sensors usually do not know their locations, only a few
nodes, called anchors are equipped with GPS adapters. Lo-
cation of other nodes, called non-anchors, are unknown.
In such model the techniques that estimate the locations of
non-anchors based on information about positions of an-
chors are utilized.
In this paper we define the mathematical model of the
distance-based localization, and propose a two phase local-
ization algorithm that uses a combination of the trilateration
method, along with the stochastic optimization. We con-
sider two possible implementations: centralized and dis-
tributed ones. The efficiency of proposed method strongly
depends on the values of control parameters specific to the
optimization algorithm. We report the results of numeri-
cal tests performed for various values of these parameters.
We discuss the results obtained both for centralized and dis-
tributed scheme in terms of accuracy and energy efficiency.
Finally, we model the localization task as a multiobjective
optimization problem, maximizing the localization accu-
racy while minimizing the localization time.

2. Localization Problem Formulation

Let us formulate the mathematical model of the localization
problem for distance-based approaches. There is a network
of N nodes (sensors) in ℜk with bidirectional communica-
tion constraints as the edges. Positions of M nodes (an-
chors) are known. The Euclidean physical distance di j be-
tween the ith and jth nodes can be measured if (i, j) ∈ Ni,
where Ni = {(i, j) : ||xi − x j|| = di j ≤ r} denotes a set of
neighbors of node i, xi ∈ ℜk and x j ∈ ℜk true locations
of nodes i and j, r is a fixed parameter called transmis-
sion range (radio range). Assuming that we have the mea-
surements of distances between all pairs of nodes we can
formulate the model of the localization problem that mini-
mizes the sum of squares of errors in sensor positions for
fitting the distance measurements:

min
x̂

{

J(x̂) =
N

∑
i=M+1

∑
j∈Ni

(d̂i j − d̃i j)
2
}

, (1)

where

d̂i j = ||x̂i − x̂ j||, x̂i ∈ ℜk, x̂ j ∈ ℜk. (2)

The d̂i j denotes an estimated distance between nodes
i and j, x̂i an estimated position of node i and x̂ j an es-
timated position of a neighbor of node i, d̃i j a measured
distance between nodes i and j.
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3. Properties of Localization Techniques

Let us now turn to focus on the properties of localiza-
tion procedures. Even if we restrict the localization task
to distance-based localization with anchors, there is still
a number of facets that should be taken into account in
design process.

3.1. Centralized versus Distributed Computation

First of all it is necessary to determine if any required com-
putations should be performed locally, by the participants,
on the basis of some locally available measurements or all
measurements should be reported to a central station that
computes positions of nodes in the network and distributes
them back to the participants? There are two main issues
that should be considered: scaling and efficiency.

Centralized algorithms are designed to run on a central
machine with plenty of computational power. Each sensor
node gathers the measurements of distances between its
and all the neighbors and passes them to the central station
where the positions of nodes are calculated. The computed
positions are transmitted back into the network. Centralized
algorithms overcome the problem of nodes computational
limitations by accepting the communication cost of moving
data back to the central station. This trade-off becomes less
effective as the network grows larger, because it unduly
stresses nodes near the base station. Furthermore, the data
transmission to the central station involves time delays, so
the centralized techniques can not be acceptable in many
applications (e.g., mobile nodes).

In contrast, distributed algorithms are designed to run in the
network where computation takes place at every node. Each
node is responsible for determining its position using in-
formation about neighbors. It offers a significant reduction
in computation requirements because the number of neigh-
bors is usually not very big (between ten and twenty), so
the number of connections is usually a few orders of mag-
nitude less. The use of a distributed computation model
is also tolerant to node failures, and distributes the com-
munication cost evenly across the sensor nodes. On the
other hand, distributed algorithms implementation is often
connected with the loss of information and because of that
the results which can be obtained are usually less accurate.

3.2. Speed versus Accuracy

The most important figure of merit for a localization sys-
tem is the accuracy of its results. Of course the obtained
accuracy depends on the selected method, range estima-
tion error, the number of anchors, etc. In case of many
methods, especially based on optimization techniques, the
accuracy is also dependent on computation time. The open
question is when the computation should be stopped and
how to decrease the calculation effort?

3.3. Complexity of the Algorithm versus Energy

Conservation

In our analysis we consider localization algorithms based
on the stochastic optimization. It is obvious they are more
complicated than one-hop localization techniques or simple
multi-hop localization techniques based only on connectiv-
ity described in [3]. Intuitively, the more complex localiza-
tion algorithm is the better accuracy can be obtained. It is
true if we consider only the localization accuracy. How-
ever, we have to realize that more complex algorithm is
connected with higher energy consumption for data pro-
cessing and data transmission.

4. Criteria for Distance-Based
Localization

Multiple criteria can be formulated for distance-based lo-
calization. In our analysis we decided to stress the im-
portance of four criteria which are essential for wireless
sensor nodes. The majority of them are connected with
economical or technical constraints such as hardware cost,
low battery power and limited computation capabilities.

4.1. Localization Accuracy

To evaluate the performance of tested algorithms we used
the mean error between the estimated and the true location
of the non-anchor nodes in the network, defined as follows:

LE =
1

N −M
·

∑N
i=M+1(||x̂i − xi||)

2

r2
·100%, (3)

where xi denotes the true position of the sensor node i

in the network, x̂i estimated location of the sensor node i

and r the radio transmission range. The location error LE

is expressed as a percentage error. It is normalized with
respect to the radio range to allow comparison of results
obtained for different size and range networks.

4.2. Hardware Cost

Each sensor node is equipped with radio. It is necessary to
communicate with other nodes. For example CC2420 radio
module, which is very popular, allows the programmer to
measure the received signal strength (RSS) that can be used
to calculate inter-nodes distances d̃i j used in the perfor-
mance function defined in Eq. (1). But many authors says,
that this measure is inaccurate [4]. We can obtain more ac-
curate results if we decide to use additional hardware, for
example, a sensor board equipped with light, temperature,
acoustic signals sensors. Acoustic signals in conjunction
with the standard radio module allows to use time differ-
ence of arrival (TDoA) technique, which is assumed to be
more accurate than RSS. However, additional hardware can
significantly increase the sensor node cost (typical sensor
board costs approximately the same as a simple node).
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4.3. Energy Consumption

In our analysis we consider only the energy consumed at
sensor nodes, and we do not take into account the energy
consumption for the base station, which is assumed not to
be energy constrained. At each sensor node energy is con-
sumed for data processing and data transmission. Energy
consumed for data processing depends on the quantity of
processed data and the complexity of the performed oper-
ations.

4.4. Localization Time

The same as energy also localization time is related to data
processing and data transmission. The communication time
depends on a network size, efficiency of multi-hop trans-
mission, complexity of the localization technique, and com-
putational power. It is not the aim of our work to improve
communication algorithms, but we would like to show how
localization algorithms can be improved in order to achieve
satisfying accuracy in a short time.

5. The TSA Scheme Description

5.1. Centralized TSA Method

In [5] we proposed the localization technique that uses
a combination of the geometry of triangles (trilateration),
along with the stochastic optimization. This algorithm op-
erates in two phases.
In the first phase the initial localization is provided. Tri-
lateration uses the known locations of a few anchor nodes,
and the measured distance between a given non-anchor and
each anchor node. To accurately and uniquely determine
the relative location of a non-anchor on a 2D plane using
trilateration alone, generally at least three neighbors with
known positions are needed. Hence, all nodes are divided
into two groups: group A containing nodes with known lo-
cation (in the beginning only the anchor nodes) and group B

of nodes with unknown location. In each step of the algo-
rithm node i, where i = M + 1, . . . ,N from the group B is
chosen. Next, three nodes from the group A that are within
node i radio range are randomly selected. If such nodes ex-
ist the location of node i is calculated based on inter-nodes
distances between three nodes selected from the group A

and the measured distances between node i and these three
nodes. The localized node i is moved to the group A. Oth-
erwise, another node from the group B is selected and the
operation is repeated. The first phase stops when there are
no more nodes that can be localized based on the available
information about all nodes location. It switches to the
second phase.
Due to the distance measurement uncertainty the coor-
dinates calculated in the first phase are estimated with
non-zero errors. Hence, the solution of the first phase
is modified by applying stochastic optimization methods.
Two techniques, i.e., simulated annealing and genetic al-
gorithm were considered. The numerical results obtained

for simulated annealing (SA) were much more promising
(see [5], [6]) w.r.t. calculated location accuracy and speed
of convergence. So, we decided to focus on this approach.
We called our method TSA (trilateration and simulated an-
nealing). The structure of the SA algorithm used in the
second phase of TSA is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Simulated annealing algorithm used
in TSA

1: T = T0, T0 – initial temperature

2: ∆d = ∆d0, ∆d0 – initial move distance
3: while T > t f do
4: for i = 1 to P · (N −M) do
5: select a node to perturb

6: generate a random direction and move a node

at distance ∆d

7: evaluate the change in the cost function, ∆J

8: if (∆J ≤ 0) then
9: //downhill move ⇒ accept it

10: accept this perturbation and update
the solution

11: else
12: //uphill move ⇒ accept with probability
13: pick a random probability rp = uniform(0,1)

14: if (rp ≤ exp(−∆J/T)) then
15: accept this perturbation and update

the solution
16: else
17: reject this perturbation and keep the old

solution
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: change the temperature: Tnew = α ·T , T = Tnew

22: change the distance ∆dnew = β ·∆d, ∆d = ∆dnew

23: end while

From the numerical experiments it was observed that the
increased value of the location error is usually driven by
incorrect location estimates calculated for a few nodes. The
additional functionality (correction) was introduced to the
second phase to remove incorrect solutions involved by the
distances measurement errors. The detailed description of
the correction algorithm can be found in [5].

5.2. Distributed TSA Method

From the numerical experiments performed for the cen-
tralized TSA method it was observed that centralized TSA
provides quite accurate location estimates even in the case
of unevenly distributed nodes with known positions.
However, in this approach we have to gather the measure-
ments of distances between all pairs of network nodes
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in a single computer to solve the optimization problem
Eq. (1). The data transmission to the central station in-
volves time delays and it can not be used in some applica-
tion, e.g., mobile networks. In contrast to the centralized
method we proposed a fully distributed method where com-
putations take place at every node. In this implementation
each node is responsible for determining its position using
local information about its neighbors.

Fig. 1. The state diagram for distributed TSA method.

The state diagram for distributed TSA algorithm is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The estimated position of each node is
calculated in parallel. Every P iterations of SA algorithm
the neighboring nodes exchange the messages with the cur-
rent results of calculations.

Fig. 2. The scheme of exchanged messages.

The messages structure is illustrated in Fig. 2. Next, the
nodes update their location estimates. Many transmissions
are needed to obtain a reasonable solution.

6. TSA Scheme Evaluation

We performed many numerical tests to cover a wide range
of network system configurations including size of the net-
work (200 – 10000 nodes) and anchor nodes deployment.
Especially the anchor nodes deployment seems to be impor-
tant to evaluate the proposed approaches to sensor network
localization. Therefore we prepared a few test problems.
Figure 3 depicts four network topologies: a, b with evenly
distributed anchor nodes (a – random distribution, b – an-
chor nodes placed near the edges of a sensor field) and c,
d with anchor nodes deployed only in a part of the region
to be covered by sensors.

To solve the localization problem Eq. (1) we needed the
values of the measured distances between pairs of nodes.
In real applications the measured distance d̃i j between two
neighbor nodes is produced by measurement methods de-
scribed in literature [7], [8]. These methods involve mea-
surement uncertainty; each distance value d̃i j represents the
true physical distance di j corrupted with a noise describing
the uncertainty of the distance measurement. For the pur-
pose of numerical experiments we supposed that this dis-
turbance is described by introducing Gaussian noise with
a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 added to the true
physical distance di j:

d̃i j = di j (1.0 + randn() ·n f ), (4)

where n f denotes a noise factor.
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Fig. 3. Test problems four network topologies: a, b with evenly
distributed anchor nodes (a – random distribution, b – anchor
nodes placed near the edges of a sensor field) and c, d with anchor
nodes deployed only in a part of the region to be covered by
sensors.

6.1. Centralized versus Distributed TSA Methods

Figure 4 presents the solution quality difference between
centralized and distributed algorithms for two test net-
works (b) and (c) depicted in Fig. 3. The obtained results
confirm that from the perspective of location estimation
accuracy, centralized algorithm provides more accurate lo-
cation estimates than distributed one. As a final result we
can say that for evenly distributed anchors we obtain quite
accurate solution using both methods, otherwise the results
of location estimation are much worse in case of distributed
version of our scheme.

Fig. 4. Localization error for centralized and distributed scheme;
test problems b and c.

Distributed version of localization algorithm has many ad-
vantages that were discussed in Subsection 3.1. However,
distributed algorithm performance is often connected with
the loss of information, which was confirmed in simulations
(see Fig. 4). There are two reasons of that: loss of infor-
mation due to parallel computation and loss of information
due to the incomplete network map.

6.2. Complexity of the Algorithm versus Energy Use

Let us now turn to the structure of our algorithm. It op-
erates in two phases. In the first phase the auxiliary solu-
tion (initial localization) is provided. The solution of the
first phase is modified by applying stochastic optimization
method in the second phase. Two aspects are worth con-
sidering here. First of all what does it mean that auxiliary
solution is provided, and how far this solution can be im-
proved in the second phase? The second question is, how
the stochastic optimization implies the energy consump-
tion?
The results obtained for centralized algorithm after the first
phase and the second phase (final result) are collected in
Table 1. The simulations were performed for four test net-
works depicted in Fig. 3.
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From this table we can see that stochastic optimization
greatly improves the solution quality. It is obvious that
the TSA algorithm needs many iterations to achieve a sta-
ble solution. The cost of each iteration, in energy terms,
is different for centralized and distributed TSA scheme.
Centralized algorithm in large networks requires each sen-
sors measurements to be sent over multiple hops to a cen-
tral processor, while distributed algorithm requires only lo-
cal information exchange between neighboring nodes but
many such local exchanges may be required, depending on
the number of iterations needed to arrive at a stable solu-
tion.

Table 1
Localization accuracy for different tasks

Test Localization error (LE) [%]

problem I phase II phase

a 6.3544 0.1447

b 8.8331 0.1414

c 25.0953 0.1961

d 57.0212 0.3248

In case of centralized implementation energy consumption
for localization is asymmetric, because the multi-hop trans-
mission stresses nodes near the central station more than
any others. Fortunately this is not a problem because lo-
calization task generates only one packet per node which
must be transmitted to the base station. In most cases this
packet can be transmitted without fragmentation, because
of the small amount of data.

Fig. 5. Localization packet.

Figure 5 presents the localization packet structure. From
this figure we can see that even for a node with 10 neighbors
the packet size doesn’t exceed the fragmentation boundary
(approximately 100 bytes) – more detailed information can
be found in [9].

Energy consumption becomes a bigger problem for dis-
tributed algorithms which require many local information
exchanges between neighboring nodes. In the second phase
many iterations is needed and each iteration is connected
with “SECOND PHASE MSG” sending. The problem is
depicted by the loop in Fig. 1. The critical message is
marked in bold.

6.3. TSA Parameters Tuning

Robustness for anchor nodes deployment. In the pa-
per [6] we have reported the comparison of the results
obtained for the TSA method and some other methods.
Our scheme seems to be very promising. However, its
efficiency and robustness strongly depend on control pa-
rameters α, β , ∆d0, t f specific to the simulated annealing
algorithm used in the second phase of TSA, and depicted
in Algorithm 1. All these parameters influence the speed
of convergence and accuracy of the solution. To obtain the
general purpose algorithm the values of them should be
tuned for various network topologies.
We performed the experiments for four test problems pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Our aim was to calculate the values
of SA parameters: α, β , ∆d0, t f , depicted in Algorithm 1,
which minimize the localization error Eq. (3) for all con-
sidered tasks. We solved a decision problem defined
as an optimization problem with four criteria (localization
errors for tasks a, b, c and d), where all criteria are mini-
mized:

min
z

(LEa(z),LEb(z),LEc(z),LEd(z)), (5)

where z = [α, β , ∆d0, t f ] denotes a vector of decision vari-
ables to be selected within the feasible set, which consists of
48000 elements. Model Eq. (5) specifies that we are inter-
ested in minimization of all objective functions and allows
us to eliminate insufficient solutions leading to a dominated
outcome vectors. After the elimination the Pareto frontier
consists of 196 undominated solutions.
In order to select the preferred solution we used a quasi-
satisfying approach to multiple criteria optimization – the
reference point method [10]–[12]. The model of pref-
erences was created by introducing the reference levels.

Table 2
Aspiration and reservation levels

Reference vector LEa LEb LEc LEd

Aspiration levels ra 0.10 0.10 0.25 0.50

Reservation levels rr 1.00 1.00 2.00 4.00

We considered two reference vectors: vector of aspiration
levels ra and vector of reservation levels rr, which speci-
fied acceptable and required values for the localization error
(see Table 2).
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Depending on the specified reference levels, the partial
achievement function si can be built and interpreted as
a measure of the decision maker satisfaction with the cur-
rent value of outcome the ith criterion. It is a strictly
increasing function of outcome LEi with value si = 1 if
LEi = ra

i , and si = 0 for LEi = rr
i . We used the piece-wise

linear partial achievement function with strong dissatisfac-
tion connected with outcomes worse than the reservation
level and si value slightly greater than 1 for outcomes bet-
ter than the aspiration level.
Having all the outcomes transformed into a uniform scale
of individual achievements they can be aggregated to form a
scalarizing achievement function Eq. (6). Maximization of
the scalarizing achievement function generates an efficient
solution to the multiple criteria problem:

max
z

[

min
i=a,b,c,d

si(LEi)+ ε · ∑
i=a,b,c,d

si(LEi)

]

. (6)

The solution obtained by solving the problem Eq. (6) was
equal:

z =
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∆d0

t f
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0.94

0.98

0.26

10−13













.

Fig. 6. Partial achievement functions.

The corresponding objective and partial achievements val-
ues are collected in Table 3.

Table 3
Values in criterion space for selected solution

Task
Localization error Partial achievement

LE value s(LE)

a 0.1447 0.9503

b 0.1414 0.9540

c 0.1961 1.0077

d 0.3248 1.0125

Partial achievements functions are also depicted in Fig. 6.
The solution is marked with the dot for each partial achieve-
ment function.

A trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. Time con-
sumed on localization in case of centralized algorithm in-
creases proportionally to the network dimension, as it can
be seen in Table 4.

Table 4
Localization error and computation times for different

network sizes

Number of Localization Computation

nodes error LE [%] time [s]

200 0.11 1.4

500 0.15 7.6

1000 0.29 29.4

The trade-off between efficiency and accuracy is expected.
To decrease the calculation effort the optimal value of an-
other SA control parameter (P) have to be estimated. In the
SA implementation used in the second phase of the TSA
scheme at each value of the coordinating parameter T (tem-
perature), P(N −M) non-anchor nodes are randomly se-
lected for modification (where N denotes the number of
sensors in the network, M the number of anchors, and P

a reasonably large number to make the system into thermal
equilibrium). The parameter P plays the important role –
it influences the estimated location accuracy and calculation
time.

Fig. 7. Localization error for various values of P.
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Fig. 8. Computation times for various values of P.

Figures 7 and 8 present the results of numerical tests per-
formed for the network with 2000 nodes and various values
of P.
To calculate the optimal value of the parameter P for a given
network we can solve the two-criterion optimization prob-
lem:

min
P

(∆t,LE), (7)

where ∆t denotes a calculation time, LE a localization error
defined in Eq. (3).

Fig. 9. The solution of the problem (7) for the network with
2000 nodes.

Figure 9 illustrates the Pareto frontier for the network of
2000 nodes. In order to select the preferred solution we
also used the reference point method. As an aspiration and
reservation level we assumed that computation time can
not exceed ten seconds, and localization error must be less
then 1% (see Table 5).

Table 5
Aspiration and reservation levels

Reference Calculation time Localization error

vector [s] [%]

ra 10 0.10

rr 60 1.00

In Table 6 values of partial achievement functions for both
criteria and the scalarizing achievement function for all un-

dominated solutions are presented. We can see that the best
value of achievement is for the solution calculated for P = 2.

Table 6
Undominated solutions and corresponding achievement

function

P
Computation Localization PAF*

SAF**
time [s] error LE s(t) s(LE)

1 13.6 0.4940 0.9280 0.5622 0.5624

2 20.2 0.1448 0.7960 0.9503 0.7962

3 27.0 0.1201 0.6600 0.9777 0.6602

4 33.6 0.1081 0.5280 0.9910 0.5282

5 40.2 0.1047 0.3960 0.9948 0.3961

6 46.8 0.1017 0.2640 0.9981 0.2641

7 53.2 0.1014 0.1360 0.9985 0.1361

8 59.2 0.0977 0.0160 1.0006 0.0161

* PAF – partial achievement function,

** SAF – scalarizing achievement function.

The optimal values of parameter P corresponding to the
solutions of the task Eq. (7) for different networks are
illustrated in Table 7. Because TSA should be the general
purpose localization scheme that can be used to different

Table 7
Optimal values of parameter P for different size

of network

Number of nodes 200 500 1000 2000 4000

Calculated P 4 4 4 2 2

Table 8
Localization errors and computation times for different

sizes of network

Number of nodes LE [%] t [s]

200 0.1275 0.4

500 0.4124 2.2

1000 0.1387 8.0

2000 0.1081 33.6

4000 0.1086 125.8

5000 0.1581 189.8

10000 0.1193 790.4

dimension problems we solved the more general problem
for five networks with various dimensions (automatically
the number of criteria was ten). The preferred solution
was obtained for P = 4. The results of calculations per-
formed for network with 200 to 10000 nodes and P = 4 are
presented in Table 8.
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7. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we outline the main properties and criteria that
should be considered while estimating the location of nodes
with unknown positions in the sensor network. We stressed
the importance of such criteria like localization accuracy,
hardware cost, energy consumption and calculation capa-
bilities. The main objective was to develop the efficient and
robust localization algorithm. We presented and evaluated
the hybrid scheme that combines simple geometry of trian-
gles and stochastic optimization technique. The big effort
was on tuning the parameters of the optimization algorithm.
Finally, we demonstrated that our method provides quite
accurate location estimates in the sensible computing time
even in the case of unevenly distributed nodes with known
positions.
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Paper Comparative Study of Wireless
Sensor Networks Energy-Efficient

Topologies and Power Save Protocols
Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz, Piotr Kwaśniewski, and Izabela Windyga

Abstract— Ad hoc networks are the ultimate technology
in wireless communication that allow network nodes to com-
municate without the need for a fixed infrastructure. The
paper addresses issues associated with control of data trans-
mission in wireless sensor networks (WSN) – a popular type of
ad hoc networks with stationary nodes. Since the WSN nodes
are typically battery equipped, the primary design goal is to
optimize the amount of energy used for transmission. The
energy conservation techniques and algorithms for computing
the optimal transmitting ranges in order to generate a network
with desired properties while reducing sensors energy con-
sumption are discussed and compared through simulations.
We describe a new clustering based approach that utilizes the
periodical coordination to reduce the overall energy usage by
the network.

Keywords— ad hoc network, energy conservation protocols,

topology control, wireless sensor network.

1. Introduction to Ad Hoc and Wireless
Sensor Networks

An ad hoc network is a wireless decentralized struc-
ture network comprised of nodes, which autonomously
set up a network. No external network infrastructure is
necessary to transmit data – there is no central administra-
tion. Freely located network nodes participate in transmis-
sion. Network nodes can travel in space as time passes,
while direct communication between each pair of nodes
is usually not possible. Generally, ad hoc network can
consist of different types of multi functional computation
devices.
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is most often set up in
an ad hoc mode by means of small-size identical devices
grouped into network nodes distributed densely over a sig-
nificant area. These devices, each equipped with central
processing unit (CPU), battery, sensor and radio transceiver
networked through wireless links provide unparalleled pos-
sibilities for collection and transmission of data and can
be used for monitoring and controlling environment, cities,
homes, etc. In most cases WSNs are stationary or quasi-
stationary, while node mobility can be ignored. There is no
prearrangement assumption about specific role each node
should perform. Each node makes its decision indepen-
dently, based on the situation in the deployment region,
and its knowledge about the network. In the case of net-

works comprising several hundreds or thousands of nodes,
it is necessary to choose an architecture and technology
which will enable relatively cheap production of individual
devices. For this reason, WSNs need some special treat-
ment as they have unavoidable limitations, for example,
limited amount of power at their disposal. Each battery
powered device, participating in WSN needs to manage its
power in order to perform its duties as long, and as effec-
tive as possible. Wireless sensors are thus characterized by
low processing speed, limited memory and communication
range.

Wireless sensor networks [1]–[3] can be used in different
environments and situations and perform tasks of different
kinds. Their application will condition the network topol-
ogy and the choice of technology for its production. The
network protocols used in the case of networks whose oper-
ating range covers a single building will differ from those
operating within large space areas. The construction of
a network capable of performing its task requires obtaining
information on the devices (nodes) it comprises. The cru-
cial data is the following: geographical location of network
nodes, admissible power of radio transmitter and options
for control of signal power, estimated number of network
nodes, number of nodes that can be lost before the network
is declared non-operational, assumed network functionality
(maximization of nodes operational time, maximization of
throughput, etc.).

In our paper we discuss the approaches to design the op-
timal w.r.t. minimal energy consumption WSN topologies.
The short description of communication methods, energy
conservation techniques (power save protocols) and algo-
rithms for computing the optimal transmitting ranges in or-
der to generate a network with desired properties while re-
ducing sensors energy consumption (topology control pro-
tocols) is provided. Power save protocols attempt to save
nodes energy by putting its radio transceiver in the sleep
state. Topology control protocols are responsible for pro-
viding the routing protocols with the list of the nodes’
neighbors, and making decisions about the ranges of trans-
mission power utilized in each transmission. We analyze
the properties of two location based distributed topology
control protocols, and report the results of simulation ex-
periments covering a wide range of network system config-
urations. Finally, we discuss the idea of our novel location
based power save scheme utilizing hierarchical structure
with periodic coordination of network nodes activity.
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2. Communication Methods

Communication protocols used in modern wireless net-
works like IEEE 802.11 or Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) en-
able ad hoc mode operation. However, for the protocols to
operate in this mode in practice, several basic issues must
be solved [2]–[4]. The most important ones are:

• Limited resources. Nodes comprised by the network
are often small battery-fed devices, which means
their power source is limited. The network’s through-
put is also limited.

• Poor quality of connection. The quality of wireless
transmission depends on numerous external factors,
like weather conditions or landform features. Part of
those factors change with time.

• Small communication range.

Small communication range in WSN networks results in
communication limitations. Each node communicates only
with the nodes present in its closest vicinity – the neighbors.
For this reason, the natural communication method in wire-
less sensor networks is the multihop routing. When using
multihop routing, it is assumed that the receiving node is
located outside the transmitter’s range. Contrary to single-
hop networks, the transmitter must transmit data to the re-
ceiver by means of intermediate nodes. This is a certain
limitation that hinders the implementation of routing algo-
rithms but enables the construction of network of greater
capacity. Multihop network enables simultaneous transmis-
sion via many independent routes. Independence of routes
reduces the interference between individual nodes, which
additionally enhances the wireless transmission speed in
comparison to single-hop networks, where devices share
a common space.
Individual WSN network node can collect data recorded
by sensors but do not have enough power to process it.
Moreover, analyzes require collection of information from
many points. Therefore, efficient inter-node communication
is necessary in order to transfer data to the base station.

3. Topology Control

Transmission of data package between two network nodes xi

and x j requires power proportional to d2
i j, where di j denotes

the Euclidean distance between sender and receiver. Lets
assume that instead of performing direct transmission, a re-
lay node xk is used. In such case two transmissions need
to be performed: from a source node xi to a relay node
xk (distance dik) and from the node xk to the destination
node x j (distance dk j). Lets consider a triangle xixkx j, also
let α be an angle at vertex xk. By elementary geometry we
have:

d2
i j = dik

2 + dk j
2 −2dikdk j cosα, (1)

when cosα ≤ 0, total amount of energy spent to transmit
a data package is smaller when a relay node is used.

Generally, short transmissions in the network are desired.
They involve smaller power consumption and cause less
interference in a network, simultaneously effected, trans-
missions, thus increasing the network throughput. In gen-
eral, the goal of topology control (TC) [3] is to identify the
situation when the using of the relay node is more energy-
efficient than direct transmission and create the network
topology accordingly. Topology control assumes that the
nodes have impact on the power used to transmit a mes-
sage. The basic task of TC algorithm consists in attributing
the level of power used to send messages to every node in
order to minimize the amount of power received from the
power source, while at the same time maintaining the co-
herence of the network.

3.1. Topology Control Protocols

Topology control protocols are responsible for providing
the routing protocols with the list of nodes’ neighbors, and
making decisions about the ranges of transmission power
utilized in each transmission. The open systems intercon-
nection (OSI) network model assumes that routing task is
dealt with the network layer. On the other hand all functions
and procedures required to send data through the network
are stored in the OSI data link layer. Therefore the topology
control layer is placed partially in the OSI network layer
and the OSI data link layer, as presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Placement of topology control layer in the OSI stack.

Topology control protocols may utilize various information
about a network, nodes localization and resources [3]–[5].
We can divide these protocols into several groups.

• Homogeneous topology control protocols assume
that each node uses the same value of transmission
power, which reduces the problem to simpler task of
finding the minimal level of transmit power such that
certain network property is achieved.

• Location based topology control protocols utilize
the information about geographical location of nodes
in the deployment area.

• Neighbor based topology control protocols assume
that no information about location of nodes is avail-
able but each node can determine set of its neighbors
and build an order on this set. Order may be based
on round trip time, link quality or signal strength.
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3.2. Location Based Protocols

We implemented and tested two location based protocols:
R&M developed by Rodoplu and Meng, described in [6]
and LMST (local minimum spanning tree) proposed by Li,
Wang and Song in [7]. The short description of these tech-
niques is provided.

The R&M and LMST protocols. Let N be a set of
n wireless nodes deployed in the certain region and forming
WSN. Assuming that Ri denotes the maximal transmission
range assigned to ith node we can generate the communi-
cation graph G = (N,E) induced by R on a given WSN.
The E denotes a set of directed edges, and the directed
edge [xi,x j] exists if xi and x j are neighbors, i.e., di j ≤ Ri,
where di j denotes the Euclidean distance between sender
and receiver. The communication graph G obtained when
all the nodes transmit at maximum power is called max-

power graph.
Let us consider the situation when all nodes transmit the
collected data to one (or more) master node(s) xm – a base
station(s). We can formulate the minimum energy all-to-
one communication problem of calculating the optimal re-
verse spanning tree T of maxpower graph G rooted at xm:

min
T

∑
xi∈N,i6=m

C(xi,PredT (xi)), (2)

where PredT (xi) denotes the predecessor of ith node in the
spanning tree T and C(·) the energy cost of transmission
from xi to its predecessor.
The R&M protocol calculates the most energy-efficient path
from any node to the master node. It is composed of two
phases.

• Phase 1. The goal is to compute the enclosure graph
of all nodes in WSN. Each node sends a broadcast
message, at maximum power, containing its ID and
location information. As such message is received
by xi from any neighbor node, xi identifies the set
of nodes locations for which communicating through
relay node is more energy efficient than direct com-
munication (the relay region of xi). Next, xi checks
if the newly found node is in the relay region of any
previously found neighbors. A node is marked dead

if it lays in the relay region of any neighbor of xi, and
alive otherwise. After receiving broadcast messages
from all neighbors, the set of nodes marked with alive

identifier creates the enclosure graph of xi.

• Phase 2. In the second phase the optimal,
i.e., minimum-energy reverse spanning tree rooted
at the master node is computed. The Bellman-Ford
algorithm [8] for shortest path calculation is used
on the enclosure graph that was determined in the
phase 1. Each node computes the minimal cost, i.e.,
minimal energy to reach the master node given the
cost of its neighbors, and broadcasts the message with
this value at its maximum power. The operation is

repeated every time a message with a new cost is
received. After all nodes determine the minimum
energy neighbor link, the optimal topology is com-
puted.

The second considered protocol LMST can be used to WSN
with nodes equipped with transceivers with the same max-
imum power. LMST operates in three phases.

• Phase 1. Each node sends a broadcast message,
at maximum transmit power, containing its ID and
location information to its one hop neighbor in the
maxpower graph.

• Phase 2. The topology is generated. Each node de-
termines a set of its neighbors, calculates Euclidean
distance to every neighbor, and finally creates a min-
imum spanning tree based on its neighbors and com-
puted distances (edge weights in the MST). Final net-
work topology is derived from local MST created
by all nodes. Neighbor set of each node consists
of nodes, which are its direct neighbors in its lo-
cal MST. Unfortunately, created topology may con-
tain unidirectional links. Two approaches are pro-
posed to solve this problem: it is assumed that all of
them are bidirectional links or all unidirectional links
are removed.

• Phase 3. Transmission power required to reach every
neighbor in a given topology is calculated based on
the broadcast messages transmitted in the first phase.
Based on the measurements of power of the broad-
cast messages and knowledge about power level used
when transmitting the message, it is possible to com-
pute power level needed to reach the target neighbor.

Simulation results. The performance of R&M and
LMST in terms of energy conservation was investigated
through simulation. We carried out a set of experiments
for various wireless sensor network topologies. It was as-
sumed that all data collected in sensors were transmitted
to one base station. We compared the results obtained
using both algorithms with those when energy consump-
tion was not considered while routing calculation. The
key metric for evaluating the listed methods was the en-
ergy consumption used for data transmission. All experi-
ments were conducted using the popular software for net-
work simulation – ns-2 [9]. We implemented R&M and
LMST protocols based on modules provided in ns-2 library
of classes. The sensor networks with 50 – 300 nodes simu-
lating the commercially available MICA2 sensors [10] with
randomly generated positions in a square regions 400×400

to 3000× 3000 were considered in our experiments. The
technical parameters of sensors were taken from [11], i.e.,
the radio power consumption for transmission was from
8.6 mA (RF transmission power −20 dBm) to 25.4 mA
(RF transmission power 5 dBm), the initial energy resource
of each node was assumed to be equal to 21 kJ.
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The objective of the first series of simulations was to com-
pare the topologies calculated using described algorithms.
The results are presented in Figs. 2 – 4. The base station
is marked with the bold dot in presented figures. Figures 3
and 4 show the topologies formed using the LMST and
R&M protocols. The obtained results can be compared with
the topology generated without utilizing any TC algorithm
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Topology calculated without TC protocols.

Fig. 3. Topology calculated using LMST method.

The second case study was related to simulation of data
transmission in WSNs. Different sizes of networks were ex-
amined. In this experiment it was assumed that each node
in WSN generates a single message that has to be delivered

Fig. 4. Topology calculated using R&M method.

to the base station. In addition all nodes could play the role
of relay nodes. The shortest path from each node to the
destination was calculated taking into account topologies
generated using R&M and two versions of LMST: LMST0
(topology can contain unidirectional links), LMST1 (topol-
ogy contains only bidirectional links). The total energy
consumed by all nodes for data transmission was divided
by the number of nodes.
Figure 5 depicts the results of calculations, i.e., the average
energy used by one node in WSN for data transmission.

Fig. 5. Average energy consumption by one node for single
transmission to the base station; different TC methods and network
size.

Figures 6 and 7 show the average amount of energy used by
one node for data transmission in case of different TC pro-
tocols, number of relay nodes transmitting to the base sta-
tion and distance to the base station. WSN with 150 nodes
was considered. It can be observed that in case of R&M
and LMST protocols the energy usage for transmission in
the whole network decreases while increasing the number
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Fig. 6. Average energy usage for transmission w.r.t. the number
of relay nodes; different TC methods.

Fig. 7. Average energy usage for transmission w.r.t. the distance
to the base station; different TC methods.

of relay nodes transmitting to the base station. It is obvious
that the energy used for data transmission by nodes located
far from the base station is smaller than those used by nodes
closed to the master node, which have to retransmit a lot
of messages (Fig. 7).
Table 1 contains the average number of messages generated
by one node in WSN that can be transmitted to the base
station up to its batteries are dead. The results obtained for
different networks and topologies are compared.

Table 1
Average number of messages transmitted by one node

to the base station

TC methods
Network size

150 200 250 300

Without TC 109 950 55 633 52 380 42 543

R&M 261 241 167 177 127 328 123 549

LMST0 173 893 130 485 94 130 78 850

LMST1 150 233 126 389 84 181 80 001

Discussion. The R&M and LMST protocols can be suc-
cessfully used to calculate optimal topology in many WSN
application scenarios. Both methods have to spent some
energy to build the topology, which is concerned with
beacon messages broadcasting in the first phase of their
operation. However, the energy consumption for topology

generation is small, i.e., LMST – 0.0011 J and R&M –
0.052 J for WSN of 50 nodes and energy resource of each
node equal 21 kJ. Both protocols generate energy-efficient
topologies (see Fig. 5). The energy consumption for data
transmission in case of small size of the network (less than
150 nodes) is similar, while using topologies formed by
R&M and LMST. In case of large size networks the R&M
protocol seems to be much more efficient.
In summary, both techniques generate different topologies
and have some advantages and drawbacks. In case of R&M
we obtain more energy-efficient topologies but two poten-
tial drawbacks of the algorithm can be observed. The com-
putation performed in the second phase of R&M requires
the exchange of global information, which induces message
overhead, and the explicit radio propagation model is used
to compute the optimal topology. Hence, the calculated
topology strongly depends on the accuracy of the channel
model. Data transmission while applying the LMST proto-
col is more energy-intensive, but created topology is more
robust and preserves connectivity in the worst case. In ad-
dition, it can be computed in a fully distributed fashion.

4. Energy Conservation

4.1. Power Consumption

The handling of the wireless transceiver contributes signif-
icantly to the node’s overall energy consumption. Depend-
ing on the state of the transceiver, different levels of power
consumption are being observed. Table 2 summarizes the
sample power consumption of some 802.11 wireless inter-
faces.
In order to extend the working time of individual devices,
it is frequent practice that some node elements are deacti-
vated, including the radio transceiver. They remain inactive
for most time and are activated only to transmit or receive
messages from other nodes. Radio transceiver in WSN
network node can operate in one out of four modes, which
differ in the consumption of power necessary for proper
operation: transmission – signal is transmitted to other
nodes (greatest power consumption), receiving – message
from other node is received (medium power consumption),
stand-by (idle) – transceiver inactive, turned on and ready
to change to data transmission or receiving (low power con-
sumption), sleep – radio transceiver off.

Table 2
Aspiration and reservation levels

Interface
Power consumption [W]

transmit receive idle sleep
Aironet PC4800 1.4–1.9 1.3–1.4 1.34 0.075

Lucent Bronze 1.3 0.97 0.84 0.066
Lucent Silver 1.3 0.90 0.74 0.048
Cabletron Romabout 1.4 1.0 0.83 0.13
Lucent WaveLAN 3.10 1.52 1.5 –
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4.2. Power Save Protocols

The power-saving protocols used in sensor networks impose
reduced consumption by putting the radio transceiver into
the sleep mode. The use of such protocols involves the
limitation of accessible band, and can also interrupt the
data transfer in the network. Adequate choice of radio
transceiver’s switch-off time introduces further difficulty in
the implementation of network protocols. The literature
(e.g., [3]) present algorithms designed to limit the power
consumption while simultaneously minimizing the negative
impact on the network throughput and on the efficiency of
data transmission routing. Different types of protocols are
used depending on the application of the network. Two
categories can be distinguished.

• Synchronous power save protocols, where it is as-
sumed that nodes periodically wake up to exchange
data packets. The sleep cycles of all nodes are glob-
ally synchronized. The main issue is to adjust length
of sleep and wake phases that will minimize en-
ergy consumption and impact on a given network’s
throughput.

• Topology based power save protocols, where a sub-
set of nodes which topologically covers whole net-
work is selected. Nodes belonging to this set are not
allowed to operate in the sleep mode. Other nodes
are required to be periodically awake in order to re-
ceive incoming traffic.

Power save protocols should be capable of buffering traf-
fic destined to the sleeping nodes and forwarding data in
partial network defined by the covering set. The cover-
ing set membership needs to be rotated between all nodes
in the network in order to maximize the life time of the
network.
It was observed that grouping sensor nodes into clusters
can reduce the overall energy usage in a network. Cluster-
ing based algorithms seems to be the most efficient routing
protocols for wireless sensor network. Abbasi and Younis
in the paper [12] present a taxonomy and general classifica-
tion of clustering schemes. The survey of energy-efficient
clustering based protocols can be found in [13]–[16].
We developed a new clustering based power save protocol
that utilizes the periodical coordination mechanism to re-
duce the energy consumption of a network. The proposed
algorithm is an extension of the popular geographic adap-
tive fidelity (GAF) protocol.

The GAF protocol. The GAF protocol described in [17]
is a power save protocol that utilizes the information about
the geographical location of the nodes. It relies heavily
on the concept of node equivalence. The nodes A and B
are equivalent with regard of data transmission between
nodes C and D if and only if it is possible to use either
node A or node B as a relay for the transmission between
nodes C and D. The node equivalence is a feature that
is not easily discovered. It is easy to notice, that nodes A
and B, equivalent with regard of data transmission between

Fig. 8. Network grid construction for GAF protocol.

nodes C and D do not have to be equivalent with regard of
transmission between nodes D and E.
In order to solve this problem, the GAF protocol partitions
the network using a geographic grid. The grid size r is de-
fined such that each node in one grid square is in transmis-
sion range of all nodes within adjacent grid squares. The
sample construction of such a grid is depicted in Fig. 8.
With elementary geometry we have grid size of R/

√
5,

where R denotes the maximal transmission range assigned
to each node. The construction of such a grid allows
the GAF protocol to preserve the original network con-
nectivity.
The sole concept of the GAF protocol is to maintain only
one node with its radio transceiver turned on per grid
square. Such a node is called an active node and is respon-
sible for relaying all the network traffic on behalf of its grid
square. When there are more nodes in a grid square, the
function of an active node is rotated between all the nodes
in a grid square. The full graph of state transitions in the
GAF algorithm is depicted in Fig. 9.
Each node starts operation in the discovery mode, meaning
the node has its radio transceiver turned on and is pending
to switch to active state. The node spends a fixed amount
of time TD in discovery state, when the time has passed, the
node switches to the active state. After spending a fixed
amount of time TA in active state, the node switches back
to the discovery state. Whenever a node changes state to
discovery or active, it sends a broadcast message contain-
ing node ID, grid ID and the value of a ranking function.
If a node in discovery or active state receives a message
from a node in the same grid and a higher value of the
ranking function, it is allowed to change its state to sleep

and turn its radio transceiver off for TS. The ranking func-
tion and timers TD, TA, TS can be used to tune the algorithm.
Usually the ranking function selects nodes with “longest ex-

Fig. 9. State transitions in GAF protocol.
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pected life time” as the active nodes. The GAF protocol
can be easily adapted to mobility scenarios, in such a case
the ranking function utilizes information about the time,
when a node will leave the grid square.

The coordination-based power save protocol (CPSP).
The typical wireless sensor network consists of large quan-
tity of sensor nodes and a base station – a dedicated node
which serves as a destination for messages generated by the
sensor nodes. The base station is responsible for relaying
information gathered by the network to the network opera-
tor. It can be assumed that the base station has significantly
more resources than the sensor nodes and is directly con-
nected to the power grid. The wireless sensor network is
utilized to deliver messages generated by the sensor nodes
to the base station. From the operator’s point of view there
is no difference between not having any nodes in the net-
work and the nodes not being able to deliver their messages
to the base station.
We propose to utilize the dedicated network node (or nodes)
as a network coordinator (or coordinators) in order to en-
sure that the base station is able to receive messages from
the network nodes for as long period of time as possible.
The base station is a natural candidate to play a role of
the coordinator. Our protocol assumes that the network is
partitioned by a geographical grid in the same manner as
in the GAF protocol. In addition we assume that not every
network grid needs to maintain an active node. The cells
that do not need to establish an active node are determined
by the coordinator. The grids that must maintain an active
node operate similarly to the grids in the GAF protocol.
In remaining grids all nodes are put to sleep state until the
next topology update.
The coordinator views the network grids as a graph.
The nodes periodically send to the coordinator information
about amount of power available to them, which enables
the coordinator to assign weights to the edges in the graph.
Periodically, the coordinator calculates minimum spanning
tree on the graph with itself as the root of the tree. The
leaves of the tree are network grids that do not need to
maintain an active node. The structure of spanning tree
was chosen in order to preserve the original network con-
nectivity. The calculated network topology is sent to all
network nodes using a dedicated broadcast algorithm.

The CPSP broadcast algorithm. The CPSP broadcast
algorithm relies heavily on the structure of the network
and the information it is supposed to deliver to all net-
work nodes. In order to perform the broadcast transmis-
sion, extended GAF discovery messages are utilized. Each
discovery message contains the sequence number of latest
transmitted network map. Since each network grid is able
to receive discovery messages originating from neighbor-
ing grids, it is able to determine whether it is necessary to
broadcast the latest received packet. If the grid determines
that the neighboring grid has newer information, it sends
a discovery message for neighboring grids to hear it. The
size of broadcasted messages is kept as small as possible,

information which cells should maintain an active node is
sent as a bitmap – one bit represents one network grid.

Simulation results. The coordinated power save protocol
was implemented in the environment of the ns-2 network
simulator [9]. The proposed protocol was compared with
the plain GAF protocol and a network with no power save
capabilities at all. Figure 10 shows the performance of ex-
amined algorithms on a network with 60 stationary nodes
distributed uniformly over a 800 x 800 meter region. Fig-
ure 11 presents the performance of the proposed broadcast
algorithm against the plain GAF protocol.

Fig. 10. Average energy consumption, various power save meth-
ods.

Fig. 11. Average energy consumption; CPSP broadcast and GAF
comparison.

The initial energy resource of each node was assumed to
be 21 kJ. Additionally it was assumed that the nodes uti-
lize standard 802.11 radio transceiver. The traffic scheme
utilized during simulation assumed random nodes send-
ing messages to the base station at random moments of
time. The messages sent to the base station were batches
of 512 byte packets. The map of the network and the traf-
fic scheme were generated using standard utilities shipped
with the ns-2 network simulator.
The metric for evaluating the GAF and CPSP methods was
the average amount of energy left in the node during the
time of simulation. Although the main objective of CPSP
algorithm is to optimize the lifetime of the network and
the utilized metric does not directly show the performance
of protocols in that area, it was chosen in order to be able
to compare the proposed CPSP protocol with other power
save solutions.
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Discussion. The proposed coordinated power save proto-
col in its current state allows greater average energy sav-
ings than plain GAF protocol. The amount of energy saved
is greater than in the GAF protocol due to larger number
of sleeping nodes. The use of CPSP protocol introduces
a slight overhead caused by the necessity of transmitting
messages containing current statuses of nodes to the coor-
dinator and broadcasting coordinator decisions to all nodes
in the network. The proposed mechanism can be easily
adapted to introduce a coordinator in a wireless sensor net-
works for other purposes than power saving.

5. Summary and Conclusions
The paper provides the short overview of the energy con-
servation techniques and algorithms for calculating energy-
efficient topologies for WSNs. The efficiency of four lo-
cation based approaches, i.e., two schemes for topology
control and two power save algorithms are discussed based
on the results of simulation experiments. The energy ef-
ficient method of introducing a coordinator to a WSN is
presented. We show that our algorithm outperforms the
results obtained for popular clustering based power save
protocol GAF.
In general, the simulation results presented in the paper
show that topology control and power save protocols effect
the scheduling transmissions in a wireless sensor network,
and confirm that all discussed approaches to reduce the
energy consumption improve the performance of this type
of network.
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Paper Parallel and Distributed
Simulation of Ad Hoc Networks

Andrzej Sikora and Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz

Abstract— Modeling and simulation are traditional methods
used to evaluate wireless network design. This paper ad-
dresses issues associated with the application of parallel dis-
crete event simulation to mobile ad hoc networks design and
analysis. The basic characteristics and major issues pertaining
to ad hoc networks modeling and simulation are introduced.
The focus is on wireless transmission and mobility models.
Particular attention is paid to the MobASim system, a Java-
based software environment for parallel and distributed sim-
ulation of mobile ad hoc networks. We describe the design,
performance and possible applications of presented simulation
software.

Keywords— ad hoc network, distributed simulation, mobile net-

work, software systems.

1. Introduction

Ad hoc networks are the ultimate technology in wireless
communication that allow network nodes located within its
transmission range to communicate directly to each other
without the need for an established infrastructure such as
base station, and centralized administration. For commu-
nicating with nodes located beyond the transmission range,
the node needs to use intermediate nodes to relay messages
hop by hop, thus, in general, routes between mobile nodes
may include multiple hops.
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [1] is formed through
the cooperation of an arbitrary set of independent nodes
– mobile, wireless devices. The nodes are free to move
randomly and organize themselves. The network’s wireless
topology may change rapidly and unpredictably. There is no
prearrangement assumption about specific role each node
should perform. Each node makes its decision indepen-
dently, based on the situation in the deployment region and
its knowledge about the network. Mobile ad hoc networks
may operate in a standalone fashion, or may be connected
to the Internet. The above description outlines the features
of a typical MANET application scenario:

• Wireless network: nodes communicate wirelessly
and share the same media (e.g., radio).

• Heterogenous network: a typical MANET is com-
posed of heterogenous devices.

• Infrastructureless network: nodes operate in peer-
to-peer mode, act as autonomous routers, and gen-
erate independent data; a network does not depend
on any fixed infrastructure. MANETs are easy to
deployment.

• Dispersed network and multihop routing: nodes
composing the network are geographically dispersed,
thus, multihop communication is necessary – each
node may act as a router.

• Time varying topology: the topology is dynamic
in nature due to the constant movement of the par-
ticipating nodes.

By exploiting ad hoc wireless technology, various portable
devices and fixed equipment can be connected together,
forming a sort of ubiquitous network. MANETs enable
devices to create and join networks on the fly – any time and
anywhere for a given application. Potential applications of
wireless ad hoc networks are numerous. Among them, we
can cite following: delivery of location-aware information,
traffic or health monitoring, intrusion detection, ubiquitous
Internet access, etc.
Ad hoc architecture has many benefits, however its flexibil-
ity come at a price. A number of complexities and design
constraints are concerned with the features of wireless com-
munication (limited transmission range, limited link band-
width and quality of transmission, constrained resources),
mobility and multihop nature of the network [2]–[6].
Currently research effort is directed toward these specifics
and constraints in mobile ad hoc networks. Although math-
ematical modeling and analysis allow to solve many prob-
lems and bring some insights into the design of MANETs,
the complexity and scale of modern ad hoc networks limit
the applicability of purely analytic approaches. Thus, com-
puter simulation can significantly help to obtain crucial per-
formance characteristics.
Computer simulation has been widely recognized as an im-
portant tool for researchers and engineers that allow to de-
sign and analyze the behavior and performance of cable and
wireless networks, and verify new ideas (new protocols,
mechanisms, network services, etc.) [7]–[10]. The main
difficulty in large scale networks simulation is the enor-
mous computation power, i.e., speed and memory require-
ments needed to execute all events involved by internodes
communication and nodes’ mobility. As a consequence,
the developments of methods to speed up calculations has
recently received a great deal of interest. Parallel and dis-
tributed discrete event simulation has already proved to be
very useful when performing the analysis of different net-
work systems [3], [8], [9], [11]. It allows to reduce the
computation time of the simulation program, and to better
reflect the structure of the simulated physical system. Par-
allel execution of computations can improve the scalability
of the network simulator both in term of network size and
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execution speed, enabling large scale networks and more
network traffic to be simulated in real time.
In this paper, we discuss some guidelines related to wire-
less, mobile, and ad hoc networks modeling and simulation.
We model MANET application using discrete event sys-
tems methodology (DEVS) and address the challenges to
design high-performance simulation of MANETs’ systems.
Finally, we describe organization, implementation, usage,
and practical application of our ad hoc networks simulator
called MobASim.

2. Mobile Ad Hoc Network Modeling

In the performance evaluation of an ad hoc network appli-
cation, simulations should be done under a variety of mod-
eling parameters and conditions, in order to capture effects
of the simulated real life system. In MANETs a correct
model design should evaluate a priori any possible rela-
tionship among simulated area, network topology, mobility
levels, wireless transmission, power consumption, etc.

2.1. Mobility Models

Modeling of movement of network nodes plays the crucial
role in almost every simulation experiments of MANETs.
The dynamic topologies due to nodes’ mobility introduces
adaptive behavior of users, control mechanisms, and com-
munication protocols. The mobility models should resem-
ble the real life movements, and at the same time be simple
enough for simulation. In general, two types of mobility
models have been adopted in the simulation of MANETs
[3], [6], [12].

• Motion traces that provide accurate information
about mobility patters and behavior of the nodes in
the considered environment (e.g., streets, highways).
Traces define the positions of nodes in time, so they
require long files depending on the time granular-
ity of samples. It is good description of steady-state
mobility if the motion samples are collected for con-
sidered time intervals.

• Synthetic models are analytical random-motion
models that describe mobility without using real
traces. We can distinguish several less and more real-
istic synthetic models. The random mobility model is
a discrete implementation of a Brownian-like motion.
In the random waypoint model each node chooses
uniformly at random a destination point and velocity,
and moves toward it along a straight line. The ran-
dom direction model is similar to the previous one,
but in this model each node chooses uniformly at
random a direction.

The map-based mobility models are used for applications in
which nodes are constrained to move within defined paths.
Most of presented models describe an obstacle-free move-
ment.

2.2. Wireless Transmission Modeling

A simulation of wireless communication, including propa-
gation, mobility, and interference is very difficult and com-
putationally expensive task. The main problem in wireless
communication modeling is estimation of the size of the
transmission area of a transmitter. This area can be defined
as the area where the transmitted signal between any two
nodes u and v propagates and can be correctly detected and
decoded. We can define the signal degradation PL(d) with
a distance d:

PL(d) =
Pt

Pr

, (1)

where d denotes the distance between nodes u and v, Pt

power used by u to transmit the signal and Pr power of
the signal received by v. PL(d) is called “path loss” with
a distance d.
A path loss modeling is difficult but very important task.
If we know the model of PL(d) we can predict the oc-
currence of a radio channel between any two nodes in the
network. Over time, many less and more detailed prop-
agation models have been introduced [3], [6], [13], [14].
In practice, three techniques for path loss estimation are ex-
tensively used: long-distance path loss models, log-normal
shadowing, and fading models. The long-distance mod-
els predict variations of the signal intensity over large dis-
tances. They have been developed as a combination of
analytical and empirical methods. In these models the av-
erage large-scale path loss is expressed as a function of
a distance d raised to a certain exponent n (“distance-power
gradient”), which indicates the rate at which the path loss
increases with a distance:

PL(d) = PL(d0)

(

d

d0

)n

, (2)

PL(d)[dB] = PL(d0)[dB]+ 10n log

(

d

d0

)

, (3)

where d0 denotes a close-in reference distance determined
from measurements close to transmitter, d a distance be-
tween transmitter and receiver.
The log-normal shadowing model considers the fact that
the transmission area of a transmitter may be different at
two different locations, which leads to measure signals that
are different than the average value calculated by Eq. (3).
In this model path loss at distance d is modeled as random
variable with log-normal distribution:

PL(d)[dB] = PL(d0)[dB]+ 10n log

(

d

d0

)

+ Xσ , (4)

where Xσ is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random vari-
able with standard deviation σ (all in dB).
The fading models predict variations of the signal intensity
over very short distance.
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3. MobASim – Software System
for Ad Hoc Networks Simulation

The MobASim system provides a framework for mobile
ad hoc networks simulation performed on parallel com-
puters or computer clusters. It can help testing of vari-
ous technologies designed for ad hoc networks application
scenarios. The considered network to be simulated is de-
scribed by different parameters defined by the user, thus we
can perform the experiments for various topologies, wire-
less devices, mobility models, routing protocols, localiza-
tion capabilities, etc. In this section we present the design
and implementation of MobASim and comparison of our
project to the other existing tools for ad hoc networks sim-
ulation.

3.1. Related Works and Comparison

Today, many software tools for wireless networks simula-
tion are proposed. Some popular network simulators like
OPNET [15], ns-2 [16], OMNeT++ [17] or GloMoSim [18]
can simulate ad hoc networks. The others are dedicated to
MANETs [19] or wireless sensor networks [10] simulation.
The simulators provide the facility to simulate protocols in
different layers, nodes mobility, energy consumption and
various ad hoc networks application scenarios. Different
tools are optimized for different purposes.
However, most of available simulators require costly
shared-memory supercomputers to run even medium size
network simulation. We are involved to large scale network
systems simulation and their practical applications, and our
goal was to develop scalable simulator operating in real
time. Hence, to provide high performance and scalabil-
ity we utilized the paradigm of federating disparate simu-
lators [20] and asynchronous distributed simulation tech-
nology [21]–[23]. This is the main difference between our
software and the other tools. The other reason for devel-
oping a new simulator was the complicated architecture
of available systems and limitations in results visualization
and user-system interaction. In case of OPNET, OMNeT++
or ns-2 systems a user must read a large number of manuals
to learn how to use the tool. The source coding is special-
ized and it is not easy to implement a given example and
add modules developed by the user.
Moreover, many systems do not support both the user inter-
actions during the experiments and animation of network
topology changes. Users set configuration parameters be-
fore starting the simulation, and they can see computation
results after the experiment is terminated. In addition, most
existing ad hoc networks simulators focus on the MAC pro-
tocols implementation with the lack of the radio manage-
ment and mobility modeling. Usually only simplified wire-
less transmission models and obstacles free simple mobility
models are provided (ns-2, OMNeT++).
The MobASim is a general purpose federated simulator
which elements can be easily reused in many computa-

tions. The process of implementing a given application
for MobASim is quite straightforward and convenient es-
pecially thanks to GUI (graphical user interface) and ded-
icated language ASimML – the XML (extensible markup
language) schema specification. MobASim supplies the li-
brary of classes to implement the user’s modules, which are
specific to a given application. Hence, the current version
of our simulator provides different models of radio man-
agement, mobility models handling obstacles, user-friendly
interface and tools for results visualization and animation.
The open design of MobASim architecture, easy usage,
and its extensibility to include external modules, was cho-
sen in the hope that the system will be a useful platform for
research and education in ad hoc networks modeling and
testing. The software will be free available for researchers
and students.

3.2. MobASim Overview

The discrete event systems methodology is applied to model
mobile ad hoc network operation, i.e., the process being
modeled is understood to advance through events [21], [23].
The major concept is defined as follows:

• System: a collection of entities that interact together
over time to accomplish a set of goals or objectives.

• Model: a representation of the system in terms of its
entities and their events, attributes and objectives.

• Entity: component of the system that requires the
explicit representation in the model.

• System state: a collection of variables which values
define the sate of the system at a given point of time.

• Event: an instantaneous occurrence in time that al-
ters the state of the system.

In our application the system denotes the wireless, mobile,
and ad hoc network, entities are components of this net-
work responsible for different functionalities. We distin-
guish three types of such components:

• Node: a mobile device that performs the assigned
task. It can change dynamically its position in the
deployment region and can interact with other nodes
in the system.

• Communication manager: an object that models
the wireless communication between all nodes.

• Mobility manager: an object responsible for track-
ing the nodes on the map and collision avoidance.

The MANET simulator developed in the MobASim system
consists of logical processes (LPs) implementing the op-
eration performed by three listed types of entities: nodes,
communication managers and mobility managers. Hence,
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LPs are divided into three groups of computing processes,
adequately responsible for:

• N – tasks to be performed by mobile nodes,

• CM – internode wireless communication and the net-
work communication topology updating,

• MM – mobile nodes movement and providing the
access to information about the terrain (deployment
region) and other nodes location in the network.

Each process from the group MM can implement one of
three mobility models. It is possible to combine various
models in one simulator, i.e., the model of mobility can
switch w.r.t. the current state of the node. The processes
from the group CM implement one of two wireless com-
munication models.

Fig. 1. The architecture of MobASim application.

The structure of a given application (MANET simulator)
implemented in MobASim is presented in Fig. 1. We can
see that every simulator of MANET is composed of one
logical process from the group CM, one process from
the group MM, and several processes from the group N.
The number of N processes is equal to the number of wire-
less devices in the simulated network.

3.3. Mobility Models in MobASim

The popular commercial and publicly released software
tools for networks simulation support mobility models
based on motion traces, see OPNET [15], ns-2 [16], Glo-
MoSim [18]. These models describe an obstacle-free move-
ment. The user has to provide accurate information about
mobility patterns. Our MobASim simulator provides three
types of mobility models. In all cases the obstacles are
accounted. The obstacles are generated by the user or are
localized based on a real map. They are accounted for also
when simulating the radio signal propagation. It is assumed
that wireless signal is obstructed by the obstacles.
The state of each mobile node is described by four state
variables:

– location within the deployment region,

– orientation (an angle between X axis and the direc-
tion of node movement),

– speed of movement,

– energy stored in the node.

It is assumed that generated movement paths are dynami-
cally changed taking into account the state of the nodes and
surroundings (obstacles and neighbouring nodes). All data
concerned with the deployment region and all nodes in the
network are stored in the data base served by the logical
process MM (mobility manager). The DEVS methodology
is used to implement mobility models. The following types
of events are defined:

• MStart – start the movement,

• MC – continue the movement,

• MStop – stop the movement,

• LT – track the changes in the node location,

• DU – update the MobASim data base (changes
in nodes’ location and their surrounding),

• CA – alert the node to a collision (the movement
directions of at least two nodes are crossed),

• CO – a collision between two nodes was occurred.

All presented events are served by logical processes from
two groups: N (node) serves, respectively, MStart, MC,
MStop, LT, DU, CA, CO events, and MM (mobile man-
ager) serves DU, CA and CO events. Hence, the motion
trajectory is generated dynamically and results the follow-
ing events execution: MStart, several MC and CA, and
finally MStop. The number of MC events depends on the
distance to the destination point, node velocity, obstacles
occurrence and sampling intervals. In the case of collision
the CO event is executed.
Three types of mobility models are implemented. Types
MM1 and MM2 are modified versions of the random
waypoint model (RWP). Each node chooses at random
a destination point and velocity, and next moves toward
the direction. In addition, in our model the user can de-
fine the specific destination instead of random generation.
The main difference to RWP is that in case of MM1
and MM2 the obstacles are considered. Hence, the short-
est (if possible) path is calculated from the current posi-
tion of the node to the destination to avoid the collision,
while in case of the RWP model the node moves toward the
destination along a straight line. The differences between
models MM1 and MM2 are such that in case of MM1 we
assume the access to the information about the whole de-
ployment region, i.e., we know the locations of all obstacles
and current positions of all neighbor nodes in the network.
In case of MM2 we assume the restricted access to the
data about the environment. Only the knowledge about the
obstacles and other nodes located in the surrounding of
a given node is available. The path has to be dynamically
changed after possibility of collision identifying. It is not
guaranteed that the shortest path will be realized in case of
this model.
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Both in models MM1 and MM2 nodes are free to move
within the deployment region. In case of model MM3
(map-based mobility) nodes are constrained to move within
specified paths. All these paths are stored in the MobASim
data base.
Each MobASim application can implement all described
models: MM1, MM2 and MM3. The mobility model can
dynamically change w.r.t. the current state of the node.

3.4. Wireless Transmission Modeling in MobASim

Most of the available software platforms for mobile ad hoc
network simulation implement only large-distance wire-
less transmission model Eq. (3) in its simplest version.
MobASim simulator implements two of the transmission
models described in the Subsection 2.2: long-distance
Eq. (3) and shadowing Eq. (4).
The medium access control (MAC) layer is of fundamen-
tal importance in wireless ad hoc networks. MAC pro-
tocols are responsible for controlling the access to wire-
less channel. MobASim provides the implementation of
MAC protocols from three categories based on the method
that they handle the hidden and the exposed terminal prob-
lems: class 1 – protocol assuming random access to the
wireless channel (the hidden and exposed node problem is
unsolved), class 2 – the protocol solves the hidden node
problem but leaves the exposed node problem unsolved,
class 3 – the protocol solves both the hidden node and
the exposed node problems, but requires the deployment of
an additional signaling channel. The MobASim user can
choose the protocol suitable to designed application. The
currently available version of MobASim implements the
simplified models of the physical layer and the interference
management. We assume that the accurate model of MAC
layer can be adopted from the other open source simulators,
if necessary.

4. MobASim System Design
and Implementation

The MobASim system is completely based on Java. At the
heart of its technology is the asynchronous simulation
Java (ASimJava) library – collection of Java-based proce-
dures that can be used to develop general purpose discrete-
event parallel and distributed simulators designed as fed-
erations of disparate simulators, utilizing runtime infras-
tructure (RTI) to interconnect them. Each simulator is de-
scribed in terms of logical processes that communicate with
each other through message-passing. LPs simulate the real
life physical processes. The federation paradigm described
in [20] allows to perform parallel or distributed calcula-
tions, i.e., each simulator can be executed in a separate
processor or machine. The goal is to speed up calculations
and perform real time simulation. The synchronous and
asynchronous variants of simulation are provided [21], [23].

ASimJava technology was described in details in [11],
its application to computer networks simulation in [8].

Composition and implementation of MobASim. The
MobASim software provides tools to build simulators uti-
lizing ASimJava library and runtime infrastructure, thus we
can develop our application as a federation of simulators
implementing the subnetworks that compose the considered
MANET or a federation of simulators of independent, geo-
graphically dispersed MANETs or WSNs (wireless sensor
networks) that cooperate from time to time (see Fig. 2).
When consider the simulation of mobile networks we have
to generate a map of deployment area. The MobASim user
can define the simple objects in the domain as polygons.
For more detailed description of a terrain to be consid-
ered the MobASim simulator provides the interface to the
GeoTools toolkit. The GeoTools [24] is an open source Java
coded library containing standard methods for the manipu-
lation of geospatial data. All geographical information are
stored in the MobASim database.

Fig. 2. A federation of simulators in MobASim.

In summary, the MobASim simulator is composed of:
a runtime platform of ASimJava, a set of libraries of func-
tions for parallel discrete event systems calculation provided
in ASimJava, a set of libraries of functions for mobile and
wireless applications, and a set of tools mainly to support
the interaction with the user and visualisation tool for the
runtime monitoring (see Figs. 3 and 4).
The user GUI is organized in a set of nested windows.
The setting windows are used to facilitate the configuration
phase. The network is constructed graphically. The user
can enter parameters concerned with the whole network
(number of nodes, wireless transmission model), network
nodes (radio communication range, minimal and maximal
speed, mobility model, routing protocol, MAC protocol,
energy reserve, etc.), and deployment area (type of geo-
graphical data). The dedicated setting windows are used
to insert the parameters specific to chosen mobility and
wireless communication models provided in the system. Fi-
nally, the user is asked to configure the experiment (simula-
tion time, number of processes, number of machines, etc.).
After completing the initial settings, MobASim starts the
simulation experiment. The results of simulation – time
varying topology (animation of nodes) and adequate statis-
tics are displayed. The configuration of the system to be
simulated can be loaded and saved into the disc file in the
XML format.
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Fig. 3. MobASim graphical user interface.

5. Simulation Experiments

In order to evaluate the efficiency of MobASim, and in-
dicate the usefulness of such software systems to support
the decision making process in case of real-life problems
the simulations of several ad hoc network topologies were
performed. In this paper the application of our tool to
support the design of MANET for the rescue action is
discussed. Let us consider the following situation. The
explosion in the factory devastated its surrounding. Most
of the communication infrastructure, i.e., base stations for
cable networks, wired phone lines, etc., was destroyed.
Thus, two of priorities in the disaster management are to
organize on-line monitoring of the situation on the dis-
aster scene and to organize a relief effort for explosion
victims by dispatching several rescue teams to the disas-
ter area. The efforts of the rescue teams should be coor-
dinated. It can be achieved only if rescuers are able to
communicate, both within their team and the members of
the other teams. To carry out these goals it is necessary
to reinstall the communication infrastructure as quickly as
possible. It can be done by deploying temporary commu-
nication equipment (vehicles equipped with transceivers),
and creating an ad hoc network. By using multihop wire-
less communication and mobile nodes acting as communi-
cation relay stations, even relatively distant rescuer will be
able to communicate. The communication will be possible
without the need for rebuilding the fixed communication
infrastructure.
The ad hoc network designed for reestablishing the commu-
nication for the discussed example consists of three types
of nodes (see Fig. 4):

• A: the mobile node – wireless router (e.g., vehicle
equipped with a transceiver) that provides the com-
munication between nodes B and C;

• B: the mobile node – the rescue unit (e.g., the rescuer
equipped with a transceiver) working in the disaster
area;

• C: the base station – the rescue center that coordi-
nates the rescue action, controls the nodes A and B
and collects the data (monitoring of the situation)
transmitted by nodes B.

The ad hoc network of ten wireless routers (nodes A),
four rescue units (nodes B) and one rescue center (node C)
was used for the rescue action. For the purpose of simu-
lations we assumed following values of parameters used in
wireless communication model: distance power gradient
n = 2 in Eq. (2) and standard deviation σ = 6 dB in
Eq. (4). The map of the deployment area was generated
based on MobASim GUI and saved to the MobASim
database.
Several simulation experiments were performed. The ob-
jective was to design the mobile ad hoc network that pro-
vide the continuous communication with all rescuers during
the rescue action.
During the simulations the bandwidth of all links and cur-
rent traffic are calculated, and the critical paths are pointed.
The animation of time varying network topology – all nodes
moving from the initial position to the destination, avoiding
the obstacles – are displayed in MobASim main window.
The user can keep track how the communication network
created by a set of nodes A adopts to the new positions
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Fig. 4. MobASim simulator: application of ad hoc network.

of rescue teams (nodes B). The current network connectiv-
ity is marked by lines connecting the nodes. They appear
when the communication between two nodes is possible
(the distance is less than the radio range and the node is
not a hidden one).

In our experiments we considered various range assign-
ments of radio transmitters in nodes A and B. We tested the
efficiency of the mobility manager algorithm implemented
in the rescue center (node C), which goal is to calculate
the paths that substitute the critical ones. It allows to cre-
ate the robust and optimal network topology for the current
time period.

The results are presented in a figure and two tables. Fig-
ure 4 shows the dynamically changing network topology
during the entire network operational lifetime. The snap-

shots of initial, temporary and final topologies calculated
for 0, 1, 15, 30, 45 and 65 steps of simulated time units
are presented.

The initial and final positions of all nodes in the network
are collected in Table 1.

Next, we compared the results obtained for MAC protocols
from three categories: class 1, 2 and 3. MAC protocols re-
strict the number of simultaneous signal transmissions per
unit of area and consequently restrict the number of in-
terfering nodes. The number of wireless connections and
interfering nodes in case of various classes of MAC proto-
col for several time steps (every 5 units of simulated time)
are presented in Table 2. It can be seen from the table that,
as expected, the number of interfering nodes is highest in
MAC class 1 and lowest in MAC class 2. For the cal-
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culation of the interference power in ad hoc and sensor
networks, the density and the distribution of the interfering
nodes must be known. If the density of nodes increases

Table 1
Simulation results

Node Time Initial position Destination position

name [s] (x, y) [m] (x, y) [m]

B1 0 (85,350) (240,160)

B2 2 (85,365) (300,130)

B3 4 (70,350) (300,200)

B4 6 (70,365) (370,180)

A1 7 (70,300) (320,70)

A2 9 (70,315) (150,180)

A3 11 (55,300) (230,230)

A4 13 (55,315) (120,320)

A5 15 (40,300) (150,250)

A6 17 (40,315) (290,250)

A7 19 (25,300) (350,250)

A8 21 (25,315) (420,220)

A9 23 (10,300) (440,150)

A10 25 (10,315) (400,80)

C1 – (55,380) (55,380)

Table 2
Results for various categories of MAC protocol

Time Wireless Interfering nodes (MAC classes)
step connections class 1 class 2 class 3

1 105 1 0 1

5 99 2 0 1

10 75 3 0 1

15 45 3 0 3

20 30 6 1 3

25 28 6 1 3

30 24 6 1 4

35 25 5 1 4

40 28 5 0 4

45 30 5 0 3

50 32 6 0 2

55 29 6 0 3

60 26 6 0 3

65 25 6 0 3

the number of nodes falling within the prohibited transmis-
sion areas increases. The density of interfering nodes is
not expected to increase linearly with the increase in the
density of nodes.
From the simulation results we see that by using multihop
wireless communication and mobile nodes, the communica-

tion between the rescue center and rescue teams is possible
without the need for reestablishing the fixed communication
infrastructure.

6. Summary and Conclusions
The evolution of wireless, mobile ad hoc networks and im-
proved designs will strongly depend on the ability to predict
their performance using analytical and simulation methods.
In this paper we described the software platform MobASim
for mobile ad hoc networks simulation. MobASim was de-
signed to be powerful, effective, scalable, flexible, and easy
to use ad hoc network simulator. It can support researches
and engineers during the design and implementation of
MANETs applications and verification of new MANET’s
technologies. The tool is especially useful in large scale
applications in which the speed of simulation is of essence,
such as real time ad hoc networks simulation. MobASim is
a general purpose federated simulator, which elements can
be easily reused in many computations. The federated ap-
proach to parallel and distributed simulation of networks,
provided functionality, easy usage and its extensibility to
include other open source modules or modules developed
by the user, which are specific to a given application, make
different our tool from the popular software systems for
simulation.
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Paper The Non-Didactic Aspects
of e-Learning Quality

Ewa Stemposz, Andrzej Jodłowski, and Alina Stasiecka

Abstract— The paper presents a research on the quality of
e-learning from the non-didactic point of view. It illustrates
a discussion about measures developed on the basis of statis-
tical analysis of data gathered from e-learners who evaluated
the quality of e-learning applications and systems. The main
contribution of the paper is the proposal for the quality met-
rics with the features concerning e-learning platforms in the
technological and human aspects.

Keywords— e-learning, metrics, quality.

1. Introduction – the Quality of
e-Learning

E-learning is currently a very dynamically developing form
of distance learning, carried out with the use of up-to-date
communication and information technologies. One of its
learning forms is learning through Internet/Intranet that uti-
lizes the access of teachers and students to a global/local
computer network.
That kind of education can gain advantage over traditional
teaching methods mainly on the grounds of freedom of
access to information (knowledge) – unlimited time and
unlimited place of learning and also for the reason that
e-learning enables learners to assimilate new information at
a pace and in the way adjusted to one’s needs and abilities.
Despite unquestionable merits of e-learning, there appear
many problems related to its propagation.

1. Technological possibilities of educational environ-
ment – lack of Internet connection and/or insufficient
technical parameters of those connections.

2. Resources – the HTML (hypertext markup language)
file format is the basic content format of distance
training and courses that are available through the
Internet and Intranets. E-trainings seldom take other
forms, e.g., a teleconference or a videoconference.
E-resources are usually custom-made, so they do not
support any common e-learning standard. For ex-
ample, online course materials used in higher edu-
cation are created in colleges and at universities by
the teaching staff responsible for the course. There-
fore, schools do not in fact order materials from other
producers.

3. Direct participants of that process, i.e., teachers and
learners – research shows resistance to the introduc-
tion of new technologies. It also confirms that there
is a strong need for interaction among course partici-
pants, which is often missing in that form of learning.

We think problems that are related to e-resources, as well
as those related to e-teachers/e-learners require direct at-
tention. Those issues involve to make an attempt to solve
them through ensuring adequate quality level of e-learning
processes. In our opinion, quality is undeniably one of
the vital issues concerning education process by e-learning
techniques.
There exist many different definitions of learning quality
that are dependent on needs and expectations of partici-
pants of that process. However, it is difficult to call those
definitions as precise. For example, the definition of quality
in ISO 90001 standard is as follows:

“A quality is a characteristic that a product or service must

have. For example, products must be reliable, useable, and

repairable; similarly, service should be courteous, efficient,

and effective. These are some of the characteristics that

a good quality product/service must have. In short, a qual-

ity is a desirable characteristic. However, not all quali-

ties are equal. Some are more important than others. The

most important qualities are the ones that customers want.

So providing quality products and services is all about

meeting customer requirements. It’s all about meeting the

needs and expectations of customers. So a quality product

or service is one that meets the needs and expectations of

customers.”

There arises a fundamental problem from such a general
definition. How to identify the minimal possible set of
the most important quality criteria which could encom-
pass the needs and expectations of all interested parties?
Which way to discipline the e-learning processes so as not
to limit creativity, flexibility, and abilities of e-learning par-
ticipants?
Basing on the division of those problems into three groups,
we propose to consider the quality of e-learning education
in three general aspects.

1. In technological aspect, related to computing envi-
ronment, where education processes and e-learning
platforms are embedded, concerning, i.e.:

– the expectations regarding the scope of de-
sign, implementation and development quality
for e-learning systems, including the develop-
ment of associated standards also;

– the activities encompassing adaptation and inte-
gration of computer technologies with existing
e-learning systems and associated standards;

1ISO 9000: 2005, “Quality management systems, fundamentals and vo-
cabulary”.
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Fig. 1. The idea of quality metrics.

– user expectations related to working platforms
(e-learning systems) including, e.g., support
for personalization and customization, ensuring
proper security level, data protection, comply-
ing with the needs of learners related to unlim-
ited access to materials, ensuring data recovery
after failure, support for interoperability with
other platforms, ease of use, work speed.

2. In e-resources aspect related to requirement descrip-
tions and estimation of quality of e-learning mate-
rials, both in didactic aspect, e.g., conformance to
teaching model(s) [1], [2], as well as in non-didactic
aspect considering, e.g., amount and quality of mul-
timedia used, or quality of process of e-resource de-
velopment.

3. In human aspect – we classify e-learning process
participants into two general groups as follows:

– direct participants: suppliers and designers of
e-learning systems, teachers, methodology spe-
cialists, trainers, students;

– and indirect participants: authorities, accredita-
tion, standardization, law establishing, and law
regulating institutions, etc.

Realization processes ensuring the quality of e-learning
should involve all participants. Quality is influenced both
by qualifications of a team designing a course and teach-
ers who realize it. One cannot also forget the degree of
involvement of teachers and students in the learning pro-
cesses.
Various e-learning quality elements can be shown using
a graphical diagram (in UML (unified modeling language)
notation), see Fig. 1. Quality feature denotes an element
which influences the quality of e-learning. To ensure the
clarity of the diagram, most of class attributes are omitted
except for name attributes within classes: Quality metrics,

Quality features group, Quality feature.

2. The Quality of e-Learning
in Technological and Human Aspects

Our prior research was focused on the quality of e-learning
from a didactic point of view [3]–[6]. The next stage of our
considerations included the analysis of e-resources quality
in the non-didactic aspect and the research on the quality
of platforms (applications and e-learning systems).
In this paper, we make an attempt to identify measures of
quality features from a technological point of view and
from a human point of view. Both analyses were per-
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formed on the basis of studies of the quality of e-learning
applications. The first step was to create a questionnaire
concerning technological and human aspects of e-learning.
The questionnaire ought to have provided data with refer-
ence to the quality of existing e-learning applications and
with reference to expectations of potential users to such ap-
plications [7]. The questionnaire consisted of 26 questions
concerning issues about graphical interfaces and e-learning.
The respondents were mostly students of computer engi-
neering (32 persons).
The questions are classified into three groups.

A. The questions concerning respondents; they focused
attention on the effectiveness of e-learning.

B. The questions characterizing features that are desired
for platforms and e-resources; they could be used to
build a quality metrics.

C. The questions concerning processes of interface de-
sign for e-learning platforms.

Further research used the data gathered from the question-
naire that were related to desirable features of platforms and
e-resources (the B group) only. The questions included in
the A group and C group were passed over.
The questions from the B group concerned both the ac-
tual state (they should show what platforms and e-resources
were used) – the B1 subgroup, as well as user expectations
(what platforms and e-resources should look like) – the
B2 subgroup. Further works were based on those question
belonging to the B, and B2 subgroups.
In order to perform statistical analysis of data gathered
from the questionnaire, we constructed a set of measures
that characterized e-learning platforms. Successive mea-
sures corresponded with features characterized by ques-
tions from questionnaire, where features were denoted
by labels: “name-and-number-of-group.question-number-
within-group”, e.g., b1.1, b2.4 – see Table 1.
The data gathered from the questionnaire concerning the
set of features from Table 1 were subjected to the statistical
analysis using the gradational data analysis of the GradeStat
program [8].
We considered two groups of features:

– features related to the technological aspect;

– features concerning the e-resource aspect.

Because the questionnaire, in fact, omits the human as-
pect (only one feature) – we did not examine separately the
group of features related to that aspect. The analysis was
performed with regard to the classification of features into
the B1 (“present state”) and B2 (“expectations”) subgroups,
where the B2 group included features both from technolog-
ical and e-resources aspects (because the latter comprised
one feature only).
For those groups mentioned above we computed overrep-
resentation maps with the use of the GradeStat program.

Further analysis led us to specify sets of characteristics
which differentiated and undifferentiated the elements of
the population.

2.1. Analysis of Overrepresentation Maps – Features

Related to the Technological Aspect

Figure 2 presents the overrepresentation map for features
related to questions from the B1 group.

Fig. 2. The overrepresentation map for features from the B1
group – technological aspect.

On the basis of the overrepresentation maps, the cluster
analysis was performed. Figure 3 illustrates the dependence
of Rho* values2 on a cluster count that was evaluated for
columns. Basing on that diagram it was assumed that the
cluster count for columns should be equal 3.

Fig. 3. The dependence of Rho* on the cluster count for
columns – technological aspect, the B1 group.

The overrepresentation map containing 3 feature clusters is
presented in Fig. 4.

2Rho* – spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.
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Table 1

Set of quality measures

Questionnaire question
Feature characterizing

a platform/an e-resource
Domain

TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECT

How do you estimate interfaces of plat-
forms that you used to work?

b1.1 platform interface {1 = slow, illogical design, uncomfortable,
not easy to use

2 = not very well designed, allowing
the use of platform

3 = I have not learnt that way
4 = well designed, required some

improvements for the quality work
5 = very well designed}

How fast do pages, graphics, audio,
video, and other materials load? How
do you estimate the general work speed?

b1.3 work speed {1 = definitely slow
2 = rather to slow
3 = don’t know
4 = sufficient fast
5 = definitely fast}

How do you estimate an audiovisual
attractiveness of e-learning applications
that you used?

b1.4 audiovisual attractiveness {1 = definitely low
2 = rather low
3 = no opinion
4 = rather high
5 = definitely high}

Have applications well-designed naviga-
tion (with a readable menu, site map,
etc.) and well-organized courses (with
clear structure; how lessons and are ma-
terials subdivided into chapters, exer-
cises, etc.)?

b1.5 navigation {1 = poor design
2 = not very well designed
3 = don’t know
4 = mostly well designed
5 = definitely well designed}

For application you used, was interface
consistent in such aspects as navigation,
background colors, font colors, or within
header, content, text, link, material and
label elements?

b1.6 interface consistency {1 = inconsistent
2 = partially consistent
3 = don’t know
4 = mostly consistent
5 = fully consistent}

In your opinion, what features have the
biggest influence on the reliability of an
Internet application?

Influence on application reliability
b2.1a objectivity and extensive-

ness of content
b2.1b reputation of author(s)
b2.1c professional graphic design
b2.1d links to other sites
b2.1e lack of advertising banners
b2.1f visit count

{1 = inessential
2 = little importance
3 = important
4 = vital}

What features best characterize the us-
ability of Internet application? (accord-
ing to ISO 9241, the usability is defined
as a measure of performance, efficiency
and user satisfaction, i.e., in shorthand as
a measure of service ergonomics)

Importance of features characteriz-
ing a platform usability
b2.2a good navigation design
b2.2b content essentiality
b2.2c work performance
b2.2d platform-independent

layout
b2.2e professional graphic design
b2.2f simplicity of use

{1 = inessential
2 = little importance
3 = important
4 = vital}
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Continuation of Table 1

Questionnaire question
Feature characterizing

a platform/an e-resource
Domain

In your opinion, how important is graph-
ical user interface (GUI) for everyday
work when using the same application?

b2.4 significance of graphical
interface

{1 = lack of influence, a form of use
does not matter

2 = little importance
3 = no opinion
4 = important
5 = crucial}

Choose maximum 5 features that are the
most important, in your opinion, for the
user interface. If there is any not quite
clear description, trust your intuition and
your first impressions.

b2.5a clarity/simplicity/
cleanliness

b2.5b forseeability/acquitance/
compatibility with other
systems

b2.5c easy-to-use/comfortableness
b2.5d configurability/flexibility
b2.5e visual attractiveness

of graphical design
b2.5f consistency
b2.5g communication directness/

awareness and control
b2.5h performance/speed
b2.5i error tolerance/reversibility

{1 = inessential
2 = important}

Would you like that an e-learning plat-
form could be able to facilitate rela-
tionships among learners and teachers in
a similar way as on community portals,
e.g., grono.net, nasza-klasa, facebook?

b2.7 possibility to build
community relationships

{1 = no
2 = no, no opinion
3 = yes}

ASPECT RELATED TO E-RESOURCE
How do you estimate the quality and the
design of e-learning resources?

b1.2 e-resource {1 = mediocre
2 = sufficient
3 = don’t know
4 = well
5 = very well}

In your opinion, what features have the
biggest influence on reliability of an In-
ternet application?

b2.1a objectivity and extensive-
ness of content essentiality

{1 = inessential
2 = little importance
3 = important
4 = vital}

What features best characterize the us-
ability of Internet application? (accord-
ing to ISO 9241, the usability is defined
as a measure of performance, efficiency
and user satisfaction, i.e., in shorthand as
a measure of service ergonomics)

b2.2b content essentiality {1 = inessential
2 = little importance
3 = important
4 = vital}

In your opinion, what kind of elements
should usually supplement textual con-
tent of courses?

b2.3a graphics
b2.3b audio
b2.3c video
b2.3d animation
b2.3e interludes/interactive

games
b2.3f only text

{1 = never
2 = rarely
3 = often
4 = always}

HUMAN ASPECT
In your opinion, what features have the
biggest influence on reliability of an In-
ternet application?

b2.1b reputation of author(s) {1 = inessential
2 = little importance
3 = important
4 = vital}
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Analyzing the overrepresentation maps shown in Fig. 4
we chose the most external columns corresponding to the
most differentiated features: b1.4 and b1.3. On the basis of

Fig. 4. The overrepresentation map with marked 3 clusters –
technological aspect, the B1 group.

those features, one can find that persons who estimated high
the attractiveness of platforms regarding a visual aspect
(overrepresentation of the b1.4 feature) at the same time
estimated low the loading speed (underrepresentation of
the b1.3 feature).
As non-differentiated features we chose columns in the
middle of the overrepresentation map (b1.1, b1.5, and
b1.6). On those grounds one can find that the majority
of respondents estimated as important (non-differentiated)
the following features: the quality of the interface of the
e-learning platform (b1.1), the well-designed navigation of
an e-learning application (b1.5), and the interface consis-

Fig. 5. The overrepresentation map for the B2 feature group.

tency (b1.6). It is interesting that the attractiveness of
e-learning applications in the audiovisual aspect and with
respect of the working speed (i.e., loading speed of pages,
graphics, audio, video, etc.) were definitely important for
the minority of respondents (b1.3, b1.4).
Next, the B2 feature group was analyzed analogically.
The overrepresentation map for them is presented in Fig. 5.
As previously, we performed the cluster analysis in order
to find two subset of features: non-differentiating and dif-
ferentiating for the features of the B2 group. Figure 6 il-
lustrates the dependency of Rho* values (for the columns).

Fig. 6. The Rho* for the different values of the number of
clusters – technological aspect, the B2 group.

Fig. 7. The overrepresentation map with the chosen numer of
clusters – technological aspect, the B2 group.

On the basis of that diagram, 6 clusters for the columns
were chosen. The overrepresentation map with the deter-
mined number of clusters is shown in Fig. 7.
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Analyzing the map presented in Fig. 7 we can distinguish
two separate groups of features:

– differentiating: two left-most and two right-most
clusters;

– non-differentiating: two clusters in the middle of the
map.

On the basis of the differentiating features, we can notice
that for a small group of respondents the following features
are important:

• within the group of features that are most impor-
tant for good interface: b2.5a – clarity/simplicity,
cleanliness, b2.5e – visual attractiveness of graphical
design, b2.5f – consistency, and b2.5i – error toler-
ance/reversibility;

• within the group concerning the reliability of an inter-
net application: b2.1e – lack of advertising banners,
b2.1d – links to other sites, and b2.1f – visit count;

• also b2.7 – a possibility to build community relation-
ships.

On the other hand, the respondents don’t pay attention to
the following differentiating features:

• b2.2c – work performance, b2.2e – professional
graphic design;

• features characterizing the interface: b2.5b – forsee-
ability/familiarity/compatibility with other systems,
b2.5d – configurability/flexibility, b2.5g – communi-
cation directness/awareness and control, and b2.5h –
performance/speed.

To estimate the quality of e-learning platforms from the
technological point of view, the non-differentiating features
should be taken into consideration:

• the group of features with the greatest importance
for the application reliability, i.e., b2.1a – objectiv-
ity and extensiveness of content essentiality, b2.1b –
reputation of author(s), b2.1c – professional graphic
design;

• the group of features characterizing the internet appli-
cations with the best usability, i.e., b2.2a – good nav-
igation design, b2.2b – content essentiality, b2.2f –
simplicity of use;

• the group of features, the most important for good
interface, i.e., b2.5c – easy-to-use/comfort/ conve-
nience, and b2.4 – significance of graphical interface.

2.2. Analysis of Overrepresentation Maps –

the e-Resource Aspect

In Fig. 8, we present the results of the analysis performed
using the GradeStat overrepresentation map for the features
concerning the e-resource aspect (the B2 group).

Fig. 8. The overrepresentation map for the B2 features group
(e-resource aspect).

Fig. 9. The Rho* for the different values of the number of
clusters – e-resource aspect, the B2 group.

Fig. 10. The overrepresentation map with the chosen number
of clusters – e-resource aspect, the B2 group.
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Fig. 11. A proposal for the quality metrics for the e-learning platforms.
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The cluster analysis helps us to determine two groups of
features: the features which do not differentiate the exam-
ined population (the middle columns of the map) and those
which differentiate the population (the left-most and the
right-most columns). After the analysis of Rho* variations
(see Fig. 9) we chose 5 clusters for the columns within the
overrepresentation map (see Fig. 10).

Finally, we can specify two following groups of features:

– differentiating features: b2.3e – interludes/interactive
games, and b2.3f – only text;

– non-differentiating features: b2.3a – graphics, b2.3b
– audio, b2.3c – video, b2.3d – animation, and also
b2.1a – objectivity and extensiveness of content es-
sentiality, b2.1b – reputation of author(s).

2.3. The Quality Metrics for the e-Learning Platforms

As a result of our studies, we propose the quality metrics
for the e-learning platforms (Fig. 11), conformant to the
idea of quality metrics (Fig. 1).

In Fig. 11 the attribute weight was omitted. At the mo-
ment the weights are equal 1 for all quality features. Of
course, in the future we should find weights for the partic-
ular features, testing the metrics on the existing e-learning
platforms.

3. Conclusions and Further Research

In our previous publications concerning the quality of
e-learning we focused on the research on e-learning
resources. This paper discusses two other quality as-
pects, i.e., the technological aspect and the, so-called, hu-
man aspect, which in our opinion, are vital to the quality
of e-learning.

After the analysis of the data gathered from the ques-
tionnaire with regard to non-didactic features, for both
aspects we specified the most important features, those
having the biggest influence on the quality of e-learning.
That constitutes the quality metrics in the non-didactic
aspect.

To the most important features related to the technologi-
cal aspect were ranked, i.e., the quality of the interface of
the e-learning platform, in particularly, the well-designed
navigation and the interface consistency. Regarding the
human aspect, the following features are identified as dis-
tinctive, i.e., content essentiality, the reputation of author(s),
multimedia form/s of e-materials, or clarity, simplicity, and
attractiveness of graphical interface.

Further work will be necessary to establish the weights
of measures and to the augmented quality metrics for

e-resources and e-learning platforms with regard to non-
didactic features.
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Paper Heuristic Analysis
of Transport System Efficiency Based

on Movement of Mobile Network Users
Grzegorz Sabak

Abstract— The paper describes results of introductory re-
search focused on possibility to use location data available in
a mobile network for the analysis of transport system status
and efficiency. The details of a system capable of detecting
abnormal traffic situation (accidents, heavy congestion) are
described. This system (called VASTAR) uses a neural net-
work to learn and store certain characteristic of the analyzed
part of a road system. Based on a measured divergence from
normal characteristic, a notification about non-typical situa-
tion is triggered. The results of a computational experiment
using real-world location data and simulation of abnormal sit-
uation are provided. The proposed system can be a relatively
low cost way to improve competitiveness of a mobile network
operator by allowing him to offer new type of informational
service. It could also aid municipal authorities by providing
support for decisions regarding road traffic control and man-
agement and be used by emergency services as a monitoring
an alarming tool for detecting abnormal road traffic situations
when other means of observation are unavailable.

Keywords— congestion detection, decision support systems, neu-

ral networks, transport system.

1. Introduction

It is a common observation frequently found in newspa-
pers that transport service is vital for both operations of
the countries’ economies and quality of life of the ordi-
nary people. We all frequently experience either a pleasure
of traveling along scenic highway or strong inconvenience
of being stuck in a traffic jam or in a crowded bus traveling
slowly through streets of a city centre.
Other domain of technology that became extremely impor-
tant nowadays is mobile communications. Having mobile
phone and being almost instantly accessible is assumed for
all people living active professional or social life.
These two domains are similar in many ways. Firstly, their
purpose is a change of place of availability of either goods
(transport) or information (communication) with high ef-
ficiency. This typically means low cost and high speed.
Secondly, problems encountered in research in these two
areas are to a certain extent similar (e.g., routing, schedul-
ing, congestion). Lastly, we all have an indispensable need
of using them regularly, and we are actually doing that al-
most all the time.
These observations lead to the concept of analysis of trans-
portation system state based on the behavior of users of mo-
bile communication network. Since some of the required

information is already available at relatively low cost in
a mobile network, it may be a valid opportunity for busi-
ness and government entities. This research is aimed to
exploit this opportunity using information technology tools
and techniques.

2. Location Services

Typically, among other value added services, the mobile
network operator provides a set of services based on the
customer’s location. Customer’s location, means position
of a mobile station (MS) consisting of a user equipment
and a SIM card. User equipment is usually one of the fol-
lowing: a mobile phone, a PC data card, or a dedicated
GSM module installed in a vehicle. Business case of lo-
cation services (LCS) assumes that information or service
which would be strongly related to the current situation of
the customer (his location in this case) is so valuable for
him, that he is willing to pay a premium.
In general, there are four types of location services [1]:

• Commercial LCS – all services that are available to
customers (e.g., SMS, MMS or WAP services offer-
ing content dependent on the location).

• Internal LCS – in which location information is used
for internal purposes of a mobile network operator.

• Emergency LCS – enforced by law, provide location
information in case of emergency situations.

• Lawful intercept LCS – also typically enforced by
law, supports various legally sanctioned services.

Regardless the type, implementation of all LCS require
presence of a gateway mobile location centre (GMLC)
in the network. The GMLC plays key role as it actually
enables different applications to access customer location
information. Different interfaces can be used by LCS client
to use location service, however mobile location protocol
(MLP) is most widely adopted, being now considered suf-
ficiently standarized.
In GSM networks, different positioning methods are avail-
able to choose from. Most of them are based on the fea-
tures of a radio access network such as cell identification
(cell ID), radio signal strength, and various time variables.
They are not described in this paper, but detailed specifi-
cations are available, e.g., in [1], [2].
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The cell ID method is especially important and shall be
explained in more detail. This positioning method is most
widely used and does not require significant investment in
operator’s access network or his core network. Cell ID
parameter is used frequently in a mobile network. In this
method, all cells in the network are mapped to geographical
coordinates which point to a location considered to be the
most likely position of the mobile station active in the cell.

3. Problem Formulation

3.1. Introductory Definitions

Let an event will be a pair e = 〈t,P〉, where t is a times-
tamp and P is a list of parameters (attributes) defining event
type.
The sequence of events ordered according to ascending
timestamp will be called an event stream and denoted as

E = {e1,e2. . . . ,ek}.

Given two event streams E1 and E2 an operation of stream

junction ⊕ can be defined. This operation creates a new
event stream that contains all events from both streams and
preserves the order of timestamps.
Let an event stream filter will be a function f : e →{0,1}.
Each event mapped to value 1 will be considered as passed
through the filter. All other events will be considered as
blocked by the filter. Although filter is a function defined
for sequence elements, for convenience we will denote it
also as f (E ), which indicates that all sequence elements
are processed by filter.
An operation F(E , f ) removing all events for which
f (e) = 0 from an event stream E will be called a filter-

ing operation. The result of applying a filtering operation
to a stream of events is also a stream of events.
In order to be able to model input data and define a problem
let us define the following:

– x,y ∈ R: geographical coordinates; no particular co-
ordinate system is assumed;

– AREA ⊂ R2: area on which the problem is defined;

– MS: a set of all mobile stations in a mobile network;

– p = 〈x,y〉 ∈ AREA: location of a mobile station;

– p̂ = 〈x̂, ŷ,r〉: mobile station location estimate defined
as a circle (with a centre in 〈x̂, ŷ〉 and radius r) in
which the station is located.

Let a location event be defined as an event l = 〈t,P〉 with
P = 〈m, p̂〉, where m ∈ MS is a mobile station which was
located and p̂∈AREA is the location estimate of the mobile
station.
A sequence of location events

L = {l1, l2. . . . , lk}

will be called a location event stream.

3.2. Definition of Problems

Based on the definitions above, two problems can be de-
fined. These problems will become a base for future con-
siderations.

Trip time prediction. Given AREA, MS, and L at the
moment t∗ estimate time t̂ that is required for mobile station
m ∈ MS to move from location p1 to p2 (p1, p2 ∈ AREA)
assuming that mobile station is minimizing trip time.

Congestion detection. Given AREA, MS, and L find
the place and time when high congestion happened.

3.3. Further Definitions

For further considerations let a move event be an event
v = 〈t,P〉, where P = 〈m,tb, p̂b,te, p̂e〉, where: m ∈ MS is
a mobile station, tb is a starting moment of the move, p̂b =
〈x̂b, ŷb,rb〉 is a location estimate at the start of the move,
te is an ending moment of the move, p̂e = 〈x̂e, ŷe,re〉 is
a location at end of the move.
A sequence of movement events

V = {v1,v2. . . . ,vk}

will be called a move event stream.
For each move event the following variables can be calcu-
lated:

– movement duration tdur = te − tb,

– distance d =
√

(x̂e − x̂b)2 +(ŷe − ŷb)2.

Creation of the move event stream. The move event
stream is created from a location event stream according
the following procedure. For every li = 〈ti,mi, p̂i〉 ∈ L .

1. Let j be the highest number, where m j = mi and j < i.
The p̂ j is the last known location estimate of mobile
station mi. The t j is the timestamp associated with
the location event.

2. If j cannot be determined (which means that p̂i is
the first location event of mobile station mi) continue
with processing of L .

3. If j can be determined create a movement event vk =
〈tk,mk,tbk

, p̂bk,tek
, p̂ek〉, where tk = ti, mk = mi, tbk

=
t j, p̂bk = p̂ j, tek

= ti, and p̂ek = p̂i.

This procedure can be effectively implemented using, for
example, a sorted list of last known location estimates.

4. The VASTAR Project

Analysis of the mobile network subscribers movement pro-
vides unique, nearly real-time information about the status
of the transport system they use. To achieve this, a number
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of problems must be dealt with and solutions to them must
be found.
Potential attractive applications of a system performing
such analysis include.

• Provision of city or highway traffic data support-
ing urban traffic management and control (UTMC)
process with no additional costs of traffic measure-
ment units. Obviously, limited accuracy of such data
would probably mean that traditional methods would
have to be used in key areas.

• Support tool for monitoring city and highway traffic
able to detect abnormal situations (e.g., congestions,
accidents). This would be especially useful in areas
without video surveillance.

• Business opportunity for mobile network operators to
attract their subscribers to the website presenting up
to date traffic information.

• Decision support system for local authorities opti-
mizing investment in transport infrastructure.

This list defines objectives for a design of traffic decision
supporting system. In Section 3, model of available loca-
tion data was defined. In this section an architecture of such
system is proposed. Let this information system be called
VASTAR (name can be resolved to value added services
for streets and roads) which for the sake of convenience
can be shortened to VA∗. The VA∗’s high level logical
architecture presented further does not limit its functional-
ity to solving only one kind of problems but rather provides
a framework which can support different types of analysis.

Elements constituting VA∗ are presented in Fig. 1. The
functions of different modules are described in the follow-
ing paragraphs, and an application of this architecture to
the task of detecting abnormal road conditions is described
later in Section 6.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the VA∗ system.

External model. The purpose of the external model is to
provide the VA∗ with information regarding transport sys-
tem which is important to the application and known a pri-
ori to the user. This could include, for example, model of

the transport infrastructure (roads, their types, nodes, etc.)
or other key assumptions to the problem being solved.

Internal model. Represents VA∗’s knowledge about the
analyzed transport system, including information about ob-
jects and their attributes.

BUILD module. This module is responsible for the anal-
ysis of incoming data stream, processing it, and acquiring
information needed to perform tasks requested by users.
This information is stored in the system by modifications
of parameters of the internal model.

DERIVE module. The module performs analysis of in-
formation stored in the internal model in order to pro-
vide responses to the queries submitted by users via
PULL/PUSH modules.

PUSH/PULL modules. These modules are responsible
for processing queries from the users (PULL) and for noti-
fication about the events in the transport system (e.g., ex-
pected congestion) based on the requirements provided by
the users (PUSH).

DISCOVER module. This functional element of the
VA∗ shall have an ability to request a location of the spe-
cific mobile station. Its goal is to improve information
quality of the location event stream from the point of view
of the system’s application.

5. Analysis of Real-World Data

In order to assess informational value of available data a ba-
sic statistical analysis was performed. A sample of the
GMLC logs was used as an input data. The GMLC oper-
ates in the network of mobile network operator in Poland
which uses cell ID as a location method. The consequence
of limiting input data only to location streams processed
by GMLC is that only a small fraction of all mobile sta-
tions are “observed”. However, by doing this we avoid
costs of collecting location data from network elements,
which can be quite problematic. The sample used con-
tained GMLC log entries from eight consecutive days from
25 Sept. to 2 Oct. 2008.
The key findings of analysis are as follows.

• The observed mobility of mobile stations, understood
as a number of locations visited by a MS is different
for working days (higher) and weekends (lower).

• The mobility of mobile stations is not equal through-
out the day, but significantly lower between 10PM
and 5AM.

• In a real world, location errors are encountered. For
example, mapping of the cell ID to geographical co-
ordinates can be incorrect.
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• Some locations are visited more frequently then
others (majority of them are actually near impor-
tant transport routes, e.g., Warsaw-Katowice express
road).

• It is visible that there is a process running in the
network that is monitoring location of a set of mobile
stations. This can be accounted to one of location
services offered by the operator.

• Only a part of collected data is related to real move-
ments of mobile stations. In many cases mobile
stations are not changing their locations or a vir-

tual movement between two or three locations is ob-
served.

Virtual movement of mobile stations. In the land mobile
networks it is very common that multiple cells overlap.
This is a result of the requirement that holes in the coverage
are eliminated. A situation when two cells cover the place
where mobile station is located is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Two overlapping sector cells.

In this case, despite the fact that real location of the mobile
station remains the same, changing conditions (physical en-
vironment factors and mobile network status) cause mobile
station to be reported as present in either cell A or cell B.
The MS appears to move back and forth between centers
of the cells A and B. Similar situation can be encountered
when three or more cells cover location of the mobile sta-
tion.

Summary. Analysis of available data shows that infor-
mation about users of road system which can be used to
evaluate status of this system is available in the GMLC logs.
However, there are difficulties which need to be addressed.

• Lack of information about accuracy of the location
data. When location data comes from the GMLC,
radius of the circle representing position estimate is
not available. Typically for cell ID method accuracy
is in the 50 m – 1 km and 1 km – 35 km ranges in
the urban and rural areas, respectively [3].

• Lack of information which MS are actual road sys-
tem users. Location events found in GMLC logs
do not necessarily refer to the positions of the mo-
bile stations attached to the vehicles or people using
transportation system. A way to distinguish between
MS of his type and all other MS has to be proposed
or a method that can effectively deal with this kind
of “information noise” has to be used. “Information
noise” is a data present in the event stream, but not
useful for the system.

• The virtual movement of mobile stations. This in-
troduces additional “information noise” and causes
situation when static mobile station is seen by the
VA∗ as changing its position.

• High volumes of data to be processed. Extensive use
of the location services in the mobile network may
require processing millions of records, which may be
a problem when a real-time operation of the system
is required.

• Incorrect data due to errors in the positioning pro-
cess. As in all real world systems, especially such
complex and depending on the physics of nature as
mobile network, incorrect position reports cannot be
excluded. In some cases an error of location estimate
can reach several hundred of kilometers.

The nature of these problems indicate that some kind of
heurisitics method should be used to deal with them.

6. Accident Detection

Based on the high level architecture described in Section 4,
a monitoring system capable of detecting abnormal traffic
situations can be built.
Accidents or heavy congestions are generally situations
when velocity of vehicles drops down dramatically. This
means that in a given period of time the distances by which
vehicles move are significantly smaller. It can be assumed
that for every move event the distance d between estimated
starting and finishing points depends on the following vari-
ables:

– starting point coordinates (x, y);

– direction of the move a;

– time of the day tday;

– duration of the move tdur.

Let this dependency be called a move length characteristics

and be denoted as d(x,y,a,tday,tdur). This characteristic is
directly related to vehicles’ average speed (the lower speed
the lower value of characteristic). An assumption is made,
that abnormal traffic conditions can be detected by moni-
toring changes of this characteristic.
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In the accident detection application the VA∗ determines
the move length characteristic of a road system defined by
the given external model. Later on, during operation it
monitors how much this characteristics for the current mo-
ment differs form the known one. A difference exceeding
a pre-defined threshold may indicate abnormal conditions,
e.g., accident or high congestion.

6.1. Internal and External Models of a Road System

In order to verify the proposed approach a computational
experiment was conducted. In this experiment the analysis
was limited to only a single road segment. In this case
the road is represented as one line section. For the sake
of further possible generalization of knowledge, the move
events starting and finishing points are transformed to the
new coordinate system. This coordinate system is defined
by setting coordinates of the road segment in a way that it
becomes a line section with ends at points (0,0) and (0,1).
The effects of such transformation (for the road segment
and for one of the move events) are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Transformation of road segment.

In this application the VA∗ calculates move distance char-
acteristics within an DERIVE module and stores it in the
internal model. This characteristics is obtained from move-
ment events created from location event stream available
from the GMLC. In the internal model a neural network
[4]–[6] (dual layer perceptron) is used to approximate this
characteristic. The architecture of such network is shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Architecture of neural network.

The neural network used had six inputs nodes with the
following input variables:

– constant value −1 (which makes activation thresholds
in neurons unnecessary);

– x coordinate of the starting point;

– y coordinate of the starting point;

– a: angle between the move vector and 0x axis,

– tday: moment of the day the move began;

– tdur: duration of the move.

All nodes in a hidden layer use a sigmoid activation func-
tion. The output value of the ith neuron in a hidden layer
of the perceptron is calculated according to the following
formula:

oh
i = g(wh

i1 ·−1+wh
i2 ·x+wh

i3 ·y+wh
i4 ·a+wh

i5 ·tday+wh
i6 ·tdur),

where wh
i j is a weight associated with jth input of a ith

neuron, and g() is a sigmoid activation function (logistic
curve) defined by equation:

g(x) =
1

1 + exp−2β x
.

Parameter β is called a slope factor. Plots of the sigmoid
function for different values of β are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Activation function.

There is only one node in an output layer. The output
value of this node is calculated acording to the following
equation:

d̂ =
n hidden

∑
i=1

wo
i ·o

h
i ,

where n hidden is a total number of neurons in the hidden
layer, and wo

i is a weight associated with ith input of the
output neuron. For the output neuron activation function is
not used. Because of that, the perceptron is able to learn
function values not limited to any specific range, e.g., (0,1)
in case of a sigmoid function.
The output value of the network is the estimated value of
a move length characteristics, denoted as d̂.
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6.2. Learning Process

From the VA∗’s architecture point of view, the develop-
ment of the internal model is done by modification of
the weights of a neural network. An important, but quite
straightforward in implementation, function of the BUILD
module is filtering out all move events that does not start
within defined distance from the road segment (5 km in
this case). During the learning, weights were adjusted ac-
cording to an error backpropagation [4] algorithm with the
step α .
When learning is completed the VA∗ knows, with some
level of error, how mobile stations behave in the analyzed
area. As new move events come in the stream a moving
window average of error is calculated. When this value
exceeds an average value of the error by a certain factor
the notification is triggered that the traffic conditions on
this part of the road differ from typical ones. The above
describes principles of the DERIVE module operation.

6.3. Model of an Abnormal Situation

It was not possible to gather information regarding occur-
rence of real-world accidents which happened during pe-
riod when data was collected, so an option to simulate such
situation by modification of the movement stream was cho-
sen.
Let tA

start and tA
stop be the start and end time of an abnormal

situation period. Let γ ∈ 〈0,1〉 be a congestion intensity.
For every move event vk = 〈tk,mk, p̂bk

, p̂ek
〉.

• tk < tA
start – move event is not changed, it is assumend

that accident did not influence the move.

• tA
start ≤ tk ≤ tA

stop, the move can be impacted by the
accident. With the probability:

pblock = γ
tk − tA

start

tA
stop − tA

start

p̂ek
is set to p̂bk

.

• tA
stop < tk – move event remains unchanged.

The probability of impacting the move event is greater at
the beginning of a congestion period and it decreases as
congestion is coming to its end. For a given tk, pblock is
proportional to γ .
This model assumes that during the abnormal period mobile
station movements are impacted in a following way: mobile
station move is blocked with a probability depending on

Fig. 6. Probability of blocking a move.

the relative time that elapsed from the beginning of the
congestion (Fig. 6).

6.4. Computational Results

In this experiment the analysis of location events which
took place during workdays between 25 Sept. and 2 Oct.
2008 was performed. The area covered was limited to
the part of the Warsaw-Katowice express road between
Tomaszów Mazowiecki and Rawa Mazowiecka. The sum-
mary of the main configuration parameters is presented in
Table 1.

Table 1
Experiment configuration and parameters

Parameter Value

Tomaszów node latitude 51◦32’58.10” N

Tomaszów node longitude 19◦59’16.54” E

Rawa node latitude 51◦46’4.80” N

Rawa node longitude 20◦15’24.22” E

Days used for learning 25 – 26 Sept.,

29 Sept. – 2 Oct.

Max. dist. from road model 5 km

Simulated congestion period 25 Sept. 3PM – 4PM

Learning step α 0.2

Slope factor β 2.0

No. of neurons in hidden layer 20

The number of neurons in the hidden layer and other param-
eters of neural network learning process were determined
by a series of experiments. The learning process in case of
different parameter values is presented in Figs. 7, 8, and 9
(the results were averaged over 10 repetition of the learning
process).
The conclusion of these experiments is that 20 neurons
in the hidden layer, α = 0.2, and β = 2.0 result in a good
learning speed and accuracy.

Fig. 7. Average error for different number of hidden neurons.
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Fig. 8. Average error for different α .

Fig. 9. Average error for different β .

In order to verify whether congestion can be detected by
monitoring divergence between observed and estimated val-
ues of the move length characteristics, the following calcu-
lations were performed. For γ ∈ {0.25,0.5,0.75.1.0} and
different durations of congestion period (dur), a ratio of
the average d̂ estimation errors with congestion simulation
and without simulation was calculated. This calculation
was repeated 10 times for different, randomly chosen val-
ues of tA

start . The average values are shown in Table 2.
For γ = 1.0 the error calculated for the move stream with
congestion simulation is 22–30% higher in comparison to

Table 2
Error ratio values

dur[h] γ = 1 γ = 0.75 γ = 0.5 γ = 0.25

1 1.292630 1.250090 1.177957 1.128258
2 1.227444 1.151583 1.088391 1.026890
3 1.247943 1.188703 1.104728 1.059480
4 1.303445 1.252754 1.165497 1.097391
5 1.224714 1.156673 1.113232 1.019861

the average error in the case without congestion. As values
of γ get smaller, the error ratio gets closer to 1 which means
that this two cases became difficult (or even impossible)
to be distinguish.
The conclusion of this computational experiment is that for
high congestions it is possible to detect such situations by
monitoring level of the average error of the move length
characteristic estimation.

7. Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper a concept to use mobile stations location esti-
mates to monitor status of a transport system was proposed
and explained. A high level architecture of a decision sup-
port system (called VA∗) was proposed, its main func-
tional modules outlined and their purpose described. This
architecture represents an approach to analysis of input data
(available as a sequence of location events) which can be
used in different applications, depending on models and
methods of analysis and reasoning used.
The analysis of a sample of a real-world data logged in
a mobile network showed that such data can be used for
this purpose. However, lack of location accuracy and sub-
stantial “information noise” present in the input data limit
the number of methods which can be used.
The computational experiment, although limited to a small
geographical area and using a simulation of the accident
situation, showed that this approach can be effectively
used for congestion detection. In this experiment a neu-
ral network was used as a function approximation tool.
However, not unlike other heuristic methods some effort
to tune parameters (in order) to achieve the best results is
required.
Further research should include not only a neural network
parameter tuning but also:

– verification whether other function approximation
tools can give better results;

– defining reasoning about congestion detection from
move length characteristics as a statistical hypothesis
and verification of such hypothesis through statistical
testing;

– what other move event stream characteristic can be
proposed and how they change in case of accidents
or congestion situations;

– analyzis how effective the usage of different strate-
gies for DISCOVER module can be and how it can
improve overall VA∗’s performance;

– verification whether data mining methods can be ef-
fectively used to deal with data available;

– how VA∗ can support objectives listed in Section 4
other than congestion detection.

A particular effort is planned to be made to determine what
are the conditions influencing quality (e.g., speed, accu-
racy) of the results of VA∗’s operation.
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Paper Analytical Modeling
of the WCDMA Interface
with Packet Scheduling

Maciej Stasiak, Piotr Zwierzykowski, and Janusz Wiewióra

Abstract— The article presents the application of a new ana-
lytical model of the full-availability group carrying a mixture
of different multi-rate traffic classes with compression prop-
erty for modeling the WCDMA radio interface with packet
scheduling. The proposed model can be directly used for mod-
eling of the WCDMA interface in the UMTS network servicing
different traffic classes. The described model can be applied
for a validation of the efficiency of the WCDMA interface
measured by the blocking probability and the average carried
traffic for particular traffic classes.

Keywords— analytical model, radio interface, UMTS.

1. Introduction
The increase in popularity of data transfer services in mo-
bile networks of the second and the third generations has
been followed by an increase in the interest in methods
for dimensioning and optimization of networks servicing
multi-rate traffic. In traffic theory, the issues on the prob-
lem are increasingly becoming part of the mainstream anal-
ysis [1]–[11]. This situation is primarily caused by the spe-
cial conditions in the construction of these networks, and
by the construction of the infrastructure of the access ra-
dio network in particular – as its development or extension
needs a precise definition and assessment of clients’ needs
and is relatively time-consuming. Cellular network opera-
tors define, on the basis of service level agreement (SLA),
a set of the key performance indicator (KPI) parameters
that serve as determinants in the process of network di-
mensioning and optimization [12]. Dimensioning can be
presented as an unending and on-going process of ana-
lyzing and designing of the network. To make this work
effective it is thus necessary to work out algorithms that
would, in a reliable way, model the parameters of a de-
signed network [13].
One of the mechanisms that should be analyzed in view
of performance (expectations) are radio access algorithms.
This article discusses and analyzes packet scheduling that is
used for transmission of background and interactive traffic
(the guaranteed minimum bandwidth is not a requirement),
but also for the streaming class, which requires the mini-
mum bandwidth, not being at the same time very sensitive
to delays. The conversational traffic class is carried without
scheduling on dedicated channels [14].
The paper has been divided into five sections. Section 2
recalls basic model of a full-availability group (FAG) with
multi-rate traffic which is used in the model presented
in Section 3. Section 3 describes an analytical model of

the full-availability group with traffic compression. Sec-
tion 4 shows application of the model in the universal
mobile telecommunication system (UMTS) network for
modeling of the wideband code division multiple access
(WCDMA) interface with packet scheduling. This section
also includes the results obtained in the study of the system.
The final Section 5 sums up the discussion.

2. Model of the FAG
Let us assume that the total capacity of the full-availability
group with multi-rate traffic is equal to V basic band-
width units (BBUs). The group is offered M indepen-
dent classes of Poisson traffic streams having the inten-
sities: λ1,λ2, ...,λM. The class i call requires ti BBUs to
set up a connection. The holding time for calls of particular
classes has an exponential distribution with the parameters:
µ1,µ2, ...,µM . Thus, the mean traffic offered to the system
by the class i traffic stream is equal to:

Ai = λi/µi. (1)

The demanded resources in the group for servicing partic-
ular classes can be treated as a call demanding an integer
number of (BBUs) [15]. The value of BBU, i.e., RBBU ,
is calculated as the greatest common divisor of all resources
demanded by traffic classes offered to the system:

RBBU = GCD(Ri, ...,RM), (2)

where Ri is the amount of resources demanded by class i

call in kbit/s.
The multi-dimensional Markov process in FAG can be ap-
proximated by the one-dimensional Markov chain which
can be described by Kaufman-Roberts recursion [16], [17]:

n [Pn]V =
M

∑
i=1

Aiti [Pn−ti ]V , (3)

where [Pn]V is the probability of state n BBUs being busy,
and ti is the number of BBUs required by a class i call:

ti = ⌊Ri/RBBU⌋. (4)

On the basis of formula (3) the blocking probability Ei for
class i stream can be expressed as follows:

Ei =
V

∑
n=V−ti+1

[Pn]V , (5)

where V is the total capacity of the group and is expressed
in BBUs (V = ⌊Vphy/RBBU⌋, where Vphy is the physical
capacity of group in kbit/s).
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The diagram in Fig. 1 corresponds to formula (3) for
the system with two call streams (M = 2, t1 = 1, t2 = 2).
The yi(n) symbol denotes the so-called reverse transition

rate of a class i service stream outgoing from state n. This
parameter can be calculated on the basis of the local equa-
tions of equilibrium in the Markov chain [16], [18]:

yi(n) =

{

Ai [Pn−ti ]V / [Pn]V for n ≤V,
0 for n > V.

(6)

Fig. 1. Fragment of a diagram of the one-dimensional Markov
chain in a multi-rate system (M = 2, t1 = 1, t2 = 2).

The reverse transition rate determines the average number
of class i calls serviced in the state n.

3. The FAG with Compression

The following section recall the basics assumptions of the
model of a full-availability group with traffic compression
which was firstly described in [11].
Let as assume now that a full-availability group services
a mixture of different multi-rate traffic streams with the
compression property. This means that in the traffic mix-
ture there are such calls in which a change in demands
(requirements) follows evenly as the result of the overload
of the system.
In this group it is assumed that the system services simul-
taneously a mixture of different multi-rate traffic classes,
while these classes are divided into two sets: classes whose
calls can change requirements (demands) while being ser-
viced and classes that do not change their demands in their
service time.
In the considered model the following notation is used:

• Mk denotes a set of classes with the possibility of
compression, while Mk = |Mk| is the number of com-
pressed traffic classes.

• Mnk is a set of classes without compression, and
Mnk = |Mnk| denotes the number of classes without
compression.

It was assumed in the model that all classes undergo-
ing compression were compressed in the same degree.
The measure of a possible change of requirements is max-

imum compression coefficient that determines the ratio of
the maximum demands to minimum demands for a given

traffic classes. The coefficient Kmax can be determined on
the basis of the dependence:

∀ j∈Mk
Kmax =

t j,max

t j,min

, (7)

where t j,max and t j,min denote, respectively, the maximum
and the minimum number of basic bandwidth units de-
manded by a call of class j.
We assume that the system will be treated as a full-
availability group with multi-rate traffic. The occupancy
distribution in such a system can be expressed by the re-
cursive Kaufman-Roberts formula (3), under the assump-
tion that the amount of required resources by calls of the
classes with compression property is minimum. In the case
of a system carrying a mixture of traffic streams that un-
dergo and do not undergo compression, the occupancy dis-
tribution (3) will be more conveniently expressed by divid-
ing the two types of traffic1:

n [Pn]V =
Mnk

∑
i=1

Aiti [Pn−ti ]V

+
Mk

∑
j=1

A jt j,min

[

Pn−t j,min

]

V
, (8)

where t j,min is the minimum number of demanded BBUs in
a given occupation state of the system by a call of class j

that belongs to the set Mk.
The blocking (loss) coefficient in the full-availability group
will be determined by the dependence (6) that, in the con-
sidered case, will take on the following form:

Ei = Bi =















V

∑
n=V−ti+1

[Pn]V for i ∈ Mnk,

V

∑
n=V−ti,min+1

[Pn]V for i ∈ Mk.
(9)

In equations (8) and (9), the model is characterized by the
parameter ti,min which is the minimum number of BBUs
demanded by a call of class i under the conditions of
maximum compression. Such an approach is indispens-
able to determine the blocking probabilities in the system
with compression, since blocking states will occur in the
conditions of maximum compression. The maximum com-
pression determines such occupancy states of the system in
which further decrease in the demands of calls of class i is
not possible.
In order to determine a possibility of the compression of
the system it is necessary to evaluate the number and the
kind of calls serviced in a given occupancy state of the sys-
tem. For this purpose we can use formula (5) that makes it
possible to determine the average number of calls of class i

serviced in the occupancy state n BBUs. This dependence,

1Further on in the paper, the terms “a set of classes with the possibility
of compression” and “class with the possibility of compression”, will
be simplified to a “a set of classes with compression” and, respectively,
a “class with compression”.
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under the assumption of the maximum compression, can
be written in the following way:

yi(n) =











Ai[Pn−ti ]V
[Pn]V

for i ∈ Mnk,

Ai

[

Pn−ti,min

]

V

[Pn]V
for i ∈ Mk.

(10)

On the basis of formula (10), knowing the demands of
individual calls, we can thus determine the total average
carried traffic in state n, under the assumption of the max-
imum compression:

Ymax(n) = Y nk(n)+Y k
max(n)

=
Mnk

∑
i=1

yi(n)ti +
Mk

∑
j=1

y j(n)t j,min, (11)

where Y k
max(n) is the average number of busy BBUs in

state n occupied by calls that undergo compression, whereas
Y nk(n) is the average number of busy BBUs in state n

occupied by calls without compression.
Let us assume that the value of the parameter Y nk(n) refers
to non-compressed traffic and is independent of the com-
pression of the remaining calls. The real values of carried
traffic, corresponding to state n (determined in the condi-
tion of maximum compression), will depend on the number
of free BBUs in the system. We assume that the real system
operates in such a way as to guarantee the maximum use
of the resources, i.e., a call of a compressed class always
tends to occupy free resources and decreases its maximum
demands in a least possible way. Thus, the real traffic
value Y (n), carried in a system in a given state correspond-
ing to state n (determined in maximum compression) can
be expressed in the following way2:

Y (n) = Y nk(n)+Y k(n) =
Mnk

∑
i=1

yi(n)ti +
Mk

∑
j=1

y j(n)t j(n). (12)

The parameter t j(n) in formula (12) determines the real
value of a demand of class j in state n:

∀ j∈Mk
t j,min < t j(n) ≤ t j,max. (13)

The measure of the degree of compression in state n is
the compression coefficient ξk(n), which can be expressed
in the following way:

t j(n) = t j,minξk(n). (14)

Taking into consideration (14), the average number of busy
BBUs occupied by calls with compression can be written
thus:

Y k(n) =
Mk

∑
j=1

y j(n)t j(n) = ξk(n)
Mk

∑
j=1

y j(n)t j,min. (15)

2Further on in the description, to simplify the description, we will use
the term “in state n” instead of the description “a given state n in maximum
compression”.

We assume in the considered model that the system operates
in such a way that guarantees the maximum use of available
resources and this means that calls that undergo compres-
sion will always tend to occupy free resources, decreasing
their demands in the least possible way. The other param-

Fig. 2. Exemplary system with compression.

eter of the considered system, beside the blocking (loss)
probability, is the average number of busy BBUs in the
system occupied by calls with compression (formula (15)).
In order to determine this parameter, the knowledge of
the compression coefficient ξk(n) is indispensable. This
coefficient can also be defined as the ratio of potentially
available resources for the service of calls with compres-
sion to the resources occupied by these calls in the state of
maximum compression. Thus, we can write (Fig. 2):

ξk(n) =
V −Y nk(n)

Y k
max(n)

=
V −Ynk(n)

n−Ynk(n)
. (16)

The numerator in formula (16) expresses the total amount
of resources of the system which can be occupied by calls
of the class with compression, whereas the denominator
can be interpreted as the amount of resources which can
be occupied by the calls of the class with compression, un-
der the assumption that the system (FAG) is in the state n

BBUs being busy. A constraint to the value of the coeffi-
cient (16) is the maximum compression coefficient deter-
mined on the basis of the dependence (7). This constraint
can be taken into account by defining formally the com-
pression coefficient in the following way:

ξk(n) =

{

Kmax for ξk(n) ≥ Kmax,
ξk(n) for 1 ≤ ξk(n) < Kmax.

(17)

The compression coefficient determined by formula (17)
is not dependent on the traffic class. This results from
the adopted assumption in the model of the same degree of
compression for all traffic classes that undergo the mecha-
nism of compression.
Knowing the value of the compression coefficient in every
state n, we can determine the average resources occupied
by calls of class j with compression:

Y k
j =

V

∑
n=0

y j(n)
[

ξk(n)t j,min

]

[Pn]V . (18)
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On the basis of the average resources occupied by calls of
class j, we can determine the average resources occupied
by calls of all traffic classes with compression:

Y k =
Mk

∑
j=0

Y k
j . (19)

Let us note that the value Y k in formula (19) is the av-
erage carried traffic in the system by calls which undergo
compression.

4. Application of the Model

4.1. UMTS Architecture

Let us consider the structure of the UMTS network illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The presented network consists of three
functional blocks designated, respectively: UE (user equip-
ment), UTRAN (UMTS terrestrial radio access network)
and CN (core network). The following notation has been
adopted in Fig. 3: RNC is the radio network controller,
WCDMA is a radio interface and Iub is the interface con-
necting node B and RNC. In the dimensioning process

Fig. 3. Elements of the UMTS network structure.

for the UMTS network, an appropriate dimensioning of
the connections in the access part (UTRAN), i.e., the radio
interface between the user and node B, and the Iub connec-
tions between node B and the radio network controller, has
a particular significance. The issues pertaining to Iub inter-
face dimensioning are already discussed in the subject liter-
ature, for example in the earlier work of the present authors,
e.g., [19], also models dedicated for radio interface dimen-
sioning are widely discussed in the subject literature, for
example in earlier works of the present authors, e.g., [11],
[20]–[23], whereas those dealing with dimensioning of the
WCDMA interface with the packet scheduling functionality
have not been hitherto addressed in a satisfactory way.

4.2. Packet Scheduling

Packet scheduling is an important mechanism that should
be included in the analysis of the efficiency of the WCDMA
radio interface in the UMTS networks. In the relevant liter-
ature we can consider user-specific and cell-specific packet
scheduling algorithms [14].
In user-specific packet scheduling, scheduler controls the
use of transport channels and their bit rate depending on
the volume of traffic, informing of a demand for packet
bearers with appropriate bit rates.
Cell-specific scheduler is responsible for appropriate dis-
tribution of the capacity of the base station between users
of non-real time services (i.e., background, interactive and
streaming). Bit rates assigned to users are controlled ev-
ery 100 ms – 1 s and if the load approaches the target load
level, the scheduler can reduce the load by decreasing bit
rates of the packet bearer. The change in the capacity for
scheduled connections in relation to the resources assigned
for non-scheduled connections is presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Illustration of cell-specific packet scheduler.

An example of the operation of the algorithm is presented
in Fig. 5, where the calls of non-real time connections
(based on the user-specific scheduler) are admitted until
target load level is reached and then, in the case of a con-

Fig. 5. An example of operation of the packet scheduler.
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tinuing arrival process of new calls, connections are com-
pressed.
Figure 5 shows relation between the load of the inter-
face and the number of serviced calls. In Fig. 5 the first
arriving call required 384 kbit/s and it was admitted for ser-
vice, the second arriving call which required 384 kbit/s
was also admitted for service. When the third call ar-
rived it also required 384 kbit/s and was not admitted,
but the compression mechanism of one of already admit-
ted calls to 256 kbit/s was applied and the call is assigned
the resources of 256 kbit/s. The last forth arriving call
required 384 kbit/s and it was not admitted, but the recon-
figuration of the resources ensues (as it is presented in the
figure).
With compression mechanisms, one of the ways of the bit
rate analysis is to base the evaluation on the average bit
rate. The WCDMA interface with packet scheduling can be
treated as the full-availability group with multi-rate traffic
and compression property (Section 3).

4.3. Calculation Algorithm

On the basis of the considerations presented in Sections 2
and 3, the algorithm of blocking probability Ei and average
occupied traffic Y k

i calculations for the WCDMA interface
may be written in the form of Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm of blocking probabilities cal-
culation in the downlink direction

1. Calculation of offered traffic load Ai of class i Eq. (1).

2. Designation of the value of tBBU as the greatest com-
mon divisor Eq. (2).

3. Determination of the value of ti as the integer number
of demanded resources by class i calls Eq. (4).

4. Calculation of state probabilities [Pn]V in FAG
Eq. (8).

5. Designation of the blocking probability of
class i Eq. (9).

6. Determination of the reverse transition rate for
class i Eq. (10).

7. Calculation of the average compression coeffi-
cient Eq. (17).

8. Determination of the average traffic of class i carried
by WCDMA Eq. (18).

4.4. Numerical Study

The proposed analytical model of the WCDMA interface
is an approximate one. Thus, the results of the analytical
calculations of the WCDMA interface were compared with
the results of the simulation experiments. The study was

carried out for users demanding a set of following services
in the downlink direction:

• Class 1: speech – t1,min = 12 kbit/s = 12 BBUs.

• Class 2: video – t2,min = 64 kbit/s = 64 BBUs.

• Cass 3: data 384/384 – t3,min = 128 kbit/s =
128 BBUs (non-real time service).

In the presented study, it was assumed that:

• The hard capacity of the WCDMA interface in the
downlink direction [13], [23].

• RBBU was equal to 1 kbit/s.

• The coefficient Kmax was equal to 3.

• The capacity of the WCDMA interface was lim-
ited to 80% of the physical capacity: VDL =
1600 kbit/s = 1600 BBUs.

• The services were offered in the following propor-
tions:

A1t1 : A2t2 : A3t3 = 15 : 5 : 40.

It was assumed that the main part of traffic is gen-
erated by data service followed by speech service,
while the smallest part of traffic comes from video
service.

Figure 6 shows the dependency of the blocking probability
in relation to traffic offered per BBU in the WCDMA inter-
face. The presented results were obtained for the minimum
value of required (demanded) resources for traffic classes
with the compression property.

Fig. 6. Blocking probabilities for all traffic classes carried by the
WCDMA interface.

Figures 8 and 7 present the influence of traffic offered
per BBU in the WCDMA interface on the average carried
traffic by WCDMA (Fig. 7), and on the value of the comp-
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ression coefficient (Fig. 8). It can be noticed that the ex-
ponential dependence characterizes the plots corresponding
to the traffic class with compression in both figures. The
linear relation between compression coefficient and the av-
erage carried traffic (see Eq. (18)) explains the similar char-
acter of the curves in the both figures. The results con-

Fig. 7. Average carried traffic for particular classes serviced by
the WCDMA interface.

firm strong dependence between the average carried traffic
(throughput) and the load of the system – the more over-
loaded system the lower value of throughput. The character
of the curves results from the decrease of the amount of
resources required by a call of class with compression: the
more overloaded system the smaller demands of the calls
with compression.

Fig. 8. Compression coefficient in relation to traffic offered to
the WCDMA interface.

The results of the simulations are shown in the charts in
the form of marks with 95% confidence intervals calculated

after the t-student distribution. 95% confidence intervals
of the simulation are almost included within the marks plot-
ted in the figures.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new analytical model with compres-
sion that finds its application in modeling the WCDMA
interface with packet scheduler, in the UMTS network, car-
rying a mixture of different multi-rate traffic classes.
The presented analytical method allows to determine the
blocking probability for all traffic classes serviced by the
WCDMA interface. It should be noted that in the model we
assume the “worst case” approach in the WCDMA model-
ing and dimensioning that makes our calculations indepen-
dent of the way of operation of the scheduler [24], which
underlines the universal character of the method.
It is worth emphasizing that the described analytical model
could be used for a determination of the average carried
traffic for particular traffic classes serviced by the WCDMA
interface.
The KPI, being an indispensable element of SLA, can be
defined differently depending on the kind of the receiver
of information. Thus, KPI will be defined differently for
engineering staff and differently for non-technical staff often
involved in decision making concerning expenditures that
are to ensure appropriate quality of services. While such
parameter as the blocking probability is well understood by
engineers, clients and non-technical staff may have some
problems with the interpretation of the indicator and this
group of users will rather prefer the average value as being
more intuitive.
The average value of carried traffic is also very charac-
teristic for some services such as data (e.g., file transfer
protocol – FTP). With regards to the above factors, a ne-
cessity appears of a skilful use of the average value of car-
ried traffic as the initial value in the process of designing
and dimensioning of the UMTS networks without violat-
ing the basic merits of the adopted model that are necessary
for a system to operance successfully. Thus, this parame-
ter is an important factor in 3G network capacity calcula-
tions, i.e., in dimensioning and optimization of WCDMA
and Iub interfaces.
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Paper Perspective for Using
the Optical Frequency Standards

in Realization of the Second
Karol Radecki

Abstract—The second is currently defined by the microwave
transition in cesium atoms. Optical clocks offer the prospects
of stabilities and reproducibilities that exceed those of cesium.
This paper reviews the progress in frequency standards based
on optical transitions, recommended by International Com-
mittee for Weights and Measures, as a secondary representa-
tion of the second. The operation of these standards is briefly
described and factors affecting stability and accuracy of these
and some new optical clocks are discussed.

Keywords—atomic clocks, atomic time scale, optical frequency

standards.

1. Introduction

The best realization of the SI second today is served by
cesium fountain primary frequency standards. The fre-
quency accuracy of atomic time scale TAI realized by these
standards is less than 10−15 [1]–[3].
Commercial cesium clocks installed in time laboratories
realize the second with accuracy and long term stability
of 10−14. In laboratories, the active hydrogen masers are
also installed, with short term instability better then 10−15.
Commercial cesium and hydrogen masers standards con-
tribute to the reliability and frequency stability of the
atomic time scale, but they do not contribute to the re-
alization of the second.
Over the past decade metrologists at various time and fre-
quency standards laboratories have investigate the so-called
forbidden optical transitions in cold trapped atoms and sin-
gle ions. As clock transitions they have two major advan-
tages: their frequencies are five orders of magnitude higher
than the cesium frequency and natural linewidths are in
the region of 1 Hz. This leads to high quality factors of
these lines. However, the observed linewidths are larger,
in the range up to few hundred Hz. Because the instabil-
ity of optical clock is inversely proportional to the quality
factor of the observed spectral line, it could be possible to
achieve the short term stability of a few orders of magni-
tude better, assuming the number of atoms and transition
interrogation time is the same.
Optical frequencies can be measured precisely by the fem-
tosecond comb [4] and compared to cesium frequency with
high accuracy.
Optical clocks offer the prospects of stabilities and repro-
ducibilities that exceeds those of cesium. Today some opti-
cal clocks, based on 88Sr+, 199Hg+, 171Yb+, may be used

as a secondary representation of the second [5], [6]. Re-
cently, two optical clocks, based on 27Al+ ions and neutral
87Sr atoms, demonstrated systematic uncertainties which
significantly exceed the current best evaluations of cesium
primary standards. The progress in optical clocks is so
rapid that in the near future the redefinition of the second
will be most probably required.

2. Requirements for Optical Clock
Transition

The main requirements for optical clock transition are a nar-
row natural line (linewidth less than 1 Hz) and the ability
of their observation with the highest possible resolution.
Transition frequency should also be unaffected by external
electric and magnetic fields.
The clock transitions observed in number of laboratories
worldwide are the weak, forbidden optical transitions in
a single cold ion or cold atoms cloud.
In 2006 the International Committee for Weights and Mea-
sures (CIPM) recommended four optical transitions, which
may be used as secondary representation of the second
(Table 1) [5].

Table 1
Recommended optical clock transitions (2006)

Atom/
ion

Transition Frequency of transition/
uncertainty

87Sr 5s2 1S0 −5s5p 3P0 429 228 004 229 877 Hz/

1.5 ·10−14

88Sr+ 5s 2S1/2 −4d 2D5/2 444 779 044 095 484 Hz/

7 ·10−15

171Yb+ 6s 2S1/2(F = 0)− 688 358 979 309 308 Hz/

5d 2D3/2(F = 2) 9 ·10−15

191Hg+ 5d106s 2S1/2(F = 0)− 1 064 721 609 899 145 Hz/

5d96s2 2D5/2(F = 2) 3 ·10−15

The CIPM has established the Working Group to review
and discuss the uncertainty budget for possible optical can-
didates. It is required, that the selected frequency must
have evaluated and documented uncertainty to the same
level as it is required for primary standards contributing to
international atomic time. In addition it is required, that
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this uncertainty should be not worse than 10 times value
that is for the best primary frequency standard.
Table 1 gives the values of recommended by CPIM 2006
unperturbed ground-state hyperfine the frequency tran-
sitions and estimated relative standard uncertainties. At
present, due to progress in the optical clocks and the mea-
surements systems, these parameters are evaluated more
accurately.
The instability of the frequency standard that is operated
in the interrogation cycles of duration T can be written
as [7], [8]:

σy(τ) ≈
C

SNR ·Q

√

T

Nτ
, (1)

where: C is the constant that depends on the interrogation
scheme, Q is the resonance quality factor Q = f0/∆ f , ∆ f is
the linewidth of resonance line centered at frequency f0,
SNR is signal to noise ratio (SNR≈ 1 if limited by quantum
projection noise), T is the interrogation time (it should not
be significantly larger than 1/∆ f because of the stability
degradation), N is the total number of atoms/ions.
If we assume quantum limited operation of the 199Hg+

clock, ∆ f = 10 Hz, N = 1 ion and Rabi excitation pulse
of T = 100 ms, then the expected instability is σy(τ) ≈

3 · 10−15τ−1/2. Similarly for the 87Sr optical lattice clock
and N = 104 atoms, the instability is about σy(τ) ≈

7 ·10−17τ−1/2. For comparison the instability of 133Cs
fountain clock with ∆ f = 1 Hz, T = 1 s and N = 106 atoms
is expected to be σy(τ) ≈ 5 ·10−14τ−1/2.

3. Look into Possible Optical Time and
Frequency Standards

The main requirement for optical frequency standard is the
need for highly stable laser which is disciplined by the clock
transition in the trapped cold ion or neutral atoms. This
is the so-called forbidden transition with natural linewidth
of 1 Hz or less. The wideband femtosecond comb [4] is
applied for precise comparison of optical frequency of the
resonance line with cesium microwave frequency.
Ion or atomic trap works in cycles. The measurement cycle
comprises laser cooling, state preparation, excitation of the
clock transition and detection. Clock transitions are excited
in a weak external magnetic field using Rabi or Ramsey
pulse technique.

3.1. Optical Clocks Based on Single Ions

Recommended by CIPM 2006 clock transitions are: the
5s 2S1/2 ↔ 4d 2D5/2 in 88Sr+, the 5d106s 2S1/2(F = 0,
mF = 0) ↔ 5d96s2 2D5/2(F = 2,mF = 0) in 199Hg+ and
the 6s 2S1/2(F = 0, mF = 0) ↔ 5d 2D3/2(F = 2, mF = 0)

in 171Yb+. There are quadrupole transitions with natural
linewidths of 0.4 Hz, 1.1 Hz and 3.1 Hz, respectively.
Ions are confined in RF traps and laser cooled to the so-
called Lamb-Dicke limit. This greatly reduces the Doppler

broadening and frequency shift associated with ions motion
relative to the excitation clock radiation.
Partial energy levels schemes of 199Hg+ and 171Yb+, are
very similar (Figs. 1 and 2). Clock transitions are excited in
a small external magnetic field (∼ 1 µT) between mF = 0

sublevels with no first order Zeeman shift.

Fig. 1. Partial energy levels scheme of 199Hg+.

Fig. 2. Partial energy levels scheme of 171Yb+.

A single trapped 199Hg+ ion is laser cooling using λ =
194 nm. After cooling, ion is prepared in 2S1/2(F = 0,
mF = 0). To probe the transition, the λ = 282 nm laser
radiation is used. The clock transition is observed on
λ = 194 nm using quantum jumps technique. The line
shape is measured from the statistics of many quantum
jumps during discrete laser frequency sweeping across
the clock transition. The measured linewidth of 6.5 Hz
has been demonstrated with Rabi excitation pulse 120 ms
long [9], [10].
Frequency instability of 5 ·10−15 at τ = 1 s was measured.
In comparison with the 27Al+ standard, the systematic frac-
tional uncertainty of Hg+ standard was estimated to be less
than 3 · 10−17 [11]. The systematic uncertainty through
comparison with Cs NIST-F1 frequency standard is esti-
mated at 7 · 10−16 [12]. Optical cryogenic clock based
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on 199Hg+ are now investigated at National Institute of
Standard and Technology (NIST), USA.
In the 171Yb+ clock, the λ = 369 nm laser radiation with
repumper sideband is used for cooling ion (Fig. 2). Af-
ter cooling, the ion is prepared in 2S1/2(F = 0, mF = 0).
To probe the transition, the λ = 436 nm laser radiation is
used. The clock transition is observed on λ = 369 nm using
quantum jumps technique.
The measured linewidth of 30 Hz has been demonstrated
with Rabi excitation pulse 30 ms long. The system-
atic uncertainty through comparison with PTB Cs stan-
dards is 1.5 · 10−15 [13]. Optical clocks based on 171Yb+

are investigated at Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt,
Germany (PTB) and British National Physics Labora-
tory (NPL).
The partial energy levels scheme for the 88Sr+ ion is shown
in Fig. 3. The ion is laser cooled using radiations at both
λ = 422 nm and λ = 1092 nm.

Fig. 3. Partial energy levels scheme of 88Sr+.

In contrast to 199Hg+ and 171Yb+ ions the 88Sr+ ion has the
linear Zeeman sensitivity to magnetic external field. This
field split the clock transition into five pairs of Zeeman
components, symmetrically located about the line centre.
By probing one pair of components, cancellation of linear
shift is achieved. The clock operates by stabilizing the
interrogation laser to the mean transition frequency of the
pair mJ = ±1/2, ∆mJ = 0 clock transitions.
The resonance linewidth is 9 Hz with Rabi excitation pulse
100 ms long [14]. The fractional systematic uncertainty
through comparison with NPL primary Cs standard is es-
timated at 3 ·10−15 [15].
Optical standards with 88Sr+ are investigated at the NPL
and National Research Council (NRC), Canada.
Recently, the optical clock transition 1S0 −

3 P0 (with natu-
ral linewidth of 8 mHz) has been observed in 27Al+ ion,
which cannot be directly laser cooled (λ = 167 nm). The
group at NIST [16] solved that problem by using sympa-
thetic laser cooling of 27Al+ through the 9Be+ ion medium.
Both ions are coupled together in the ion trap (by Coulomb
interaction) and can be cooled using λ = 313 nm radiation
in 9Be+. The 27Al+ ion is probed at λ = 267.4 nm clock
transition.

Fig. 4. Transfer of the 27Al+ clock state to detectable states in
9Be+ [16].

Clock transition information is sent to 9Be+ using quantum
logic technique (Fig. 4). Pulse sequence maps the 27Al+

clock state 1S0 to detectable states (2S1/2 F = 1) in logic
9Be+ ion through the ions motional state, using 1S0 −

3 P1

vibrational excitation λ = 267 nm and Raman transition
λ = 313 nm. Fluorescence photons on λ = 313 nm are
counted if 27Al+ ion is in 3P0 state. The clock operates by
stabilizing the interrogation laser to the mean transition fre-
quency of the pair mF = ±5/2, ∆mF = 0 clock transitions.
The systematic uncertainty through the comparison with
199Hg+ frequency standard is estimated at 2.3 ·10−17 [11].

3.2. Optical Clocks Based on Neutral Atoms

Recommended clock transition 5s2 1S0 − 5s5p 3P0 (λ =
698 nm) in neutral 87Sr atoms has the natural linewidth
of 1 mHz. Partial energy levels scheme for 87Sr atom are
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Partial energy levels scheme of 87Sr.

Neutral atoms are trapped and cooled in magneto optical
trap (MOT) operated on λ = 461 nm transition. Two re-
pumping lasers (λ = 707 nm and λ = 679 nm) are used to
prevent atom loss into the 3P2 state. In a second stage of
MOT, the atoms are cooled on λ = 689 nm transition to
a final temperature of 2.5 µK. After cooling the atoms are
loaded into optical lattice trap. Optical lattice greatly re-
duce the motional effects of atoms and allow for extension
interrogation times of probing laser [17].
The clock operates at two transitions 1S0(F = 9/2, mF =
±9/2) ↔ 3P0(F = 9/2, mF = ±9/2) excited on λ =
698 nm and observed by measuring fluorescence on
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λ = 461 nm. The clock centre frequency is found by taking
the average frequency of both transition peaks. The reso-
nance linewidth of 10 Hz with Rabi excitation pulse 80 ms
long was observed [18].
The fractional systematic uncertainty of 87Sr clock through
comparison with 40Ca NIST clock and NIST H-maser was
evaluated at 1.5 ·10−16 [19], [20].
Optical standards with 87Sr are investigated at National In-
stitute of Standard and Technology (NIST) USA, Labora-
toire National de Métrologie et d’Essais (LNE-SYRTE),
Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt Germany (PTB),
National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ) and Univer-
sity of Tokyo.
Optical clocks based on neutral 40Ca, 199Hg and 171Yb
atoms are also developed [21]–[24]. In contrast to 87Sr and
171Yb neutral mercury has low sensitivity to black body
radiation and has the potential to achieve uncertainty at
10−18 level [25].

3.3. Stability and Accuracy

Recently evaluated (2007/2008) systematic uncertainties
and short term stabilities (τ = 100 s) for the optical clocks
recommended by CIPM are summarized in Table 2. In
the single ion frequency standards a significant uncertainty
can arise from uncancelled electric quadrupole shift and
quadratic Zeeman effect.

Table 2
Systematic uncertainties and stabilities

for various optical clocks

Optical 87Sr/ 88Sr+/ 171Yb+/ 191Hg+/ 27Al+/

clocks 40Ca 133Cs 171Yb+ 27Al+ 191Hg+

σy(τ) 6 ·10−15 3 ·10−15 10−15 4 ·10−16 4 ·10−16

100 s

uB 1.5 ·10−16 3 ·10−15 1.5 ·10−15 1.9 ·10−17 2.3 ·10−17

The 199Hg+ and 27Al+ clock frequencies were measured
relatively each other, and to the NIST-F1 cesium foun-
tain [11], [16]. In both ion standards inaccuracies at
2− 3 · 10−17 were evaluated. The dominant uncertainties
in the 199Hg+ standard are due to the AC quadratic Zee-
man effect and the magnetic field orientation, but in the
27Al+ the dominant components are due to the micromo-
tion and secular 2nd order Doppler shifts. The black-body
radiation shift for the 199Hg+ standard is negligible because
the ion trap is operated at liquid helium temperature (4.2K).
However, the black-body radiation shift for the 27Al+ stan-
dard is unusually small at the normal operating temperature
(∼ 10−17 at 300K).
Similarly low level uncertainty at 10−16 level was eval-
uated for the 87Sr clock compared with 40Ca optical
clock [18], [20]. The dominant systematic uncertainty arose
from lattice laser field, the room temperature black body
radiation and interatomic collisions.

The 88Sr+ and 171Yb+ optical clocks have been evaluated
in comparison with Cs primary atomic clock. Experiments
which allow for the tests of frequency stability and eval-
uation of systematic frequency shifts by comparing two
identical clocks are currently underway.

Fig. 6. Short term stability diagrams for optical clocks.

Figure 6 shows short term stability graphs for cesium foun-
tains (FOM/FO2) and presently investigated optical clocks
as a function of averaging time. The combined short
term instability between FO2 and FOM (LNE-SYRTE) is
8.4 · 10−14τ−1/2. Recently measured fractional frequency
instability of the 27Al+/199Hg+ optical frequency compar-
ison is σy(τ) ≈ 4 · 10−15τ−1/2 for measurement duration
τ > 10 s. Under assumption that both clocks contribute
the same uncorrelated noise to the statistical measurement
uncertainty, the short term stability of 2.8 ·10−15τ−1/2 for
each clock is derived [11].

4. Summary

Narrow optical transitions observed in many atoms and ions
are now promising candidates for next generation of high
performance frequency standards. Recent advances in op-
tical frequency measurements technique allow to achieve
very high accuracy of remote optical clocks comparison
over kilometer distances. Through this comparison, the un-
certainty of optical clocks placed in different laboratories
can be evaluated at the 10−16 or at better level.
Optical clocks based on recommended by CIPM 2006 tran-
sitions are still in progress. To date optical standards based
on 199Hg+ ion, neutral 87Sr atoms and new one based
on 27Al+ ion, have demonstrated systematic uncertainties
which significantly exceed (10 times) the current best eval-
uations of cesium primary standards.
Presently it is not clear what kind of clocks will be the best:
single trapped ion or neutral atoms lattice clock [26]. Lat-
tice clocks combine the advantages of trapped single ions
and the large number of neutral atoms: long storage times
and the good signal-to-noise ratio. These clocks require
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precise and long term compensation of the large frequency
shift associated with the lattice laser field. Promising can-
didate for reaching the ultimate performance of lattice clock
is neutral mercury because of a low sensitivity to blackbody
radiation (20 times smaller than Sr).
It seems that the optical clocks with instabilities and inaccu-
racies at 10−18 level are expected in the time and frequency
laboratories over the next several years. The progress in op-
tical clocks is so rapid that in the near future the redefinition
of the second will be most probably required.
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Paper PHY Abstraction Methods
for OFDM and NOFDM Systems

Adrian Kliks, Andreas Zalonis, Ioannis Dagres, Andreas Polydoros, and Hanna Bogucka

Abstract— In the paper various PHY abstraction methods for
both orthogonal and non-orthogonal systems are presented,
which allow to predict the coded block error rate (BLER)
across the subcarriers transmitting this FEC-coded block for
any given channel realization. First the efficiency of the se-
lected methods is investigated and proved by the means of
computer simulations carried out in orthogonal muticarrier
scenario. Presented results are followed by the generalization
and theoretical extension of these methods for non-orthogonal
systems.

Keywords— orthogonal and non-orthogonal multicarrier sys-

tems, PHY abstraction methods.

1. Introduction

In the past where multi-modal operation was not an option,
the role of performance evaluation (analytically or by sim-
ulation) was to simply check whether a given signal design
met the pre-specified performance requirements. The av-
erage performance of a system was quantified by using
the topology and the channel macro-characteristics in order
to compute a geometric (or average) signal-to-interference
plus noise ratio (SINR) distribution across the cell. If there
were degrees of freedom either for transmitter-based signal
design or for receiver-based algorithmic choice, then the
role of performance evaluation was to pick the right set of
parameter values so as to optimize a performance metric.
In that sense, performance evaluation started becoming an
integral part of the system design process itself, and the mo-
tivation thus arose to have simple analytic forms for these
performance results which would make them amenable to
easy parametric optimization.
Once the design aspect advances to become multi-modal
and multi-parametric at both sides of the transmission link
(e.g., current orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) based systems: 3rd generation partnership project-
long term evolution (3GPP-LTE), worldwide interoperabil-
ity for microwave access (WiMAX)), the task of link-
performance evaluation becomes not only germane to the
design procedure itself, but the effective and efficient rep-
resentation of this parameterized performance in ways that
are compact (parsimonious) yet accurate comprises a main
challenge of the optimization task.
Compact-description models are also of great interest in
the context of evaluation methodologies (EVM’s) which
are currently being developed for various systems in the re-
spective standardization bodies (e.g., IEEE 802.16m Task
Group [1]). The goal of this type of physical-layer (PHY)
abstraction is to determine the performance of a given

link and thus avoid the need for extensive simulation.
This “simulation-shortcut” accelerates the corresponding
system-level simulations where a large number of physical-
layer-related links need to be taken into account. The ab-
straction should be accurate, computationally simple, rel-
atively independent of channel models, and extensible to
interference models and multi-antenna processing.
A very novel and challenging task is to define the proper
(PHY) abstraction methods for the non-orthogonal mutli-
carrier (NOMC) systems, which are gaining the interest in
the area of considered future wireless communication tech-
niques. In the case of non-orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (NOFDM) signals, the impulses used at the
transmitter overlap each other both in time and in frequency
domain, thus they are not orthogonal. The shape and the
signaling time of the applied impulses can be chosen with-
out any restrictions besides ensuring that the pulses used at
the receiver are biorthogonal to pulses used on the transmit-
ter side. The (NOFDM) systems are the part of the larger
set of generalized mutlicarrier (GMC) systems, where all
of the transmit parameters can be in general chosen without
any specified restriction. Thus a GMC signal set includes
the orthogonal multicarrier signals as well.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: first the
idea of (PHY) abstraction methodology is described and
some possible abstraction methods are presented. These
are followed by some results obtained for (OFDM) sce-
nario. Finally, the main features of (NOFDM) systems are
presented and the proposals for modification of some ab-
straction methods for (NOFDM) case are described. The
whole paper is summarized in the last section.

2. PHY Abstraction Methodology

Physical-layer abstraction methodology for predicting in-
stantaneous link performance for OFDM systems has been
an active area of research and has received considerable
attention in the literature [2]–[11]. The content in this sec-
tion is based on the evaluation methodology document [1]
of the ongoing work in IEEE 802.16m Task.
In a coded OFDM system, the coded block is transmitted
over many subcarriers usually over a frequency selective
channel, resulting in unequal channel gains for the subcarri-
ers, and thus non-uniform and time-varying post-processing
SINR values just prior to decoding. The task of the PHY
abstraction methodology is to predict the coded block error
rate (BLER) across the OFDM subcarriers transmitting this
forward error correction (FEC) coded block for any given
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channel realization (not averaged over the channel statis-
tics). To do that, the vector of post-processing SINR values
at the input to the FEC decoder are also considered as the
input to the PHY abstraction methodology. As the link-level
BLER curves are always generated based on a frequency-
flat channel for various SINR’s, an effective SINR (ESINR)
is required to map the system-level SINR vector on these
link-level BLER curves to determine the resulting BLER.
This mapping is termed effective SINR mapping (ESM).
The PHY abstraction is thus tantamount to compressing the
vector of received SINR values to a single ESINR value,
which can then be further mapped to a BLER number.
Several ESM approaches for predicting the instantaneous
link performance have been proposed in the literature, in-
cluding: mean instantaneous capacity [2]–[4], exponential-
effective SINR mapping (EESM) [5]–[8] and mutual infor-
mation effective SINR mapping (MIESM) [9], [10]. Each
of these approaches uses a different function to map the
vector of SINR values to a single number. In general, any
ESM PHY abstraction method can be described via the
following equation:

SINRe f f = Φ−1

(

1

N

N

∑
n=1

Φ(SINRn)

)

, (1)

where: SINRe f f is the effective SINR, SINRn is the SINR
in the nth subcarrier, N is the number of symbols in a coded
block, or the number of subcarriers used in an OFDM sys-
tem, and Φ is the invertible function that defines the specific
ESM.
Another important abstraction step is the per-tone SINR
computation. All PHY abstraction metrics are computed as
a function of post-processing per-tone SINR values across
the coded block at the input to the decoder. The post-
processing per-tone SINR is therefore dependent on the
transmitter/receiver multiple input multiple output-space
time coding (MIMO-STC) structure used to modulate/
demodulate the symbols.

2.1. PHY Abstraction Methods for OFDM Systems

2.1.1. Mutual Information Based Effective SINR Map-
ping – Received Bit Mutual Information Rate
(RBIR)

The computation of the mutual information per coded
bit can be derived from the received symbol-level mu-
tual information; this approach is termed received bit mu-
tual information rate (RBIR). For a soft-input/soft-output
(SISO)/soft-input/soft-output (SIMO) system the symbol
mutual information (SI) is given by [1]

SI (SINRn,m(n)) = log2 M−
1

M

M

∑
m=1

EU

{

log2

(

1

+
M

∑
k=1,k 6=m

e
−

|Xk−Xm+U |2−|U |2

1/SINRn

)}

, (2)

where: U is zero mean complex Gaussian with variance
1

2SINRn
per component, SINRn is the post-equalizer (SINR)

at the nth symbol or subcarrier and m(n) is the number of
bits at the nth symbol (or subcarrier).
Assuming N subcarriers are used to transmit a coded block,
the normalized mutual information per received bit (RBIR)
is given by

RBIR =
∑N

n=1 SI (SINRn,m(n))

∑N
n=1 m(n)

. (3)

2.1.2. Mutual Information Based Effective SINR Map-
ping – Mean Mutual Information per Bit (MMIB)

The mutual information can be defined on the bit chan-
nel, which is referred as the mutual information per coded
bit. The bit channel is obtained by defining the mutual
information between bit input into the quadrature ampli-
tude modulation (QAM) mapping and log-likelihood ratio
(LLR) output at the receiver. The concept of “bit channel”
encompasses SIMO/MIMO channels and receivers. The
main difference between the bit and symbol level mutual
information (MI) definitions is that the bit LLR reflects the
demodulation process to compute LLR, which was not re-
flected in the symbol-level. The MMIB can be expressed
as [1]

MI =
1

mN

N

∑
n=1

m

∑
i=1

Im,bi(n)(SINRn) =
1

N

N

∑
n=1

Im(SINRn). (4)

The mean mutual information is dependent on the SINR
on each modulation symbol (index n) and the code bit in-
dex i (or ith bit channel), and varies with the constellation
order m. In order to construct a numerical approximation
can be used, for details refer to [1].

2.1.3. Exponential-Effective SINR Mapping (EESM)

The EESM abstraction method is given by [1]

SINRe f f = −β ln

(

1

N

N

∑
n=1

e
− SINRn

β

)

, (5)

where: β is a value for optimization/adjustment that de-
pends on the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and
the encoding block length.

2.2. Evaluation of Selected ESM Methods

In this section a preliminary assessment of the abovemen-
tioned ESM methods for the SISO case are presented. The
simulation parameters are chosen based on the WiMAX
standard, as a typical example of OFDM system with a vari-
ety of operational modes (modulation, coding rate, number
of subchannels). For the selected schemes, 100 different
channel realizations with normalized total power (over the
used subchannels) were produced.
The simulation parameters are:

– channel type: scenario definition in the timing defini-
tion language (TDL), pederastian B for 100 different
channel realizations;
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– subcarrier allocation method: full usage of subchan-
nels (FUSC);

– code type: convolutional turbo code;

– chosen modulation/coding schemes: 4QAM with rate
0.75 for 1 subchannel per coded block (12 bytes);
4QAM with rate 0.75 for 6 subchannels per coded
block (72 bytes); 64QAM with rate 0.5 for 3 sub-
channels per coded block (108 bytes).

In Figs. 1–4 with points are the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) link performance curves, while with solid
line are the different realizations of the frequency selective
case. The figures display the BLER based on the chosen
ESNR metric per different channel realization.

Fig. 1. The BLER based on the RBIR metric, 4-QAM, rate
= 0.75, per 1 subchannel.

Fig. 2. The BLER based on the MMIB metric, 64-QAM, rate =
0.5, per 3 subchannels.

From the system level simulation perspective, the perfor-
mance curves for all the methods exhibits low dispersion
and good prediction since they are close to the AWGN ref-
erence curves. In the EESM case a calibration factor is
used (β ) for each MCS. The performance is plotted for two

Fig. 3. The BLER based on the EESM metric, 64-QAM, rate =
0.5, per 3 subchannels, β = 13.

Fig. 4. The BLER based on the EESM metric, 64-QAM, rate =
0.5, per 3 subchannels, β = 15.5.

different selections of β . This demonstrates that the pre-
diction accuracy in different BLER areas can be controlled
via proper calibration, and this property can be exploited
in the design of adaptive modulation and coding (AMC)
algorithms.

3. PHY Abstraction Proposal
for NOFDM Systems – Theoretical

Analysis

In this section the main features of NOFDM systems are
presented, which are followed by the preliminary modifi-
cation proposals of PHY abstraction methods for NOFDM
systems. Let us stress that the presented proposals need to
be intensively tested by the means of computer simulation,
which will be the next step of common investigation in this
area.
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3.1. NOFDM Signal Description

The non-orthogonal multicarrier signal belongs to particu-
lar subclass of all multicarrier signals (known as GMC sig-
nals) for which the neighboring information-bearing-pulses
are not orthogonal. Such approach is in opposition to the
well-known OFDM signals, where the pulses transmitted
on adjacent subcarriers are mutually orthogonal. From the
mathematical point of view, the transmit signal s(t) (one
NOFDM frame of N subcarriers and L time slots) is repre-
sented as the superposition of the translated and modulated
elementary functions g(t) multiplied by the weighting co-
efficients cl,n:

s(t) =
L−1

∑
l=0

N−1

∑
n=0

cl,ng(t − lT )e2π jnFt

=
L−1

∑
l=0

N−1

∑
n=0

cl,n ·gl,n (t).

(6)

The above equation describes the inverse Gabor transform,
and the weighting coefficients cl,n are the so-called Gabor
coefficients, which are obtained by the means of Gabor
transform [12]–[14]:

cl,n =

∫ ∞

−∞
s(t) · γ ∗

l,n(t)dt, (7)

where: γl,n(t) represents the window function (localized at
time-frequency point (l,n) on time-frequency grid and dual
to gl,n(t)) used at the receiver to recover the transmit data
and (∗) denotes conjugation.
One can observe, that each coefficient cl,n can be treated
as the transmit data symbol located at the nth subcarrier
in lth time period carried by the pulse gl,n(t). It is worth
mentioning that in order to represent any signal by the
means of the sum of the elementary pulses gl,n(t) (called
also atoms), these pulses have to create the basis (denoted
hereafter as G) which spans the considered signal space.
In other words, the forward and inverse Gabor transform
switch the spaces from one-dimensional (time domain)
to two-dimensional (time-frequency plane) and backwards,
respectively. At the receiver, the dual set of elementary
functions γl,n(t) has to be applied, which constitute the
basis ΓΓΓ. In order to ensure the perfect reconstruction re-
quirement, the biorthogonality condition between the ele-
mentary pulses used on the transmitter and on the receiver
side has to be fulfilled [15]. The two abovementioned sets
of pulses will be biorthogonal, only if the following relation
is true:

∑
l,n

gl,n(t)γl,n(t
′) = δ (t − t ′), (8)

where δ (x) is the well-know Dirac delta function, which
is non-zero only for x = 0. Let us stress, that the set
of elementary functions constitutes also the so-called
“frame” [13], [14] – in such a case, there exist real num-

Fig. 5. Time-frequency representation of one GMC frame.

bers A and B, 0 ≤ A ≤ B < ∞, for which the following
relation holds:

A‖s(t)‖2 ≤∑
l,n

|〈s(t),gl,n(t)〉| ≤ B‖s(t)‖2, (9)

where ‖ · ‖ and 〈·〉 are the norm and the inner product,
respectively, and s(t) is the data signal.
The exemplary GMC signal frame is depicted in Fig. 5,
where one circle represents one waveform. One can ob-
serve, that in general the neighboring pulses can overlap
each other both in time and in frequency domain.

3.2. Proposals of Modification of PHY Abstraction

Methods for NOFDM Systems

When referring to the NOFDM systems, the following as-
pects have to be considered: first, the NOFDM signal
(frame) is represented on time-frequency plane, thus the
algorithms shall be two-dimensional, second – the neigh-
boring atoms overlap each other in both domains. These
two phenomena have a significant impact on the definition
of PHY abstraction methods. In the following the propos-
als of modification of selected PHY abstraction methods for
NOFDM systems will be shortly presented and explained.

3.3. General Considerations

As highlighted in the previous section, besides the straight-
forward change from one-dimensional to two-dimensional
processing, the overlapping between neighboring pulses has
to be considered. Thus, in the first step, let take into ac-
count all separated values of SINRl,n (related to one atom
on time-frequency plane) in the calculation of the effective
SINRe f f :

SINRe f f = Φ−1

(

1

LN

N−1

∑
n=0

L−1

∑
l=0

Φ
(

SINRl,n

)

)

. (10)

Obviously, the definition of the SINRl,n has to be adjusted
to NOFDM case, since the power of residual interferences
(i.e., the total amount of power coming from the adjacent
atoms and affecting the considered pulse at time-frequency
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point (l,n)) has to be considered. Let us start from deriv-
ing the expression of SINR value for orthogonal systems,
in which the cyclic prefix is added at the beginning of every
OFDM transmit symbol. Based on [8], one can define the
SINR value for nth subcarrier as

SINRn = PnG

(

N

N + NP

)(

RD

Nsd/Nst

)

, (11)

where: Pn is the frequency-selective fading power value for
nth subcarrier, Np is the length of the cyclic prefix, RD de-
notes the power allocated to the data subcarriers, Nsd is the
number of data subcarriers and Nst is the number of total
useful subcarriers.
In other words, the factor within the first brackets describes
the power loss due to the cyclic prefix removal at the re-
ceiver, whereas the term in second brackets indicates the
pilots/signaling overhead (the percentage of power allocated
to data subchannels referred to the relative numbers of data
subcarriers to total useful subcarriers). The so-called ge-
ometry G (which includes all other factors that affect the re-
ceived SINR, such path loss, shadowing, interference form
base stations, etc.) can be defined as

G =
Ior

Ioc + N0

, (12)

where: Ior is the total received signal power prior to any
receiver processing, Ioc denotes the total interference power
and N0 is the thermal noise power measured across the noise
bandwidth.
In order to adjust the SINR definition to the NOFDM case,
the above equations have to be rewritten as follows. First,
let define the SINR value related to one waveform localized
at (l,n) point on time-frequency grid as

SINRl,n = Pl,nGln

(

Ns

Ns + NP

)(

RD

Nsd/Nst

)

, (13)

where all of the parameters should be interpreted on time-
frequency (two-dimension) plane. That is, Ns denotes the
number of samples of transmit signal (one NOFDM frame)
in time-domain without the cyclic prefix of the length of
NP samples, RD is the total power allocated to data pulses,
whereas Nsd denotes the number of data-bearing pulses and
Nst is the total number of useful waveforms on time and
frequency (TF) plane. Moreover, one of the reasons for
applying of NOFDM is to remove the cyclic prefix used
in OFDM to mitigate the effect of inter-symbol interfer-
ence (ISI). In such a case, above relation can be simplified:

SINRl,n = Pl,nGln

(

RD

Nsd/Nst

)

. (14)

Moreover, the geometry Gl,n can be defined as

Gl,n =
Ior

Ioc + I
(l,n)
int + N0

, (15)

where I
(l,n)
int describes the amount of power that comes from

the neighboring pulses and affect the transmit data atom at
(l,n) point of TF grid.

3.4. Received Bit Mutual Information Rate (RBIR) ESM

In Subsection 2.1, the RBIR ESM method has been in-
troduced. For NOFDM case the RBIR metric definition
has to be adjusted to two-dimensional signal representa-
tion. Thus, instead of one sum operation over N subcarri-
ers, two sum operations over whole time-frequency plane
have to be calculated. In such a case, the values of SINRl,n

(see Eq. (14)) and number of bits m assigned to each pulse
on time-frequency plane have to be computed. The RBIR
metric in NOFDM scenario can be expressed as

RBIR =
∑N−1

n=0 ∑L−1
l=0

SI
(

SINRl,n,m(l,n)
)

∑N−1
n=0 ∑L−1

l=0
m(l,n)

. (16)

In the above equation, the number of bits carried by the
pulse localized at the (l,n) point on time-frequency grid is
denoted by m(l,n).

3.5. Exponential-Effective SINR Mapping (ESM)

Similar conclusions as for RBIR ESM method can be drawn
for EESM PHY abstraction method. In such a case, the
effective SINR can be computed as

SINRe f f = −β ln

(

1

LN

N−1

∑
n=0

L−1

∑
l−0

e
−

SINRl,n
β

)

. (17)

The simulation have to be carried out to define the values
of the unknown parameter β .

3.6. Mean Mutual Information per Bit (MMIB) ESM

In Subsection 2.1, the metric called mean mutual informa-
tion per bit ESM has been also defined and shortly de-
scribed. In such a case, the definition of mean mutual
information MI should be modified for NOFDM systems
as follows:

MI =
1

mLN

N−1

∑
n=0

L−1

∑
l=0

m

∑
i=1

I

(

b
(l,n)
i ,LLR

(

b
(l,n)
i

)

)

, (18)

where b
(l,n)
i and LLR(b

(l,n)
i ) denote the ith bit in one tuple

(block of m bits mapped to one constellation point) car-
ried on the nth subcarrier and lth time slot in one NOFDM
frame and the log-likelihood ratio computed for this par-
ticular bit, respectively. The mutual information function
is assumed to be a function of the QAM symbol SINR,
thus the mean mutual information MI may be alternatively
written as

MI =
1

mLN

N−1

∑
n=0

L−1

∑
l=0

m

∑
m=1

I
(

SINR
(l,n)
i

)

. (19)

However, the definition of LLR for NOFDM case has to
be derived, which takes into account the overlapping phe-
nomenon of neighboring pulses in time and frequency do-
main. These derivations are out of scope of this paper.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper new efficient PHY abstraction methodologies
were described, which allow the system designers to re-
duce the amount of information sent in the reverse chan-
nel from the receiver to the transmitter in order to select
the appropriate (in terms of error probability) modulation
and coding scheme. On the other side, these signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) mapping techniques give the possibil-
ity of proper prediction of the BLER value (needed for
system-level simulation) without implementing the partic-
ular decoding stages. Provided simulation results show
the correctness of such approach, and confirm that SNR
mapping is the promising technique for carrying out the
system-level simulations. Moreover, it is shown, that these
methods, originally proposed for OFDM case, can be also
adjusted, extended or even generalized for non-orthogonal
multicarrier systems. In order to do this, the overlapping
phenomena between neighboring pulses has to be taken into
account.
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Paper Technical and Regulatory
Issues of Emergency Call Handling

Wojciech Michalski

Abstract—The paper presents selected technical and regula-
tory aspects of emergency call handling in communication be-
tween citizens and authorities in case of distress. Among the
most important technical aspects of emergency call handling
are recognition and treatment of emergency call by originating
network, routing of such call to the appropriate public safety
answering point (PSAP), delivering call-related information to
the PSAP as well as architecture and organization of PSAPs.
From the legal point of view, of importance are the obliga-
tions for the Member States and stakeholders involved in the
E112 project included in the EU directives, actions of Euro-
pean Commission related to providing access to the location
information as well as obligations concerning emergency call
handling included in Polish national law.

Keywords—calling line identity, emergency call, location infor-

mation, public safety answering point.

1. Introduction

Every year in the European Union several millions of cit-
izens dial an emergency number to access emergency ser-
vices. It is observed that due to rising penetration of mobile
telephony, the share of emergency calls originating from
mobile networks grows continuously. Unfortunately, many
mobile callers in an emergency situation are not able to
indicate their location today.
Such situation makes the work of emergency services ex-
tremely difficult since their efficiency, and in particular their
response time, depend on knowledge of the caller’s loca-
tion.
Taking into account that an emergency can be anything,
from every day incidents like traffic accidents or assault, to
major incidents like aeroplane crashes or forest fires, to ma-
jor disasters such as earthquakes or large-scale terrorist at-
tacks, the emergency communications (EMTEL) elaborated
on a broad spectrum of issues related to use of telecommu-
nication services in emergency situations, addressing Euro-
pean Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI) mem-
bers and all stakeholders involved in E112 project.
Currently, ETSI works on defining the user requirements
for the four main areas of emergency communications.
One of them is emergency call handling – communica-
tion from citizens to authorities/organizations. The second
comprises public safety communications between authori-
ties/organizations. The next one regards warning systems –
communication from authorities/organizations to citizens.
The last one concerns the communications amongst citi-
zens during emergencies.

The article presents technical problems of emergency call
handling and regulatory issues related to introduction
of E112 in public networks in accordance with current
telecommunication standards as well as European Union
and Polish regulations.

2. Definitions

Emergency call is the call originating from a user to an
emergency control centre (ECC), where ECC means the
facilities used by emergency response organizations like po-
lice, fire brigade and emergency medical services to handle
emergency calls.
Emergency call is forwarded to the emergency control cen-
tre by public safety answering point (PSAP). The PSAP
is treated as physical location where emergency calls are
received under the responsibility of a public authority.
Emergency calls are handled under E112 (enhanced 112)
defined as emergency communications service using the
single European emergency call number 112, which is en-
hanced with location information of the calling user.

3. Speech Quality and Priority of
Emergency Calls

Emergency calls should have priority over all other
calls and the priority should be ensured across public net-
works.
In the fixed network priority should be given from the net-
work access point (associated with the emergency call orig-
inated from this point) to the network termination point
or PSAP to which appropriate emergency control centre
is connected.
In the mobile network priority should be given from the
mobile switching centre (MSC), including the air interface,
to the network termination point or public safety answering
point to which an appropriate emergency control centre
is connected.
If the network is not operating under abnormal conditions
as a result of a disaster, the speech quality of emergency
calls should not be worse than for basic telephone service
handled in these conditions.
Otherwise, if the network is operating under abnormal con-
ditions and a trade-off exists between speech quality and
connectivity, connectivity should have priority over speech
quality.
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4. General Provisions

General provisions related to access to emergency call han-
dling are included in directive 2002/22/EC [1] and doc-
uments associated with this directive [2] and [3]. Some
of them are described in the following sections of this ar-
ticle.

4.1. Ability of Network Resources to Fulfill User’S Needs

According to the directive mentioned above, in addition to
any other national emergency call numbers specified by the
national authorities, all end users of publicly available tele-
phone services should have the possibility to call the emer-
gency services free of charge by using the single European
emergency call number 112. They should be able to do
so without any modifications to terminals, networks and
devices on the emergency services provider side.
It should be possible to make emergency calls from pub-
lic and private payphones at any time without the assis-
tance of an operator, on the same principles like from nor-
mal phones. Location information within a private net-
work should be available when possible and comply with
the requirements of relevant emergency authorities in the
area.
Directive 2002/22/EC [1] requires also that emergency calls
should be possible even if a voice communication terminal
equipment has a PIN-coded lock of the keypad.
The probability that user will be able to make a basic tele-
phone call to appropriate emergency service should be max-
imized as well.

4.2. Ability of the Public Network Access Point to

Enable Emergency Calls

The public network access point should enable emer-
gency calls in each situation, even when normal originat-
ing calls have been barred (e.g., because of non-payment
of bills) or mobile phone is protected by an identifica-
tion/authentication procedure. It should enable emergency
call originating in a visited network if the mobile phone is
technically compatible with the alternate network.

4.3. Recognition and Treatment of Emergency Calls by

the Originating Network

Originating network should recognize emergency calls by
means of the emergency call number 112 in addition to the
local national emergency numbers valid in the originating
network.
For each emergency call the originating network should
generate emergency call-related information (e.g., location
of the caller and calling line identification) and deliver this
information to the PSAP or to the corresponding emergency
control centre. This information may either arrive at the
destination point at the same time as emergency call or be
available for retrieval on demand from this point during

the call. Handling of emergency call-related information
should not delay answering of emergency call.

4.4. Delivering Call-Related Information Concerning

User Location

Caller location information may be a geographical address
or a set of geographical coordinates. This information en-
ables the emergency control centre to determine the caller’s
location at the time of calling. The information should be
accessible for as long as the emergency lasts via standard-
ized interface after the initial contact is made.
According to the directive 2003/58/EC on privacy and elec-
tronic communications [4], public telephone network oper-
ator should forward to PSAP the best information available
as to the location of the caller, to the extent technically
feasible. For each emergency call for which the subscriber
number has been identified, public telephone network op-
erator should enable the PSAP to renew the location infor-
mation through a call back functionality for the purpose of
handling the emergency.
In the first case the location information is transferred to the
destination point in the push mode because the information
is automatically pushed with the initial call together with in-
formation contained in the calling line identity (CLI). In the
second one, the information is transmitted in the pull mode
on demand, using the CLI and preferably the emergency
location protocol (ELP) [5].
Generally, location information is based on the calling line
number. In a wireline network this information is received
together with emergency call. When emergency call is
made from mobile phone operated without a SIM card (sub-
scriber identity module card), originating network cannot
transmit CLI information to the PSAP.

4.5. Delivering Call-Related Information Concerning

User Identification

For every emergency call made to the number 112 origi-
nating network should transmit to the PSAP the calling line
number of the access (CLI). The emergency control cen-
tre should be equipped in functionality available to return
a call to the number in the CLI.
If emergency calls are made from mobile phone operated
without a SIM card, originating network cannot transmit
CLI information to the PSAP because the CLI cannot be
determined. In the countries where this is authorized, as an
alternative solution, the equipment identity number like in-
ternational mobile equipment identity (IMEI) may be trans-
mitted by the originating network.

4.6. Handling of Emergency Calls Between Networks

Originating networks should transmit their network identi-
fication to the emergency control centre according to the
directive [4] which requires that all location information
provided to the PSAP is accompanied by an identification
of the network from which the call has originated.
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Fig. 1. Basic functional architecture [2].

Fig. 2. Integrated PSAP and emergency control center [2].

If the originating network is not connected directly to the
PSAP, a transit network is used for transfer of emergency
call-related information to the destination point as well as
specific routing number (destination number) for identify-
ing responsible emergency service for a specific area.
The transit network should forward this information to the
PSAP immediately and in transparent mode, without mod-
ification.

4.7. Providing Termination of Emergency Calls

to the PSAP

The network should deliver the emergency calls together
with any related data, without delay and modification to
the PSAP which is directly connected this network. If de-
livering an emergency calls to the appropriate PSAP is not
possible, it must be forwarded to the alternative PSAP.

The PSAP should be provided with access to all of
the CLI information. PSAP should be able to release or
block repeated nuisance call attempts to the emergency
numbers. Only PSAP should be responsible for release
of emergency call.

5. The PSAP’s Architecture and
Organization of the Emergency

Control Centres

Basic functional PSAP architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Depending on PSAP and emergency control centre physical
locations this logical architecture can be mapped into two
physical solutions shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 3. PSAP on edge of the public network [2].

In the first case, illustrated in Fig. 2, the PSAP and emer-
gency control centre functionalities are integrated into the
same physical entity.
In the second solution, shown in Fig. 3, the PSAP sits
at the edge of the public network and its functionality is
distributed and separated from functionality of the emer-
gency control centre. In this case the network between
PSAP and emergency control centre is a dedicated priority
network, built using leased lines or secure virtual private
network (VPN).

Fig. 4. Basic types of organizational setup [3]: (a) single level 1
PSAP dealing with all emergencies; (b) single level 1 PSAP deal-
ing with all emergencies + directly reachable ERO’s having their
own answering points; (c) separate PSAPs dealing with emergen-
cies.

Three types of organizational setup of PSAP, ECC
and emergency response operations (ERO) recommended
by Expert Group on Emergency Access (AGEA), which
is the subgroup under the Communication Committee
(COCOM) as well as the Technical Group chaired by Eu-
ropean Commission (EC), are presented by Fig. 4.

6. Evolution of Regulations Concerning
Emergency Calls

6.1. Previous Requirements

Obligations related to emergency calls were defined for the
first time in the council decision 91/396/EEC [6]. This
document required, in addition to other national emergency
numbers, the Member States to ensure that the number 112
was introduced in the public telephone networks, as the
number preferred by EC, by 31 December 1992, with a pos-
sibility for derogation until 31 December 1996 under cer-
tain conditions, e.g., due to high implementation costs.
Moreover, the Member States should ensure that emergency
calls are correctly received and routed to the appropriate
emergency control centre according to technical capabili-
ties existing in the public networks.
Next obligations were defined in the directive 97/13/EC [7],
requiring to enable emergency calls even when the normal
originating telecommunications services have been barred,
e.g., due to of non-payment of bills.
Then, the obligations were included in directive
98/10/EC [8] which more precisely determined the require-
ments for the emergency calls handling given in using the
single European emergency call number the council deci-
sion 91/396/EEC [6]. The directive required that it was pos-
sible to make emergency calls from public telephones 112
and other national emergency numbers, free of charge and
without having to use any means of payment.
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6.2. Main Regulations Included in the EU Directives

In the next edition of Community regulations called the
“packet of directives of 2002”, the requirements for emer-
gency calls made to number 112 was defined in 26 article
of universal service directive (2002/22/EC) [1]. In this doc-
ument European Commission retained all important obliga-
tions included in the mentioned above directives and coun-
cil decision.
First of all, the universal service directive requires it is pos-
sible to make emergency calls from public telephones using
the single European emergency call number 112 and other
national emergency numbers, free of charge and without
having to use any means of payment. It is also required
that emergency calls can be routed to, and handled within,
the appropriate emergency control centre. The users shall
be able to make a basic telephone call to an emergency
service from any terminal that supports outgoing calls to
publicly available telephone services. In particular, this re-
quirement regards the case where emergency calls are made
from mobile phones operated without a SIM card.
Moreover, this directive contains new obligations added by
the EC. In particular, it is required that public network oper-
ators make caller location information available to authori-
ties handling emergencies, to the extent technically feasible,
for all calls made to the single European emergency num-
ber 112. The directive requires Member States to inform
the users about E112 services. The Member States should
provide adequate information to their citizens about the ex-
istence, use and benefits of E112 services. Citizens should
be informed that 112 can connect them to emergency ser-
vices all across the European Union and that their location
will be forwarded. They should also be informed about the
identity of the emergency services that will receive their
location information and of other necessary details to guar-
antee fair processing of their personal data.
The universal service directive requires Member States to
ensure that the obligations on the processing of caller per-
sonal data are respected. However, the directive 2002/58/EC
[4; art. 10] permits the network operators to override the re-
strictions on calling line identification for emergency calls.
So, this regulation (possibly only for emergency call pur-
poses) eliminates the protections which users can use in
case of other services.
The above mentioned elements form the set of regulations
and conditions for their implementation in the Member
States, which will be implemented on the principles that
are appropriate for such low acts like directives.

6.3. Actions of European Commission Related

to Providing Access to Location Information

The next step in creation of regulations regarding user lo-
cation was Commission recommendation [9]. This recom-
mendation was based on art. 19 of the framework directive
2002/21/EC, so this document has a high law status. Reg-
ulations included in this recommendation should be imple-
mented unless serious obstacles exist.

This recommendation determines a number of important
elements concerning the scope and mode of caller loca-
tion (push/pull). This document confirms that location-
enhanced emergency call services comprise emergency
calls made to number 112 and other national emergency
numbers. It means that the Member States with multiple
national emergency numbers will have implementation cost
higher than others using only one European emergency call
number 112.
This document recommends that the “best effort” principle
is applied for delivery of location information to PSAPs
and that this information is transmitted in a “push” mode.
Moreover, the document requires that location information
is provided in a non-discriminatory way. In particular, pub-
lic telephone network operators should not discriminate be-
tween the quality of information provided about their own
subscribers and other users.

6.4. Proposals of Changes to EU Regulations

European Commission currently considers changing certain
regulations concerning emergency call handling.
One of them regards the obligation for public telephone net-
work operators to make caller location information avail-
able to authorities handling emergencies to the extent tech-
nically feasible. European Commission wants to delete
condition “to extent technically feasible”.
The second one regards delivery of location information
only in the push mode. Moreover, EC recommends that
the network operators were debited a cost of data transfer
in this mode.
The proposals mentioned above are related to eCall project
having a high priority among EC initiatives. The possibil-
ity to provide accurate location information for each call
in push mode is fundamental to implementation of this
project.

6.5. Regulations Included in Polish Law

6.5.1. Obligations Concerning Emergency Call
Handling

Obligation for public telephone network operators to make
caller information available to authorities handling emer-
gencies is the key regulation concerning emergency calls
handling. Set of obligations directly concerning emergency
calls is included in the telecommunication law [10] and in
other acts having obligatory status. The current status of
Polish law concerning E112 determines the elements de-
scribed below.

6.5.2. Obligations Regarding National Emergency
Number

Fundamental obligation included in [10; art. 77] requires
providers of publicly available telecommunication services
to ensure that emergency calls made from any terminal to
emergency numbers are free of charge. Emergency number
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is defined in article 2, point 21 as a number available to
responsible nominated emergency services specified in the
national numbering plan [11]. The emergency numbers are
associated with emergency services, including police, fire
service, emergency medical services, emergency water ser-
vices, emergency mountain rescue services and emergency
gas services.

6.5.3. Obligations Regarding Assignment of Emergency
Calls to the Appropriate Emergency Control
Centre

Proper regulation is given in [10; art. 77, par. 2]. According
to this obligation, emergency call should be routed to, and
handled within, the appropriate emergency control centre.
Nominated emergency control centres of the emergency or-
ganizations deal with emergency calls from defined geo-
graphical areas. Emergency calls are routed to appropriate
destination point according to mapping between the loca-
tion of the caller and the emergency control centre.

6.5.4. Data Available to Responsible Emergency
Services

According to [10; art. 78, par. 1], public telephone network
operators should make caller location information avail-
able to nominated emergency services to the extent tech-
nically feasible. The key meaning for this purpose have
data regarding caller identification. Appropriate regulation
is given in [10; art. 78, par. 1], which requires that public
telephone network operators should make calling line iden-
tification available to responsible emergency service for this
area. According to article 78, par. 1, section 1 [10], user
identification should be possible also when the calling line
identification is restricted. In the light of the article 78,
par. 8 [10], location data should be provided without caller
permission if necessary for handling of emergency calls.

6.5.5. Requirements Concerning the Real Time
Transferring Data

The article 78, par. 1 [10] requires providers of publicly
available telecommunication services to make caller loca-
tion information available to nominated emergency services
in real time. Delivering location information in real time
means that delay between receiving of data request message
and setting of requested data should not be significant.
National regulations do not precisely define this parameter
because it is difficult due to different technologies used in
Polish network. Location data based on cell ID methods
can be made available faster than when GPS technology is
used.
In the CGALIES report [12] it is assumed that coarse lo-
cation information should be available in 7 s and accurate
information should be available in 30 s.

6.5.6. The Changes Required in Polish Regulations

It is necessary to make some changes in [10; art. 77]
which obliges providers of publicly available telecommu-

nication services to ensure that emergency calls are free of
charge.
First of all this obligation should be limited to providers
of publicly available telephone services, not telecommuni-
cation services providers. Moreover, obligation related to
providing location information should extend to all tele-
phone services providers, because this obligation should be
directly associated with providing telephone services.
The number of emergency numbers for which network op-
erators are obliged to provide full functionality should be
limited in accordance with concept of PSAPs organization.
In the light of the recommendation [9], the Member States
should define precise obligations for telephone service
providers related to providing caller location information,
as existing general requirements will not suffice in the fu-
ture.

7. Conclusion

Caller location information is critical for efficiency of emer-
gency services, requiring that mobile positioning function
is available anywhere in the network coverage area, any-
time. Unfortunately, no method available today meets all
requirements of emergency services.
Cell identity (cell ID) and its variants cannot meet accuracy
requirements, although only these technologies are able to
operate over 100% of the area covered by a network. They
can be used only in dense urban environment.
Estimated observed time difference (E-OTD) can meet re-
quirements in all environments except in the rural areas
where the network may not provide sufficient number of
cells to enable triangulation. This technology works where
three or more base transceiver stations (BTS) are visible
and the results obtained by E-OTD degrade to cell-ID when
only one BTS is visible.
Assisted global positioning system (A-GPS) can fulfill the
accuracy requirement in all environments, but performance
of this technology in certain indoor environments may be
problematic, although there are techniques available to in-
crease the sensitivity of A-GPS receivers and hence im-
prove the probability of a location fix as well as the result-
ing accuracy indoors.
So, from a purely technical point of view the best solution
would be a combination of different technologies; introduc-
tion of hybrid technologies would improve the chance of
meeting accuracy requirements.
In summary, regarding the works conducted in the technical
as well as regulatory areas related to emergency calls han-
dling, one sees recent progress in several fields. However,
some problems related to emergency calls aren’t solved
yet. The most important problem now regards interoper-
ability. It should be ensured that different manufacture’s
equipments are able to interoperate with each other cor-
rectly and without modifications. It should be noted that
new standards must be defined to ensure progress in the
development of E112.
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